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INTRODUCTION
.

Children .wlio. have been in, he MINNEMAST program since
kindergarten have had a greal deal of experience in observing
and describing the properties of objects. They have given
verbal, qualitative descriptions of theproperties, and fre-
guently they have quantified their obgervations by measure- '.
ments of such properties as length, area, volume and weight.

,. ,'
\This unit brings in a new, consideration -- the student will,

ow focus on the properties of the material of which an object
is composed rather than on the properties of the.object itself.
o introduCe the idea, the children will first take apart use-

1, ss objects brought from horhe. *They will be able to identify
a number of materials that are already familiar; such as cloth.,
-glass , le- thee, rubber and wood. However, they will encoun-
ter ether m terials that they cannot..identify with any degree'
of certainty:\ These doubts show the need for setting up tests
that wilt help`to distinguish one material from another. ,

The lessons are designed to teach some of the ways a mate-.
,rial may be id'entified by its properties. The children will
rlearn to test metals and minerals fsr the property of hardnes.

They will find o how to separate inks and food colorings -

into the compopent colors: The children will also learn to
ident* y some minerals by the property of crystal shape and
by'the ilroprty.of shape retention after cleavage. Finally,
;hey wi1.-tise solubility and chemical reaction as properties
that a material may have.

Science and mathematics are well coordinated in this unit.
The mathematical concepts include intersection of sets,
measurement of angles, ,and measurement and graphing of
weight and volume. The children will particularly enjoy
using their new transparent protractors to measure the angles

'on the models of crystal shapes they constructed.

The concluding lesson of the unit gives the children oppor-
tunities to use their experimental skills in id ratifying a
variety of unknown white 'substances. They p mpare their
new data from this'activity with previous find gs. Thus,
the lesson also serves as a review and evalu tion of what
the children have learned.

ix

),4
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SECTION 1

PROPERTIES OF
*11;t MATERIALS
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PURPOSE.

- To lead the children toward the idea that, although the
properties ofr some materials are easily observed and
identified, others may require special tests or techniqUes.

To introduce a number of materials the .children will inves--
etigate in other sections of the unit.

INTkODUCING SOME PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS I

COMMENTARY

5.

In Lesson I the children take apart a number of -discarded,
useless- objects in order to sort the various parts according
to the materials of which they are made. Eventually the chil-
dren discover that some materials" are not easily differentiated
by observation, but may require special tests far correctkiden7
tification.

.In Lesson 2 the children are presented, with a Variety of mat.
ria is that they will use later in-the unit. Seme\of these
materials cannot be identified easily or diStinguished frOm
one another. This motivates the children to learn some of
the tests that scientists to identify materials.

Teaching time for this section should be about two class- .

periods.

A
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Lesson): WHAT KIND OF MATERIAL? .0.

41

Near the end of Unit 25, letters were sent home to the parents
asking the .children to bring discarded. broken toys and other
useless ,articles to school. The letters also requested the
children to bring -toolssuch as files, pliers, screwdrivers. and
hammers.fOr use in this lesson. If the children have not brought
these things, ask them to do so now. When you'have collect-
ed one'or two worthless objects per child, you are ready for-

the lesson. If the children have not broughenough tools;
you may wish to borrow some from the school custodian:

In Activity A the children examine theomaterials in thezc011ec-

tion of discarded articles ant name as many mateLidis as they.
recognize. Then two children are asked to make subsets froth
the set of all objects. One child makes a subset with objects
containing wood.. The other child makes a subset with objedt
containing.metal. 'The. class;, soon discovers that some of the
Objects -belong in the intersection-of the two subsets because
these; objects contain bbth metal and wood. The question
then arises ,'"What can We 'do to the objects so thbt we
have only wooden material in one subset and only metal mate-
rial in the other?" The answer, of Odurse, is to break the
objects apart:

IriiactivityB the children use the tools to separate the -Mate-
rirS- in the objects into subsetksuch as wood, metal,.
-plastic; cloth, leather, glass, etc Theh, in show - and -tell
fashion, they discuss -the properties of e'ch suliset
r,ials.. During these. discussions you will have opportunities..
to ask the key questions, "How can_we be sure thiS 'Material
really belongs in this subset? Doesn't it'have the same
apparent properties as this' other material ?" For example',
'when a child is describing the prOperties of a-rigid, trans-
parent, thin piece of plaSti, you might ask him hoW he can
'be sure the material is plastic and not glass,_ sinee both
seem to have the same properties-. Such miestions lead the
children to realize that they need some scientific tests- to
dis boti erdifferences in, the properties.of_the_rnaterials,ith
order to Classify them correctly.

This lesson should be taught in a very informal manner so
that the children enjoy the activities while at the same time



3:they becomei'interested in the properties, of the materiels.
It is necessary to establish some ground rules for using the
tools. Let the children help form these rules and discuss
the necessity for them.

MATERIALS

- broken discarded toys and other useless articles (brought
by The children)

-- tools such as fileS, pliers, screwdrivers -and hammers
(brought- by the children or botrowed froM the echool

r:

4

custodian)"
1

-- painted metal4Scissors
- old magazines orthick newspapers t protect the floor

froth hammers

- 2 pieces of Yarn .or Atring, each about i 0 feet lohg
(optional);

PREPARATION

Label tools, brought by the children so that they can be
, returned- to the 'tightitil owners atthe 'end 'of the lessciti-4

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Clear a large-area of the classtooin floor. Bring out the col- .

lection olworthless objects and put them In a big pile at the -
center of the cleared area. Have the children gather around.

-the pile. Explain that they are going to concentrate on the ,

Materials of which:things are'made, rather than onjhe objects
themselves... Give the ch-ildren a few minutes to examine and
discuds.the..objectp. 'Ask them to name some of. the materials
they recognize, such as cloth,,.plastic.tglats,, rubber, wood, _

and metal. :fisi-,hese materials on the chalkboard:,

Now ask the childten to think of ways to sort the large pile
of objects-into subsets. The children may sUggest-suCh ideas
as sorting by color or former use-of the objects, etc. Let them
'discus's thesepo*ssibilities without doing the sortings. If rio
child suggests sorting the objects by_the kind. ofthateriaLin

1,8



them, remind the class that the purpose of this unit is to
investigate materials , not objects.

When a child does suggest sorting by material, assign one
child to make a subset of objects containing wood. Ask _
another child to make a subset of objects containing metal.
Have the rest of the class observe the sorting closely. The

'children should raise their hands if they disagree with the
''placement.of any object. 'Sooner or later the problem of
placing an obfect-that contains both wood and metal should
arise. When it does, -ask:

_ -

BOTH WOOD AND METAL?. SHOULD WE PLACE--IT-1N THE

WOOD SUBSET OR IN THE METAL SUBSET?

Let the children speculate And m ske suggestions. Eventually--
. . they should see that theHobject belongs in both subsets. One

way"of showing this is to use two pieces of yarri^to font Venn°
diagrams like tile- following; on the floor:'

ry.

Explain to the children' that objects containing more. than one
material would always h6ve to be-pla-cethin--the intersection
of subsets. Ask. them to look at the pile of :objects and notice
that many of 'the objects would 'belong intersections of

---- -various- subsets.- -Then. say:

WHAT. COULD WE DO TO THESE,OBJECTS SO THAT WE

COULD HAVE ALL-W;OOD IN ONE SUBSET_ AND ALL METAL.

IN ANOTHER?

ti
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The children will see that to eliminate the intersection of
subsets they will have to take the objects apart, which is
what they will do in the next activity.

ActiVity'B

Remove the yarn from the floor and push the metal and wood
objects back into the-original pile. Bring out the tools and
ask the children to help you make up some rules for their use.
They should help you establish a few simple safety precautions,
such as these:

0 V.

I. The-files are pointed and should be handled carefully to
-avoid injuring a child, the furniture or the floor. .

2. A buffer, such as magaziries or thick newspaper, is nec
essary. under objects being pounded with a hammer so that
the floor will not be damaged..

Glase should' not be broken, with. hammers or with any other
tools. It should be separated from the other materials in
an. object, only if this can be done easily with the .hands .

are working with glass should be closely'
- supervised,.

When the children unders1 he-rules divide the class into.
,qroups of.four or five.enthassign one mai-Rial-to-eaoh "group.
You may wish to use the materials previously listed Onth
chalkboard' Instruct the childm to take one object at a time :
ft'om the pile, remove the material they are looking -for, and
then return the remainder to the pile so the others, can take
materials from it. ,

Let the ,children work with the tools untthrnost of the objects
in The pile have been separated and the materials classified
into 'subsets. Collect the tools.

Ask each group td, select a spokesman to describe the proper-
ties of the group's material. -Durinthese descriptions ,

challenge the sortings' with questions that will cause the .

children to realize that sometimes observation alone does not
reveal enough' properties for correct classification. Lead the
children to see the need for tests to discover hidden proper-

7
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ties of some materials . For exernple, if a child is describing
the properties of his groupi."-rciaterial (e.g. plastic) as 'hard,
easy to see through, and thin, ".ask:

HOW CAN YOU BE SURE THAT THIS MATERIAL IS NOT
GLASS?

If ancither.piece of plastic lociks like rubber, ask the children
in the group about that. Some p.lastics'alSo look and feel very
much like wood or leather -- how can the Children' be sure
which'material it really is?

NOTE: Iri discussing the subsetS your queStions should bring
out the. need for better:identification of some materials.' .Lead
the Children to the idea that they could discover- more proper-
tieS of a material and learn to distinguish one kind of material
frorri another if they knew more ways of testing materials. En-.
courage them to think_ about.ways of testing for properties in
these materials. .

When the discussions, are ended, dispose of the materials in
any way you wish. 'The children may want to take ,many of
the battered objects home: if-they do not, have the custodian
dispose of them: Atthis time, send home. the borrowed tools.
Tell the children that inthe next lesson they will get a pre-
view of some of the rnaterials they will use in this unit.

N./



Lesson 2: PREVIEWING AND SORTING. MATERIALS

Thii lesson introduces many of the Materials that will be used
in the unit. Each group of-four or five children receives a
tray of materials to sort into subsets. The materials for the
different groups need not `be identical,. but should include a
few each of the minerals, metals,' liquids and white sub-
Stances listed' below. The groups should decide for them-.
selves by which properties they will sort the sets Of mate-
rials into subsetS. 'The children in one groupkir'light decide,
for example, to sort the materials into liquid and,fion-liquid

'Pliers they might wish to divide the non-liquid sub-
set into more subsets according to the properties of color or
hardness. Endourage the children to use their senses of
sight and touch to identify each kind of Material. Ask them
to be careful when smelling the various materials, because
a deep inhalation of some substances could be dangerous.
Do not permit the children to taste-any of the materials at
any time. Let them refer to the minerals as "rocks" in this
lesson -- they will, learn the distinction in the next lesson.

After the children have separated th8 materials into subsets
such as metaTh, rocks, ,colored liquidS, white powderS, 'etc. ,

they try to determine whether ornot the materials in each sub-
set are all of exactly the same kind. Since they cannot be
sure, :reemphasize the point made in Activity' B of Lesson I
by asking, "What'could we db to find out more, about the ta-Op-
erties pf these materials, so that we ,could tell one kind from
another?'" The children should see that they need specific
tests' that help them differentiate among the matertialS.

MATERIALS

--1for each group of four or five -
-tray

a few pieces of metal

- a' few mineral samples

severallauids such as the ink cartidges and fo'cl color-
.

ings. .

9
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- several souffle cups eadh containing a substance such as
sugar, Epsom salt, table salt, plaster of Paris, cornstarch,
baking soda, biking powder, or any.white substarice of
similar appearanc

magnifier
6

PREPARATION

Place the materials for the groups on trays: All of the items
you will need for this lessori are provided in theythird grade
kit. To,these you may wish to add other easily-obtained
white substances such as' flour, cream of tartar, scouring
powder, etc. For the purposes of this lesson, 'it is not nec7
essary to open the food colorings, nor the ink cartridges.
Hide the tops, of,ttie boxes/the minerals came in.

PROCEDURE e

Divide the class into groups of four or five children and pro-
vide each group with a tray of materials. Tell the children
you want them to' Spend some time .examining the materials
with their eyes and with their hands. Encourage them to use__
the magnifiers. Explain the danger of sniffing thiBgs too
closely, and emphasize especially that they must not taste
ahy of the materials. .

Ask, each group to divide its set of materials into subsets by
any properties they chciose. If the children seem to have
trouble getting started, remind them of some of the properties
with Which they are already acquainted, such as color, wet-
ness,. hatdness., weight, size, etc. Go about the room as the
children work., In cases where groups have made very Simple
subsets such as liquid, and non-liquid, suggest that the chil-
dren try to sort each. subset again by another property.. When
all groups' have completed this work, 'call On the children- of

0 each group to explain what they, have done.
.

WHICH PROPERTY DID YOU-USE TO SORT YOUR- SET OF
MATERIALS INTO YOUR FIRS' SUBSETS?

a,
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WHICH FkoPERTY DID YOU USE TO SORT YOUR FIRST SUB-
SETS INTO STILL MORE SUBSETS? '

Let the class examine and question the subsetg of each group...
Encourage such questions as, "Why is this material in this
subset?" and "Which of your senses did you use to observe
this property? "

o

Select one subset of white powders and ask the children in
the group whether they think all the powders are of the same
material. They may answer that somepowders seem to have
finer particles Or feel softer than others, but they can't be
sure about identifying. the powder, Ask whether they can
notice any differences in properties.

Next ask one group if the objects in their metal subset are
all made of the same material. If children try to identify the
metals, focus their attention onthe properties.

Go throUgh this procedure with a subset of inks and of food

Activity B
0 Ask the children in each group to examine their set of rocks.

ARE ALL THESE ROCKS .,MADE OF THE SAME MATERIAL?
HOW COULD WE FIND OUT?-

Have the children discuss with you ways they might identify
the rocks. They may suggest that this could be" done by
studying the.colors and shaPes,of the rocks. Then -ask
whether they tbink two rooks could be of the same color or
shape, but not of the same material. The children May then
suggest comparing such properties as weight or texture.
These are good suggestions. .USe them to lead the children
to .see that perhaps, if they had hew ways of testing the
materials, they, could find out more about the properties of
'each, and that this would help identification.

tell them that in the next few weeks thdy will; learn about
several. tests they can use to tell more about the properties

4
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of,these materials. They
i

will be learning some of the tests
that scientists use to d 'distinguish between ope material and
another: Say that event ally they will be able, by testing,
to distinguish between each of the metals, the-powders ,ithe
inks, and the,rocks. In the next lesson they will be con,- z

centrating on the "rocks " .

Collect the materials. Discard tli powders and store the
liquids and metals. Keep the minerals on hdnd for use in 'the
next lesson.
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AZINeTHEZROPERTY'OF -.HARDNESS I

PURPOSE

To present a method for testing the hardness Of-materials:

To acquaint the children -with a htandard scale of hardness
used in mineral identification,

COMMENTARY

This section will ,focus attention on the property of hardness.
Although children have an intuitive understanding of the prop-
erty of hardness, the idea of using different hardnes se's in
scale will be new to them. The activities include theldevelop-

.meht of a technique for comparing the hardness of two, objects;
the ordering' of minerals based on the property of hardness,'
end the introduction of a standard scale of hardness AMohst
scale). .The children will become aware that h#dneiss' is a
valid test7in the identificati-Nr. of minerals. 1! ater ill Section 6,
."The Property of Shape," they will become familial/ with an-
other property used in mineral identification -- that of crystal
.shape,

,This section corisists of two lessens. Teaching time should
be from two to three class periods.

I



Lesson .3: TSE,HARDNESS OF MIN-ERAS;

In this lesson the children first learn the difference between
minerals and most rocks. Then they investigate five mineral
samples and discOver that some are harder than others. By
scratching one mineral with another, they can determine
which of the two is the heftier. (The one that is. scratched
is always the softer.) The Children are then given a -penny,
a soft iron nail and a clay tile to.arrange in order of hard-
ness with their mineral samples. They also determine the
relative hardness of the metal in the scissors.

When the groups have completed their orderings, the entire
class participates in ordering by hardnes's all nine of the
minerals provided inoone of the kit sets. They compare this,
ordering with Mohs' scale (given below), and identify each
of the minerals. (The only mineral sample not provided in
the kits is # 10, the diamon)

An optional.activity follows the identification of the minerals.
The children may, if they wish, 'Make a hardness scale of
their

.
own at home, using various Materials they find there..

x;

Worksheet I
Unli 26

Save jam"'"

Molls' Scale of the Hardne'ss of Minerals

I. Talc . (Least hard)

2 SelenIte

3. Calcite

4. FluorItt

5. Apatite

6. Feldspar

7. Quartz

S. Topaz

9; Corundum

ID. Olaillond (Hardest)

My Scale of Hardness

iZtge1-1 (14`1j.4W)
. caogo_og

2,0

Another optionalt activity ,
shows a different property
of some minerals -- fluor-
escence. The beauty of
fluorescent minerals is
.very interesting and exciting.
to the children, but you
would need to borrow or buy
a Mineralite Ultra Viblet
Lamp Set to give the demon-
stration. -(Some, schools
have these sets or some

.,child,may have'one.)__



MATERIALS.

7

VA. .

-=. for the claSs (Activity A) --

- I or,more c.)arse-grained-rocks Such aszranite, in which,
more than one mineral iS

f.,or more magnifiers

-- for each of eightigroups (Activity A) --

- magnifier
- Metal scis -sors of the type normally used in the third grade

- mineral samples numbered I , 4 6,. 8 and 9 (to be removed
from- the mineral set and jumbled together)

I penny, I soft iron pail:and I.-unglazed clay tile

for the class (Activity B) -.=

- I set of nine minerals (with numerals removed),

Mohs' scale in Student Manuals

for optional Activity D

I Mineralite Ultratiplet Lamp Set and fluorescent minerals
(Borrow from junior high, or from one ofthe children.)

- fluorite samples from the mineral sets (These fluoresce.)

- minerals that do-not flu.orescelalso -from the sets)
.

fabrias-itithe cibthing the children are wearing

PREPARATION

Most o the materials you will peed for the required activities
of this lesson are provided in the third grade" kit i There are
,enough materials so that you can divide the clas's into eight
groups of 'children.' In addition, you will need eight pairs of
scissors, eight pennies and-one or two coarse-grained rocks.
You may wish tO slcaclacl__tttring-in--th-e-ro:dtg:'

20
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,Select from each box of mineral sets the following: numbers
Cffi, 8 and Have the magnifiers, scissors, iron nails

,,and Cray tiles handy. Put the boxes containing the rest of '
the materials away for use in Activity B. Hide the covers,
'too, because Moll's' scale is printed inside.each bo? cover
and this would reveal the order,of hardness (as well as the
identity of each mineral) before the Children have had an op-

!.portunity to do their-own testing'.

Useonly One full set Of minerals with numbers removed in
Activity B.. This will leave seven sets of the crystal-type
minerals unscratched and in good condition for use in
Section 6, in which the children .study crystals.

PROCEDURE

Activity A
".Show a coarse grained rock to4fie class. Ask if, the rock

seems tc'be made entirely of the same material. Select a
child to observe the rock closely. Give this \child a magni-
fier to help him see that the rock ih composed of many small
_particles. Then pass arounds,the rock and magnifier (an
other similar rocks if you have them) so that the children
can see the different particles.

Now .give each group a magnifier and a set of the five mineral
samples you have set aside for 'them. Have the 'children ex-
amine these stones with their magnifiers. Ask how these
Stones are different from the rock they observed 'Previously.
Explain that some of the stones they are now observing are
similar to the different kinds of particles they saw in the
rock. Say that each of the five stones they now.have con-
tains only one kind of material'. 'Then give this definition:,

WHEN'A STONE IS MADE-UP OF ONLY ONE MATERIAL,
WE CALL IT A " MINERAL." WHEN A STONE IS MADE U
OF MORE THAN ONE KIND OF MATERIAL, WE USUALLY
CALL IT A "ROCK."

Ask the children to. inspect all of.their mineral samples and
to tell you if they think all the samples are alike. (No, they
are not.)

iv
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LAN ANYONE THINK OF A WAY WE COULD TEST THE MIN
ERALS TO FIND OUT WHETHER OR NOT THEY ARE MADE' OF

LAFFEttENT, MATERIALS ?

If the children do not think of the scratch test to determine
the hardness of each mineral, ask them to discuss a prop=
erty that all of the minerals have hardness, SUggest that

5- if some of the minerals are harder than others, the harder
ones should 'scratch the softer ones.

Provide scissors and ask the Children to divide their sets of
minerals intotwo subsets: h(1,) those the scissors can scratC
and (2) those.the scissors cannot scratch.-

Next add to each grouP'sf.materi'als a' penny, a soft iron nail'
and' a 'clay tile. Tell the .children you want them to test all
of these things (including their mineral. samples) for hardness
and.to.arrange them in order with, the softest at their left and

'the hardest at thjir right. Ask them to test the hirdness of
the-scissors and to include the scissors in- the ordering, too.

If necessary, show the children how. to- da. the scratching.
For example, when testing the scissors, they will need tb
try to scratch along one of the open blades. But, when test-
ing something else with the scissors,.they will use the point

of the blade, -

NOTE: 'The children should all be shown how to tell which of
two minerals nas'really been scratched. This can be done by

*removing all of the.powder from each sampl,e and finding the
one that has been scratched.: The'one with the scratch is the
softer of the two: If both samples are scratched, they are of-
about equal hardness.

,
-

When all the groups have finished- the ordering, go about
and check the results. The ideal result 'would be:

Mineral fi I, (least hard) (at extreme left) -

Penny '
Mineral.A.4
Soft iron nail
Scissors

°Mineral # 6
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Mineral # 8
Clay tile
Mineral f 9 (hardest) (at extreme right)

HoWevet, mineral samples may be imperfect and scissors
may differ in-'hardness: _Then,qoo; some children may not
be able to scratch hard enough to determine where to place
the scissors or the harder minerals. Have other children from
groups with good results lend their minerals and skills to
groups with poor results until all the children have partici-
pated in a more satisfactory (if not perfect) ordering.

Then ask the children to test their'fingernails for hardneSs,
using the `materials at hind. (Everyone should be able. to
scratch mineral #1, but some may be able to scratch the pen-. ny also.) -

Collect all the materials and put the mineral samples back in
the boxes.

Activity B ;

Tell'the children that a geologist (a scientis.t who studies
rocks and minerals) uses hardnes;,as a basid property. by
which to identify minerals. Also say that the geologist uses
a scale similar to the ordering the children have just done,
and in fact -7 the five mineral samples they examined in
Activity A are in'the scientist's scale.

Remove .the numerals from one complete set of nine minerals
and place the minerals -on -a demonstration Have the

gather around. Call on different children to scratch
one mineral with another, until-all fine have been ordered Cor-
rectly. Distribute the Student Manuals and tell the children
that, of the minerals listed in Mohs' Scale of Hardness on
Worksheet I , 'the only one missing from their set is the dia.--
mond. Ask them to identify their minerals using the scale on
the worksheet. You might like to explain that Friedrich Mohs

. was a German geologist who developed this hardness scale for.
minerals over a hundred years ago.

Ask a few children to compare the hardness of their finger-
nails, a penny, scissors and .a clay tile with the 'minerals to
find their position in relation to Mohs' Scale.

r- 19
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Activity C (Optional)
Let the childreh tear the page with Mohs' scale on it from
their Studeht Manuals to take home. Suggest that they, test
various discarded materials at home to male up -their own
hardness scales. Remind the children not to scratch furniture`
or other valuable household items, but to look for aluminum
-or steel cans,' rocks, broken pieces of pottery, old pieces of
woo, etc.. If-a child wishes to 'bring-his materials and-his
scale to school, provide him 'with the derilOnstration set of
minerals used inActivity B and let him zee where his-mate-
dela would fit in the mineral scale, SOnie may be softer
than talc, and so would precede it, whereas others, might fit
between two numbers. No material is likely to be harder
than the corundum ( #).

Activity D (Optional)

If you haver access to an ultraviolet lamp aiid some fluores-
cent minerals, by all means use them. The latriP, even when,
turned on,, looks black -- but.do not let the children-gaze
directly"into it a` anytime. Put the fluorite saniples from the
mineral sets under the laMp to shOw hOw they fluoreFOe.
Then put some of the other minerals under the lamp to sill*
that they:do not. fluoresce. After handling fluorescent min-
-erals, the children. may discover that spots on their hands.or
clothing will fluoresce under the lamp. Even without the 'pres-
ence'of traces of the minerals, certain colors in their clOth,-

ihg will also fluoresce. Point out'that testing for fluores-
.cence__With_an,ultraviolet lamp- is--one rioTeWEY scientists

another property by which to identify some minerals.

If yolt have a cultured (or natural) Pearl, it will fluoresce
blue under the ultraviolet lamp. Pearls are composed princi-
pally of calciuin'carbonate, which the children an see in
another form in their mineral samples Of calcite. The pearl
fluoresces-, not beCause of its calcite content,, but because
of the presence of small amdunts' of 'other-minerals.

The children may be inte'rested in knowing that their teeth
and bones, as well as those of animals, are made of the
same mineral as their samples of Apatite. Doctors of Veter-
inary Medicine can detect One of the common diseases of
cattle if the teeth fluoresce red.-

3
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LeSton Lir r HARDNESS AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF 'METALS

The main purpose .6f this lesson is to have the, children focus
on the weight and size properties of some metal. materials as
a preliminary step in their underStanding of density, a proAF-
erty they will soon be studying. Other purposes are to show

,the children that in some cases if is necessary to test more
than one property in order to,identify a material, and to show
th% need for accurate methods of measuring weight and size
(volume).

The- children observe a number' of metal samples.anck try to
deterMine whether all are composed of the same material.
By using the scratch test, they find out that some of the
metals are harder than others: This leads to the hypothesis
that perhaps these metals are not all composed of the same
material. Tb test the hypothesis, the children compare the
weight of different samples by.hefting. They diSCOver that

_some of the pieces seem heavier fortheirsize than others.
In other caSes, they cannot-be Sure whether there is any
weight difference between two samples at all. .They also
discover that, except' for two cubes, they have no reliable
Way of-measuring the size of the metal pieces: These two
discoveries point up the need for quantitative measurements
of weight and, size (volume). In Lesson .5' ihe children Will
measure the weight of the metal pieces and in Lesson 6 they
wilt measure the volume.

MATERIALS 1

Metal pieces from the OMSI kit, labeled as follows:

2 "0" pieces from plastic container marked "Unknowns"

2 "W"

2 "" "

2 "T" "

II II II

It. 11 11 It It

.r^11 II Il It

2 "C" pieces from container marked "Aluminum"

3
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2 "H" pieces frgir) container marked "Aluminum"

2 r'E" pieces from containennarkecist"Pr. Type"

2 trays

PREPARATION

On the' two trays, put one sample of each of the metals list-
ed above. Place the trays on a demonstration table.

PROCEDURE
7 .

.,,- . .

Have the class gather around the demonstration table. ,Pass
one tray of metal 'Samples aroundit'a, half of the .clas and the
other tray to the other half. As the childten examine the
metals', a4them to describe some of the prOpertie they ob-
seive. (They may describe the pieces as hard, silvery, dull,,
hetavy, light, large, srn/11 and shiny. Some children will
notice that the metals,are marked and that some are slotted
with ro.uncl,,,,holes and [others with rectangular holes.) You
may want to liSt.some of the pioperties bn the chalkboard.

When, ,after five or ten minutes, all the children have had
an opportunity to handle the metal pieces , ask if they think
all of the metal pieces are composed of the same material:.
Let the children speculate. Then,ask:

HOW CAN WE FIND OUT IF ALL THESE METAL>I'IECES ARE
MADE OF THE SAME MATERIAL OR OF DIFFERENT MATE-
RIALS? (By testing some of their properties.)

Probably the most obvious test for the children to suggest at
this timels the scratch test for hardness. If they don't,
suggest it yourself. Have the children from each half of the
class 'test their set of metal pieces for the property, of hard-
ness. Record their findings on the-chalkboard. The order
should be this:

Least Hard Next Hardest_ Iiardest

Object.E Objects:T, 0, H, C Objects

410 t.)
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Remind the children that if two materials can scratch each
other, they are of approximately the sae hardneqs., There-

. fore S and W belong in the same subSg and T, 0, H and C
belong together in another:subset. -

.t.

Fiom the results .of this hardness test, the children will want
to conclude that the metal pieces are madeof three different
kinds of material and that some of them are made of the same
material. Point out%that this is a rather broad statement to
make from a,test of just one property, and tat perhaps they
should use the statement as a hypothesis to be tested further.
Mention that scientists sometimes find it necessary to make
tests of many properties before they cari,identify. a material. .

S.
Then ask the children to think of sonie other properties they
might test and compare.

If the children mention the property of size, let them try to
order each set Of metal pieces "according-to that property.
(It will be very unsatisfactory', except in the case,of the

',two cubes.) Use this, fact to paint out thee need for some
better way of measuring size,.

Next give metal pieces C and E to a child. Ask him to place
one piece in each hand and cOmpare, them for the ,propettV
-weight. Have several children do ads'. Results trlay varsr.,
One child may say.they seem to weighabout the same; .

another may say that maybe E weighs a little more, evert.
though it is smaller-in size.

Now have metal pieces 0 and W compared by several children,
asking them to heft the pieces and tell what they think. (W

- is much smaller in size than 0, yet it is hard to tell by heft-
ing whi h piece weighs more.)

.Finally, ha several children compare pieces S and T, the
two metal cub s.

WHAT DO YOU\NOTICE ABOUT THE SIZE AND WEIGHT OF
OBJEOTSS AND T (They are both the same sIze, but S
weighs more than T\ )

0.)
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Give all the children an opportunity to heft S and
f
T, and sge

if the class can com9.-up witha-ny statement that indicates
a .little intuitive knowledge of the relationship between size
and weight. -bo not mention the word, "density." A perfect-
ly satisfactory generalization at this point is:

SOME- MATERIALS, SEEM TQ WEIGH MORE FOR THEIR SIZE
THAN OTHERS.

Askrthe childien if they can tell you how much more one ob-' ,
ject weighs than another. 'Also ask if they' Car* tell, You how
much larger one object is than another. Use their answers
to show the need for methods of measuring both weight and
size. Have the class think abobt ways they might measure .
weight. Some children may remember using' the beam bal-.
andes in previous work. Say that in the next. lesson they
will construct and use beam balances to measure the weight
of metalS,. After that they will have .to find some wayof
measuring the size. Suggest that they think about such a
method, and ask:

IF WE COULD MEASURE THE WEIGHT.AND THE SIZE "OF
EACH PIECE OF METAL, WOULD IT HELP up TO IDENTIFY
EACH ONE? (Maybe not, but at least we would knOw
aboilt*thred properties of each rather than just One.)

The same samples will be used' in the-next lesson.

14,
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SECTION 3

,PURPOSE

.4

THE PROPERTIES, OF WEIGOT AND VOLUME

To give the children experienCe in' measuring weight and
volume in preparation for their work with density.

a

To initiat-e.fhe idea that, for -a given material, there is a
relation between volume and weight. °

.

COMMENTARY
t

a a
The prwerty of density is the relation between two othl,
properties of a given material, namely between the matr

.

and
.

riaiss volUme its weight. .. ,, . i

. ,1 ,,,,

:s-

To study density with any degree of understanding, the children
mint study and see the relatiori between the properties of weight

,and volume. The twoiessorIS of this section are creSigned tb,
give the children this preliminiiry experience.

In Lesson 5 the children constrict beam balances with which-
to measure the wei*t of the m_tal objects they have been .

studying for the property of hardness. In Lessop. 6 they use
calibrated cylinders with water to measure the volume of the
same metal objects". The children record the.data 'on work-
sheets for use in the-next -section of the unit.

The techniques for weighing. and for measuring volume by
water displ4ement should be familiar to the children from
work in previous units, They should be. able to assemble
the beam balances ra0er quickly, but if they cannot, remein-
ber that it is time Well spent -- the be-am balances will be
used extensively in five lessons. They can be left asbein-

,bled and ready in convenient storage area, to be brought
out when.needed. Similarly, the volume measuring equip-
ment should be kept handy for use throughout the next
section.

r
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In these' Iessoiis, the.chirdren should learn to measure both,

.

weight and volume very carefully, and to record the measure-
.. mentS-carefully, too.

leaching time for this: section thould be abalt tw d.class
periods.
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Lesson 5: MI ASURING THE WEIGHT OF METALS

In Lesson 4; the children noticed a difference between the
weight. and the size of the metal objects, particularly between .
. objects. S and T. They said, "Some objects seem to weigh
more for their size than others*, " but they had no Way of
quantifying either property. They decided they needed some

'wa;!to measure the weight and the size of-each object in
order to see what relationship there was. In this lesson they dr
learn to measure (quantify) the weight of each metal. In .

Lesson 6, they will learnhow to measure each object's size.
Then in Lesson 7, they will hare data about both weight and
size, and can draw some conclusions about the density of
different kitids.ofmaterials.

To reemphasize the need for accurate measurements, the chil-
dren again try hefting objects 0 and W in their hands. Theri
short strings are attached to the objects-and the children
-heft them by letting them dangle from the strings.' Results
from the two methods of hefting are usually- contradictory.
Even if they are not and the children become quitd adept at
deciding which of two objects is the heavier/They still have
no way to determine how much heavier one is than another.
.This short activity leads to the introduction- orthe beam pal -
ance.

The children construct and use beam balances to measure
the weights of the seven pieces of metal they used in the
last lesson. Worksheets 2 through 5 show how the beam
'balances are assembled. Children who have studied
MINNWAST Units 16 and 22 have already constructed
and.used beam balances. Therefore, a minimum amount
of time should be spent here in constructing the balances
and in reviewing how to use them. Each child should re-
cord the weight (in paper clips) of each metal on Work-
sheet 6 and save it for use in later lessons.

-- for the class.--

- metal objects C, E, H, 0, S, T and W

4 2
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4 pieces of string, each about 5 inches long

tape
I preassembled beam balance (Make it like children's.)

-- for each group offour

one .5" x 5".x 5" cardboard triangle

paper or plastic bag containing Tinkertoys and other mate-
rials with which to construct a beam balance (See .PREPA-

RATION.)

13 extra .paper cups to use as units of weight (Two others
are used in the construction of the balance.)

I O small (#1) paper clips to use as lighter units of weight
(One paperclip is nearly equivalent in weight to 16 of
these paper,dlips.)

for each child --

- Worksheeti 2 through 6 in the Student Manuals

PREPARATION

Ask a few children to help you go through the omsr kit and
find the materials necessary for thembeam balances: Have
them put the followingitems in a.bag foreach group of foui
children:

1 blue Tinkertoy rod
3 red Tinkertoy rods
I purple Tinkertoy rod
6 round.Tinkertoy joints
1 ruler perforated with round holes
I picture hook
2 jumbo paper clips
2 paper cups
I lead sinker (bob)
I twelve-inch piece of string

Also ask your helpers to count a stack of 13 paper cups fob
each croup and to put ten #1 paper clips in the top cup. You



may also wish to let the ,childten help you.cut and prepare
the cardboard triangles for the front of the balances.' To do
this you need scissors, a bal,1 point pen, a .ruler and a red

, Crayon.

From cardboard, cut one 5" x 5" x 5" triangle for each group.
Choose any side of the triangle as the top, and draw a straight
line from the center of the top straight through the center of
the angle at the bottom. Use a pen for this. From thd bottom
point, measure up one inch along each side. Draw pen lines
from each of these points to the top center.of the triangle.
With red crayon, color the area between these two lines,
Your helpers may now put one of theie triangles in each group'S
bag.

Following the instructions in the Appendix or in the Student
Manuals, assemble one beam balance'before ,class. This will
make you familiar with the process arid the, grolips of Children
can use it as a model to refer to when contruoting their own
balances,

4 44, 31
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PROCEDURE

Activity A

a

Have on hand the two 0 and the two W pieces of metal, four
short strings and some, tape. Have the children gather around
a demonstration table. Briefly 'review the main point of thrl
last lesson that there seemed to be some sort of relation
between the weight of a ,piece of metal and its size, but that
to find put what-,the connection is, they need ways to measure
and comPare the weight-and size of each object. Tell the chil-
dren that iWthis lesson they are going to measure only weight,
not size. Ask:

HOW CAN WE MEASURE THE WEIGHT OF THESE METAL
PIECES? 'WAS HEFTING A GOOD METHOD?

The children should remembe that hefting the pieces in their
hands was-not _a very Accurate method of measuring or com-
paring weights. Nevertheless, pass around objects 0 and W
and ask each child to decide which piece is heavier, by heft-
ing. Have them do this quickly and keep a score on the board.
(Most of the children will probably ,say that W is heavier.)
Then say:

LET'S TRY ANOTHER METHOD OF HEFTING. MAYBE THIS
WILL WORK BETTER.

With tape, fasten one 5-inch string to an end of each of the
two 0 and the two W pieces, leaving about 4 inches of string
dangling. Have the children heft an 0 and a W by holding
the ends of the string,
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AA each child which piece of metal felt heaNiier this time,
and keep score. (Most of the children will probably, say that
0 felt heavier this time.) Whatever the results., some chil-
dren will have changed from W as the'heavier to 0 as the
'heavier. From this coiitradiCtion oftheir previous judgment,
the children should see even more Clearly than before that
hefting is not a reliable method-f-aniparing weights, espe-
cially when there is not much of .a weight difference.

WHO CAN SUGGEST A WAY WE COULD ACTUALLY MEASURE

THE PROPERTY OF WEIGHT FOR EACH OF THESE OBJECTS

AND SEE HOW MUCH THEY DIFFER?

By this time, some child will probably suggest using a beaM
-balance. At any rate, bring out the balance you assembled
before class. Briefly review how it works,. using the ,follow-
ing information as a guide:

I . When one objeCt is placed in one cup and the other ob-
ject in the other cup, the side that tips down contains the
heavier object. You could use thiS method to arrange all the
metal,pieces in'Order from lightest to heaviest, but it would ,

not indicate how much heavier one piece is than another.
To find that out, the children must be able to assign a number
to. the weight of each object.

I
. 2. To assign a number to the weight of an object, a stand-

ard unit of weight,is needed. The children have used"the
weight of paper cups and of paper clips as standard units of
weight before. The object to be weighed is placed in one
cup and its equivalent weight in cups and paper clips is
placed in the other. Paper clips are used to get a closer
measurement than cups provide.

3. The scale is considered balanced when the bob string i8
lined up with the center of the red region. However, the-chil-
dren should try to .get the' bob string lined up as closely-as
possible with the center line of the red region.

4. The weight of ten I.paper clipt is about equialent to
the weight of one, paper cup. Therefore, the -weight of,an
object can be converted irclin cup units to clip units by

G.
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multiplying,b.y ten. For example,. an object' s'weight that--is----
measured as "3 paper cups and 2 paper clips." can,be express-
ed as "32 paper Olips.," All measurements of weight .in this
unit are to be converted to the weight of paper clips.

is
z

Give the children Some practice in weighing with the beam
balance: Remind/them not to count the paper cups that are
parts of the balance, when figuring the Weight of an object.;
Give them some practice in converting cup-clip measurements
to clips. When you think they understand how to use the bal-
ance and how to figure out the:weights in paper clips,' ask the
children to return to their desks.

Activity B

Divide the class into groups of four., Give each group a beam
balance kit. Tell "them to use Worksheets 2 through-5 of, the

Student Manuals'to help with
the assemblingiof their beam

. Worksheet 6 .

Unit 26,

11,

The weight of our metal pieces
9

Metal Piece
WEIGHT

in paper clip units

C
42.

. II

Ej.

0 of
.

T
10

62:
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balanOeS. Go about helping,--
those groups'who seem to need
it You probably will haVe to
help most groups to tape the
cardboard to the ruler and to
plaCe as bit of: tape on the back
Of the ruler for a. good balance.

When all the groups' have,
finished assembling their
alances, remove stringt and
tape from the 0 and W pieces
end put them on a .centrally
located desk or table with the
pieces marked C, E, H, S' and
T. Ask the children to turn
to Worksheet 6 in their
Student Manuals:

Instruct the groups to take
just oni, piece of metal at a
time and weigh it. Each mem-
ber' of the group should write
the number of paper clips on
his worksheet. One Child

4 8
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.should then. immediately return this piece of metal to the
..central spot and take;anOther with a cifferent letter. When

each group,ha-s finished weighing all seven pieces, diScuss
the results..

Have one. child from each,group place the beam balance in a
storage area... The balanceS, Paper cups and paper Clips will
be used in later lessons,. PKeep the metal samples outfor-the
.next lesson. Save the Worksheets for later. use.

Ka
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Lesson 6: MEASURING THE VOLUME OF METALS

I

in this lesson the children measure the volume of-the seven
metal pieces used in the two 'previous:lessons. Before they .

can do this, however, they must understand what is meant
by "volume.." MINNEMAST children have studied volume in.
Units-5,, 12 and 19, but in. these Units volume was defined,in
two different ways: (I) as the number of units a container can
hold, and (2) as the space occupied,by the.container itself. .

,
In the first case the children were interested in the capacity
of a*container. The children have measured capacity in sev-'.
eral Weis. They have counted the number of'corks .andthe
number of cubes a container can hold, and-the standard liquid
measures of Volute, such as pints, quarts,- gallons , etc.

Ih the second case,. the children were interested in the amount
of space a given object or material oCcupies. Using the first
definition of volume, the children were finding out that a four-

:.ounce plastic container had a capacity or volume-of fo ounces.
Using the second definition, the children were finding out the
amount of space occupied by the plaStic material of ich the
container itself was made. Obviously the measures the two:-.
kinds of volume are considerably different.

r -

This unit is Concerned' with the second kind of voluine 7- the
amount of space occupied by a given material. Initnit lt the
children worked with water displacement as a measure of this
kind of volume. They dropped a marble into a cylinder con
tainingtaining Water up to ascertain mark and discovered that the
measure of the water rise was equivalent to the volume of the
marble. However, the children will probably need a little re-
view in this technique.

When measuring the amount of material of which something is
comprised, one must be alert to exacily'what the material is.'
For example, you can measure the amount,of space occupied
by a balloon ,when it is blown up and when it is deflated. -013-
viously, when blown up and submerged in water; the balloon
will displace more water than when it is deflated, .Inboth
ca 9,et one might Casually say-he is measuring the volume of
the balloon,' but what-is meant by "balloon? Is it the .material

50
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used to construct the ,balloopt o the material plus the air en-
closed within it? When the volume of an inflated balloon is
measured, you are not measuring; the volume of just one ma-
terial, but ot a 'mixture of materials -- rubber plus'air. Other
examples of a '.'materiafrilus air" are: a bag full of popcorn,

ra sponge, .a piece of cotton or a styrofoam ball. When meas-
uring the volume of suck' objects, it.is important toundetstand.
what is being measured -- the volume of more than one sulzi-

stance. Clearly define for the children the material they are
measuring, because when they start learning abotit density in
the next lesson, it will prevent muchmisunderstanding. ,

MATERIALS

-- for Activity A demonStration

- 3 plastic cylinders with centimeter tape attached
(See PREPARATION.)'

- I cup of water

I medicine dropper

- .lump of clay that will displace about 25 millimeters of
water in they cylihdef

- piece of 'stg about. 8' inches long

-- for each group of four (Activity,,A)

I tray

I clear plastic cylinder with centimeter tape attached

I -medicine dropper

- measuring cup half filled-with water

38

-- for the class --

tal objects C, E1 H, 0; S, T, W

pieces of tape

- 14 p eces of string, each about 8 inches long

t fOr each child (Activity A) --.

-.Workshee 7
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-- for Activity B

story puzzle Mathanields Two-Balloons," included 1..-1 the
lesson

for Activity B demoAstration

2. identical ballOons-'

grease pencil.

clear- plastic container .(at. least.pint Size, and half-filled
with water)

I sponge :

PREPARATION.

The plattid cylinders used in
Activity A nieasure 4 inches in
lengthand I inches in diatneter...
Prepare each cylinder by cutting,.
,from your rollof adhesive cen-
timeter tape a length of ten cen-
tiineters. :place this along 'the

-length of the cylinder. Be, sure
the zero mark: is:a little above
the base of the cylinder at the
point where the cylinderls hOl= .

low.

-.of your cylinders to the
50-millimeter (5 centimeter-) "mark
and .test, lumps of clay until you
find one of a size that will make
lie watdr.rise about 25 millimeters.
This is the amount of clay you will
need' for your first demonstration. .
When testing, put a partially
straightened paper clip in the clay

'go that you can place it in the
water and lift'it out more easily.

Tape a string to each of the. four.-
'ten metal objects: As in the last

J.44
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lesson, thesemetal pieces can be placed'on a centrally,lo-
sated, desk: Where the various groups can take one at a ttine,

tj,

Orl a tray for each group, pla,ce I plastic cylinder with141
tape attached, .1*,mediCine dropper, and one measuring cup
half filled with water.

For Activity B, have on hand the daterialS listed above for
your second demonstration.

110

PROCEDURE

Activity A .

-
Have the childrengather.aroutid a demonstration table
review the main points of the two previous lessons. eniind ,

the childrenthat.they measured the weight of seven etal.
pieces inLessori 5. Tell them that in thivless on th y wi
try to measure the "size" of the Pieces. Then say:

WHEN WE TALK ABOUT THE SIZE OF AN OBJECT, WHAT
DOVE MEAN? (We Irren 'how large or how small the
objedt. is . )

ROOM THAN A SMALL OBJECT WOULD? "(Yes.)
WOULD A LARGE' OBJECT TAKE UP MORE SPACE IN-THIS

,
1

, .
. .

Ask whether an elephant would ake.up more space in, the room...
than an ant would. (Yes.) ''Then ask why. (Becausd the V

elephant is larger in size than the anr.). Then emphasize this
-,.-..point:

: .

THEREFORE, THE SIZE OF AN OBJEC,T DETERMINES HOW ..:

MUCH SPA-CE THE OBJECT OCCUPIES. ' .

CAN ANYONE REMEMBER WHAT WORD,WE 'USE TO DESCRIBE
THE AMOUNT OF SPACE SOMETHING .00CUPIES?' (Volume.)
. .. ..

To show how volnmelits in with other measurement studies.
tge,children have lad, remindthem of the following:

. 4
I .. When you measure a line segment, you measure the prop-. .

dr-tit oTflength... r --1'
. 1.) ii

I
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2. Wh n you stand on a scale,
of w ight;

3. When ou measure a region,
of area

4. When yo

4 .

you measure the property

yOu mea'stire.the property

measure an angle; you measure it2c. tmag.
t

5. When you ensure the amount of space.something occupies,
you are me suring its volume.

HOW CAN W MEASURE VOLUME?

4,

Let the childrens eculate. Same children may remember. sorne
of the 'method's used in previous units.. Now explain how some-.
times the word "volume"'can be used to describe the space.,
that is occupied in two different IdAys TakOlte- lump Of-clay
you have prepared*An advance and imold it ifitti,a cup shape!

.Say that you could measure 'the amount of space -contained in
,

this clay.oup:

WHEN WE DO THIS, WE. ARE INT
CAPACITY, OF THE CONTAINER HOW'MUCH IT'
WILL HOLD.

4

STED Ir1 THE

Hive the hildren discuss' with you various way" this kind lof
volume couldloe' Measured -- With pints, qups, quarts, ounces,
numberot corks, 'etd. Then fill the clay cup with water. Pour .

the water from the clay cup into a cylinder that 'has cm tape
'fraltached. -Record on the chalkboard the number of millimeter

unitythe volume (capacity) of the clay ;cup measures in the
'..:Wnder. Discuss with the'class-several other exaMples of
'situations where the capacity of a container is 'the type of . '

volume they would be interested in measuring, such as `a -quart
of milk, a boi-of.cracliets, a glass of,Atice'.

.
Now lay that at other times people are interested 41.`- not in
volgrne as the Tneasurement,of, what a Container will, hold --
but sin' volume as the amount:of' space the container itself
occupies (takes up). Now mold the, clay cup into a solid ball.
Tell the class that this time you want to measure the amot.at
of space (the volume) that the clay materials of Which .the cup
wag made occupies. "

4 (,
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HOW CAN WE MEASUR AMOUNT OF SPACE THIS CLAY
OCCUPIES?

/
Hold up the ball of clay, l erhaps some. child will recall the
water displacement activiti s from previous units -and can
demonstrate how thecalibr ted cylinder could be used. If
not, demonstrate by putting wat r into the plastic Cylinder up
to the 5-centimeter mark. Show n empty cylinder to the chil-
dren and tell them that each, of the centimeter marks represents
10 millimetegs. Therefore, 'each o the small units on the tape
represents one Millimeter. how them how to put in or take.
out small amounts of water With the medicine dropper 1n order
to get the level wanted. Th'en show them how to hold.the-con-
tainer with the top of the water at eye i vel' to get a corredt
reading. Ask someone to say how m_ any millimeters of water
you have in the cylinder when it is at th 5- centimeter dark.
(50 milliMeters.) k

Demonstrate how much error can be made in a ,reading,*
ing at the height of the water. 'from above or below eye revel.

'40 millimeters

tt, 50 Millimeters

'60 millimeters

Have children check to see that the water in your cylin-
der is at the'50 millimeter mark. Now insert.one end of a
partially straighned paper Clip Into the clay ball and lower
it into the cylinder. (The clay ball must be completely sub-
merged.) Ask a child to read the new water level: Record

4'



what happened on:the chalkboard:

Height of water at start

Height of water with
oltir ball in it

'`Ainount of water dis=
placed by clay

The children should realiie that the amount of water that was
displaced by the clay is equivalent to the amount of Space
that/is taken up by the clay (the volume of the clay).

50 millimeters :*

75 millimeters

-1. 25 millimeters

INCE WE CAN MEASURE THE. VOLUME OF CLAY BY WATER
DISPLACEMENT, COULD WE ALSO USE THIS METHOD TO
MEASURE THE VOLUME_OF EACH OF OUR METAL PIECES?
(Yes.)

ell the children they will be working in'the same small .

riSups as in the previous lesson. to measure the volume of
the metal pieceS: Have each group takeia tray of the mate-

trials you have prepared. Place the metal pieces (with'strings
attached) in ^a central'location. Instruct the groups to take
One metal piece at a time (as they did, in the last lesson),
measure and record on Worksheet 7 its-volume in millimeters
displaced and then return it immediately so that others can
use it.

Remind the children to check the water level after each meas-
'urement,..because'some water may cling to,the metal when\it
is removed. With their medicine.droppers, they-can .easily\
add a few drops. Tell them that the water l'evel at the start. \

. should always be 50 millimeters.. If the children-seem to be \
having tuble with water running too Iieply-out of the medi-
cine droppers, suggest that they try filling the droppers to
the halfway.Mark or a little beyond, -Then the drops- can be

queezed out more Slowly.

EaOh-o'hil!i'should record the group's measurementsNoh Work-
sheet 7. .Go about the room at the groupS'are wOrkin, check-
ing, to see that they are reading Water leVels at eye leve

* The symbol is read "appears to be the same as."



"The story puzzle: _

NATHANIEL'S TWO BALLOONS

Nathaniel had two balloonS that he bought at the store. The

balloons were both red. They were both made, of the same kind of

rubber. They both weighed the same amount. They even came

peaked in the very same bag. Nathaniel thought he would like to

measure and compare the volumes of the two balloons to see if they

were the same, too. He brought out two glasses .that were exactly

alike.). He put the same amountaunt of water in each glass. Then he

. carekily.marked the water.level on each glass. He put the glasses

close together and saw that the water level marks were at exactly

the same height. Then Nathaniel started to 'measure the volume of

the two balloons.

.put one balloon in the first glass'and saw that fhe Water

hardly rose in the glass at all. It was, hard for him to mark the new

water level because it was so-close to his starting mark.

But wh, Nathaniel-Pushed the second balloon down into the

second glaSs, the water rose so high itmearly reached the top.

,

Now ask the class:

WHY DO' YOU THINK NATHANIEL GOT SUCH DIFFERENT
MEASUREMENTS OF VOLUME FOR`THE TWO BALLOONS?
COULD HE REAtLY HAVE BEEN MEASURING THE SAME
KIND OF VOLUME IN BOTH GLASSES? ..OR WAS HE MEA-
SURING A DIFFERENT SORT OF THING IN EACH GLASS?
WHAT DO YOU THINK NATHANIEL DID TO GET SUCH DIF-
FERENT MEASUREMENTS FOR TWO BALLOONS THAT WERE
SO MUCH ALIKE WHEN HE'BOUGHT THEM?

45
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Ask the children to commit themselves by writing their answer
to the last question on a- piece of paper. When everyone has
done. this, have the children gather around the demonstration
table. .

Call on various childien.to. demonstrate why they think
Nathaniel got two such different measutes of volume,for the
"barloon." Some child will probably eventually discover
that a balloon' when brown up, displaceS much more Water
than the deflated balloOn. When _this happens, ask the class
which would be the correct measure of the balloon's volume.
The children should see that their answers all depend on w at
is meant 135i,the word '1,balloon.a" Does it Mean. the material --
the rubber -- that is used to make the balloon? Or, does it
mean the rubber plus, the air inside of it ?- The children silo Id
realize that it Le, very important; when measuring volume,
define clearly-their material, so that someone will not mis-
understand what is meant. .

,

Another example of a smaterial -plusair volume, is a sponge.
You can demonstrate this by ithinersing the 4pOnge in the
'water. AS the sponge absorbs the water, air bubbles will
float to`the Surface. The children should see that the-water
level is highet when the sponge is first put in the Water, but
rapidly decreases as the air in the sponge is replaced by
water.

The children may want todiscuss othei%examples_where_the
material is -easi-ly-ohsoured -15-Y iheriniay the words ate'used:
a bag of popcorn, for example. What ismeant when Some,.
one says that? Does he mean only the subStances that make
up the corn, orthe corn plus the air in the bag between the
kernels? Cotton candy, styrofoam, cotton ballS, etc. , are
other examples of materials plus air, thathe children'Might
want to talk about.

.
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SECTIO'\,: 4 THE PROPERTY OF DENSITY

48

PURPOSE

To have tha children make a number of hypotheses abOut

volUme/weight relations..

To have them check these hypotheSes on several different
'kiridt of materials.'

To have the children learn that Volume/weightArelations
.0,.,

can be graphed from the ordered pairs derived from Mea-
suring the volume and the weight.

- To have-them see that, by measuring the volume .and weight
of an unknown Material and plotting this pOirit on a graph
that shows the density slope of known materials, they can
Come to some conclusions about, the density of the unknown.

COMMENTARY

In the two previous lesons the children collected volume and s'

weight data- oitWorksheets 6 and 7 which they will'now trans-
_fer to Worksheet 8 (Lesson Because9the_data-concerris o

only unknowns , the
.

children will now turn to a very fathiiiar
material -= clay -- and gather some data about. that. Then

they return to graphing volume/weight data of metals and of
other materialt

13-y the end of Lesson 10, the children should. understand that
-volurile and weight measurements, when plotted on a grid,
can be useful in identifying an unknown material especially
if they arteady-hae,macle graphs of many 'known materials.
They measure the volume and weight of an unknown substance
and plot this 'Ordered pair on a grid withraphs of other sub.7
stances. The children can tell .by where the plotted Writ
falls whether their material is of the same density as, another
material, whether it-may be a mixture of severarmaterials,
or whethet it may be a new \material which has not yet -been

graphed.

Emphasis in this unit has been on having the children study
a number of properties of different materials in\ circler to try to

,
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identify them.. By observing a iece of metal, by classifying
it with others in a scratch test; and by, figuring out its.den-
sity, the children \have been given a number of properties by
which .to identify it. By observation, they have rioted the
properties of color, shape and size. By the-Scratch test, they
have found out the property of hardness. .By,using.heain bal-
ances and water displacement equwment, they have studied,
the properties Of *eight arid 1/(:)4.1m\e, and their-relation to each
other (density).

___The--Wifird- "density" is not iinportan What is important is-for
the children to see that, for any gi en material, there is a
definite relationletween its volume and its, weight. If mea-
surerrierits are ideally accurate, any amount of a, given material
should provide measurements of volu e and weight.that will
all fallon agiVen density line.

11.116
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Lesson 7: VOLUME/WEIGIW,RELATION§4

The purposes of thiS lesSon are to have the children: (I) see
that if they have equal volumes of the same Material, the
weightS will also be equal, (2) discover that when they add
more of a given material to an initial sample, the 'volume -arid
the weight increase proportionally,. and (3) discover Chat when
the ordered pairs developed from-Volunie/weightmeaSurements
for a given material areplotted on e grid, the. points plotted
fall.= a straight line through the 'Origin..

In Activity A the children briefly review.the work they, have
thine in the last two lessons. They discuss the data they,.
have recorded (about the metal pieces) on:Worksheets _6 and
7. As a clast'they Check and correct the data and agree on
More accurate measurements to record on-Worksheet 8. Then
the children are, asked if there is anything n_these-data-that
would help_them-seeta-relatroribitweeh Volute and weight,
or would- help them identify any-of the thetald. The children
Can obsertie that, though metaPpieces S and rhave the same
volume;. they-have.different,Weights. They see that this is,
alSo true of metal pieCes H and W., These observations
seem to lead to the idea that S and T may be thadelofdif-
ferent materials, and that H d W may also be made of,
ferent materials , but it' ES bt the kind of information that
lends itself easily ,to -ide ifying any of the materials". You
now Make the suggestsq that if. he children -were dealing
with a material that t ey Were already familiar with -- such
as clay -- and,measured its volume and weight, they ,Might
be able to discover some more meaningful.re4ation between
the volume and weight Measurements.

In Activity B the children measure the volume and weight of.
two balls of that are as nearly identical as you can
make them. They make a tentative hypothesis from the re-
sults, namely: that if two-identical objects are made of the
same material and are alikewin size, they will be alike in
weight, and vice versa-. ,Then they measure the volume and
weight of three clay ballS of .sites. and weights that are Pro,
portional to one another. Ball 1 weight 2 paper cups and.
displaces 7 mm of water, ball 2 is double the size and weight
of ball I. It weighs 40 clips and diSplaces 14 mm Of water.-
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Ball 3- is triple the size of ball It weighs -60 ,clips and .

-displaces 21 min of.Water. Frorri this experiment, the chil-
Oren see thai, 'if the same'material is used, and the weight__
of an obiect Is doubled or tripled, its volume Will also be
doubled or tripled: (This is only a hypothesis that-will be
tested. again ,, with other TwIterialS in Other leSson8.) he
children record. the measurements or the three clay balls on

-W-its-h-e-a-t 9 , de-aide-on the or erect pairs , and graph the
t ee points on a grid (Worksheet F0). This graphing leads
to the discovery that the threeplotted pointS all fall in a
Straight line from the origin (0, 0). The .children are then
asked Whether or not the measurement of other pieces. of -clay
Would fall.:on this same straight line.

.

In Activity C each -group is giVen a Stick of, clay (Of exactly
the' same kind used in the demonstrations) and equipment for

. measuring volume and weight. .Each group :brOkS the clay
into pieces of any Size they wish. The only/restriction is
that the pieces must be- of a Site that can be measured with
the 'equipment they have. Each group gathers the Voltirrie .,

-rand 'Weight data for its piece's, recordS the data oci'Work,-
sheet 9 and graphs it on Worksheet 10. If the 'children. haire
been Careful in thei1 measurements they will now see that,
no matter what. volume or weight each piece of clay was, it
seems to ,fall on. the same straight line as the three points
already plotted. ,AnotherhypothesiS can now.be
measurements for any -piece of this .same material
fall on the sate straight line. The lesson ends with the
question, "Will he measurements of volume and weight for
other materials alSo fall on thiS same straight line through'
the origin .(0,0)?." The Children will try to answer the queS7
tion in the next lessen.

MATERIALS

-- for Activity A

- . metal 'pieces C, E, H, S, T and. W.

- 1 beam-balance

I water displacement, set (See page-38.)

- Worksheets 6, 7 and 8

64
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I stick of clay. \

-- for AOtivity B

2 identical clay balls, each weight g 4 .paper cups'-;
(40 paper clips)

I clay ball, weighing 2 paper cups (2(\paper clips)

I clay ball, weighing 6 paper cups (60 Paper clips)

3 beam balances

"3 water displacement sets

= 4. straightened paper clips

Worksheets and I 0

rulers and pencils

---for each group of four (Activity C) --

volume and weight measuring equipment

stick of clay
4 straightened paper clips

Worksheets 9 and, 10

PREPARATION r
It is important that all the clay used in this. lesson be of
exactly the same kind (even in color), so thathe.children
,can be sure they. are always. measuring the same material.. \

There is little preparation kir Activity A, which is largely
disdussion"and demonstration." You will.needrorily one set
each of the volute and weight measuring equipment, the
metal pieces from the previouS lessons, rand the worksheets.

For Activity B,,you will need three volume and weight meas-
uring sets and the follOwing carefully prepared clay.

I ball with volume of exactly 7' tm and
weight of 2'papercups (20 blips)

2 balls, 'each with volute of 14 mm and
weight of 4 paper cups 40 clips)

52
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I ball with volume of 2.1 mm and weight
of 6 paper clips (60 clips)

.\Activity C requires the same equipment thechildren used in .\
previ us activities , but with clay instead ,of the metal piece

PROCEDUR

Activity A-c

84'01
vious
ing w
that (
lation
to ide
sheet

.ly skE

review with the children what they did in `t e4w6.pre-
lessons. Remind them that (I) they have been ga,thera
ight and volume data about seven ieces of rrietalrid
) they were hoping to find in this information some re-
between weight and volume that might help in some way
tify the metals. Then ask the children to turn to WOrk=

8 in their Student Manuals. Onthe Chalkboard, quick--
tch a Chart like that.on the worksheet. [ Nbte that vol-'

trim e. d pta is listed to the left .:Df--weight data. ThiS is,done ,so
that, i/Aeti the children` eventually graph their ordered pairs,
volume will be on the over (x) axis and weight will be on the
up (y) axis.]

O

Work beet 8
Unit 26 Name

Metall -Piece *Volume
(rise of wtiterl

Weight
iln paper ollps1

Ordered
Pairs

C
.11

q 1.1, It 4 (9 04
E

0118)

II, r 2-1--- (5,-24--)

0
21 q4' @vizi)

S 30 ( 4 3;° .)

T J0 (2kA
w 5 '''.. (5,67)

Now, tell the children that,
working together as a class;;
they are going tOhelp you
decide on the data to be used
on Worksheet 8. Have 'them :
tear out,WorkSheeta 6 and V
so that,they'can provide the
data as you call for it. ASk
for the voltime data, then the
weight data, and then forIthe
ordered pair. Discuss one *. ,v
metal at a time.

If thert are cl' ferences in
the data from o e to
another, the data may have
to ,be checked before you
fill it ition the chalkboard
chart: Talk with the children,

. 53
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.about some of the causes for rrOr;such .as:

*

\
\

. .

54

I. poSSible differences or defects in the
measuring deyiCes

2. clifferenceg in the 'height of the water
athe start ,

3. misreading the Water level at the finish' .
4. Subetactidn misiakes in figuring ,units

of water displaced
5. hast.or erroneous Ted-CI-ding

. ,
that because-theie are go many 'possibilities for -t

' error when medsuremenfg are'taken, you Want to be sure all
the data they put ors Worksheet 8 is-as accurate. as possible....
That is why you are having the whole class participate and
chec.

. When, all of the data on the;chalfboard has beep agreed.upoh,
ask the children.to copy it ynto. Worksheet 8. Yok,i shOuld now
collect and throw away all coPies of Worksheets 6 and-T, so
that the children Will have only the'.data'on Worksheet 8 when-,
they do- the,:,graphing.of the!, ordered !lairs in the next lesson. <,

' *0%

Now discuss thedata.on the chalkboard. Ask the children if
they nceoice any oruine/weight relations that might help them
to distinguish one kind of metal,fronl another, or help identify 7

,any of the met'als:''Some 'child will probably notice that
m etals S and T havethe S;iThe.-vollIme, but different weights.

'Another may notice, that this is alsatrue-fOr_metAls .1.1. and W.
Ask if the fact that two.thaterials have the same volume; but
different,weights, could perhaps.be an indication that-they
are.not of the same' material. (Yes.) Ask- if this would Seem
to indicate ;that equal ainounts of the same material should"
have equal weights, '(Yes.) Tell' the children that it might
be .helpful in. analyzing. their data if they kneW more about
the volume/weight relation's for:one Particular kind of mate-

a known material, like clays

Hold up a stick.of Clay. Break it into several pieces of da- : ...
.

ferenp kze s . Then, ask: : . . . v

. . . ,,

. ...

WHAT PROPERTY DO ALL THESE PIECES HAVE IN COMMON? %,...

. . ,-
. .

. . .
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1

't

4,,

. 4 . . .

Vfheylare all made of clay; they are all made of the same i
material.) tik

Then,say:
.

.ft NATE CAN FIND SOME RELATION BETWEEN. THE VOLUME
AND WEIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF ALL THESE' PIECES OF

'MAYBE IT WILL TtACH,US MORE ABOUT OUR,DATA
FOR THE'METAL PIECES,, a '

. I.

Activity B tt ,

-

' H Jr
.

aver the class gather around a demonstration table. Show
-theztwolialls Of clay, at you haye pteihouSly prepared and
kcmlo,be of identidal ize and weight. (These each weigh
4 paper cups or 40 paper lips, and displace 14 millimeters
of water.) Ask the clAldre to dedCribe some of the' propef-
tiesof thetwo bails.' (They re of thd same 'COlor, and the
same material, and helr.a.ppea \to be' the Same, size.)

HOW CAN WE MAKE,
,,,CLAY ARE THE SAME
each diSplaci* es'.)

\ q

SURE. THAT\THESE,TWO BALLS OF
SIZE? (Measure the amount of water

:.
a straightened Paper 'Clip into each of\the clay balls, ,anti

then select two children tOmeasure the vothtrie of the balls'.
ASk one chid to 'do the actAIal measuring and le, other to
chedk.for aecOuiacy at each step. Write the res,` (14. milli-
meters displaced)" on the chal.kboaM. Then :ask:

4
,

IF THE VOLUMES i1/4RE TIIE SAW, WHAT RELATION WILL
' : THE WEIGHTS HAVE TO ONE ANOTHER? ,WILL THE

'` WEIGHTS BEHE SAME, OR.DIFFERENT? (Prob'ab,11r most
chiltiDen will predict that the two balls will weigh the
seine.)

' . 1

o

HOW CAN WE CHECK110 B SURE? (W44will have to
weigh them,)

, -
Choose two children :(one weighe, one checker) to measure
theweight of path/lien on the beam balance. The, balls
.shOuld balance each Other, and each' shduld weigh -about .

R.

0

tS5
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ActiVity C- - )
,

. ..
ProVideeaeh group of four children with equipment for measur-

r..........,.............--.......4n4g,..vektitte-andt: , . ii . . . a uk.,01-exattir.................,-......d

the same kind of Clay used in the previous activity,. Tell each
group they may break their stick of clay into,fourpieces of any
size that is measurable with their equ/ipment-:\ Remind the chil-,
dren that if they have to start With less water'in a cylinder in
order to submerge a rather large piece of clay, they should
write down the starting level very carefully, so that when they
do their-subeacting they willmot forget what the level was.
Remind. the :hildren to insert partially' traightened paper clips
in the cla When'meastiting the'volume; Ask the groups to try
to be/a's accurate as possible,,and to check each Measurement ,
very very carefully,. EaCh child Shouldorecord the measure,-

'ordered,
for each of the four ballS on Worksheet 9, figure out the

.
/ ordered, pairs, and then plot the. points on Worksheet 1.0.-/ . ...

When all the groups have plotted their .data, have -a Spokes
man -from each group report their findings to the class. Allow- .
ing for measurement error, most,Of the- ordered pairS Should
fall on the original line. Have the Children now label that
line, "Clay." Then write on the chalkboard:

IF WEIGHT AND VOLUME 'MEASUREMENTS OF A CERTAIN
MATERIAL ARE. PLOTTED ON A GRID,. ALL THE POINTS WILL
FALL ON A CERTAIN STRAIGHT LINE THAT STARTS AT THE
ORIGIN (0,0).

60

Let the children know that, so far, this is only a hypothesis
that appears to be true when they used different amounts of
the same kind of material -- namely, clay. Then ask:

DO YOU THINK THAT THE ORDERED PAIRS WE MIGHT GET
FROM MEASURING THE VOLUME AN,WEIGHT OF 'A_ DIF,
FERENT KIND OF MATERIAL WOULD ALSO-FALL 014 THIS
SAME STRAIGHT LINE? , z,

Ask the children to think about the question.' Then tell them
that they will be investigating this problem in the next lesson.



probably .say that the weight of the larger ball/ is double
that of the srnallerone..)'

HOW COULD WE CHECK TO SEE IF THIS IS TRUE?

Using three beam balances and three water diSplagenjeai,setS';"'"'
haVe three children measure- the-vo-lurre-antr 'night of each
ball of clay. You may want to assign a part er to each child
as a-Checker. When the children have fini hed, record their
data en a chalkboard chart like this:

Volume
_______

Weig_ht ---
--- ew.
at'O'cered Pairs

Ball I

(Small)
:I\- 't.

21:)..c' ipt
- ,

(7, 20)

/Ball 2 ,' ,...t.-.,,,41'
(Mediu rn),..-,'",-",:::-,,-----

,...,:::,,,,,0-......,

,/,..

"v,o--
-x''''

AO_ cliPs___.
/7 /tit

--- ..4.

..7-, (14 , 40)

.01^,4,;. .. i
Ba'll'F'
(Large)

--...--
'21

,....--
in clips. (21, 60) .

.

The children should see that as th/ e volume doubled and tri-
pled, the w ights doubled and tripled also. Record this
generalization on the chalkboard:I

IF THE VOLUME OF A GIVEN MATERIAL IS INCREASED A
CERTAIN Vta,BER OF TIMES THE WEIGHT WILL BE IN-

,-,..C.R=E;.=153-437+THAT SAME NUMBER OF TIMES.

Now discuss t e fact that in Oilier units, the children found
it helpful to graph their data i order to understand it better.
Suggest that it repay be helpful Ito graph the clay data on a grid,
too. Discuss hdw this could be don-e, i.e. , have volume along
the over axis, an weight alo/g the up axis. Develop with
thorn the ordered airs for each ball of clay, and list these
on the chalkboard hart.

j

r
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worksheet 9
(nit 26 \arse

Clay
Piece

Volume

(In era rise
Of water(

Belicht
(in paper clips)

Ordered
Pairs

Ball I

lima III
7 20

.

V 11

I 7 ,201

Ba 1-1 2

Isiedluo) IT. 110 Ii-,1Q)

Ball 3
\ligrxel Z1 GO (11, (212)

Ball 4 ( I

Ball 5

Brill 6

Ball 7 ( 1

58
ry
(ii-

)

Have the children eturn to
their seats and open their
Student Manuals to Wc.rk-
sheet 9. Ask them to copy
the data for the clay from .

the chalkboard chart to their
worksheet. They should
then fold out Worksheet I 0
and graph the three ordered
pairs on it.
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Worksheet 10

C.

I I I

Name -

1 LnIti 26
.. .

130

..

%

_

120

110

lee

90
-a.a .

IIIII
....

50'

<0
.

30- .

20:.

10

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

VOLUME

1/ 18 19 20 21 22

Iln millimeter r se of water)

I I 1 1 1

When the children have finished graphing, ask them if they
notice any interesting relation among the three points.
Some students will probably notice that all the points appear
to be 'ocated on a straight line. Using pencils and rulers,
ask the children to draw the straight line that connects the
three points ana extends beyond them in both directions.
This line should start at the origin (0,0) and go through the
three points to the righthand *margin of the worksheet. When
the children have done this, ask:

IF WE PLOTTED OTHER VOLUME AND WEIGHT DATA FOR
OTHER PIECES OF THIS SAME KIND OF CLAY, WILL THEIR
ORDERED PAIRS FALL ON THIS LINE, OR WILL THEY FALL
SOMEWHERE ELSE?

1 -)1

59,



/..
Activity C

Provide each group of four children with equipment.for measur-

the same kind of clay used in the previous activity. Tell each
group they may break their stick of clay into four pieces of any
size that is measurable with their equipment: Remind the chil-
dren that if they have to start with less water in a cylinder in
order to submerge a rather large' piece of clay, they should
write down the starting level very carefully, so that when they
do their-subt'acting they will-not forget what the level was.
Remind the ihildren to insert partially straightened paper clips
in the clay when measuring the volume. Ask the groups to try
to be aS accurate as possible, ,and to check each Measurement
very very carefully. EaCh child should-record the measure-
ments for each of the four ballS on Worksheet 9, figure out the
ordered, pairs, and then plot the, points on Worksheet 1.0.

When all the groups have plotted their data, have a spokes-
man from each group report their findings to the class. Allow-
ing for measurement error, most, of the ordered pairs should
fall on the original line. Have the children now label that
line, "Clay." Then write on the chalkboard:

60

IF WEIGHT AND VOLUME MEASUREMENTS OF A CERTAIN
MATERIAL ARE PLOTTED ON A GRID, ALL THE POINTS WILL
FALL ON A CERTAIN STRAIGHT LINE THAT STARTS AT THE
ORIGIN (0,0).

Let the children know that, so far, this is only a hypothesis
that appears to be true when they used different amounts of
the same kind of material -- namely, clay. Then ask:

DO YOU THINK THAT THE ORDERED PAIRS WE MIGHT GET
FROM MEASURING THE VOLUME AND WEIGHT OF A.DIF-,
FERENT KIND OF MATERIAL WOULD ALSO FALL ON THIS
SAME STRAIGHT LINE?

Ask the children to think about the question.' Then tell them
that they will be investigating this problem in the next lesson.

r-



Lesson 8: CHECKING VOLUMEAATEIdlit RELATIONS

pu po-stet-of this-1 e-s-s-oirare-:--(1) to have the-ohildre
check, with other materials, the hypotheses they 'Made from
measurement's of the volume and weight of clay;' (2) to have_
the-Children learn to distinguish one material from another
by looking at the slopes of the lines graphed for each mate=

Ok-predic ma e rom
volume/Weight graphs with the hardness tests Made for the
same metals in Lesson 6>.

I . " H

Using three different kinds of metals, the children find that
the following hypotheses they made about clay hold true for
each of the new materials:*

I . For two objects of the same material, if they have equal
volume, they also have equal weig t.

2. If the volume of a given material is doubled., the weight
is also doubled.

3. For-each material, the points plotted from the ordeked,
pairs of volume and weight, measurements will fall in a straight
line from the origin:

The Children will also make\ a new hypothesis: If a point
plotted from an ordered pair 'does not fall on the straight line
for a given material, it is probably a different kind of..inate=
rial from that represented -by the

MATERIALS

for your demonstration (Activity A)

I set of volume and weight measuring_ equipment

- 3 metal pieces marked C

- 2 metal pieces marked W

- cellophane tape

- 2.pieces of string about 8 inches long

r

O
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1
for each child (Activity A)

Aczarkshiets_a_afAcLi(L_____

for each group of four (ACtiVity.B)

1 set of volume and weight measuring equipment.

or az-;---(AdiVity B)

metal pieces A, D, K and L (and late', piec'es B, G and P)

for each child_ (Activity --
Worksheets 10. and 1 1

PREPARATION
. -

-Arrange 'the. Materials for each group of four on a tray for
Activity B. Place the metal-pieces they will use in thiS ac-
tivity in a convenient place. (Set metal pieceS B, G and
P aside to introduce near the end of the lesson.-)

PROCEDURE

Activity A
.

For your demonstration have reaay one set for measuring
volume and weight; three d pieces of metal and two .W pieces,
some tape and some string. Have the children gather'around
the demonstration table. and. briefly discuss with them some of
the hypotheses made in the previous- lesson:

When measuring -two objects of the same Material:*

1. If .they have the same Volume--; both will have the same
weight.

2. If the volutne of one is greater, its weight will be greater.

3. If the volume of a material is doubled, its weight will be
doubled.

S,

O



4. All volume /weight measurements; when plotted, will fall
on the, same straight line if the Material is the Same for all
orclerecl-pairg,(ThlsLline-will_go_thrOcugh-the-origin--)

O

Tell the children that you would, like to have them check these
hypotheses and see if they hold true for a kind of material
other than clay. Hold up two o s = ow

dren-that mar ed "C" and so you presume they. are both
made of the same material'. Have a. few children compare the
two pieces and see that-their volumes are the same. Then ask:

SINCE THE VOLUMES OF THE TWO C PIECES SEEM TO BE
THE SAME, SHOULD THEIR WEIGHTS BE THE SAME ALSO?
(Yes, if their hypothesis about-the Clay is true for other
materials, WO.)

Have a child check the weights Of the two pieces.-On the beam
balance. The class will agree after this checking that so tat
the hypothesis seems to be holding true for this new Material.

Now- tape two C pieceS together andbring out a third C piece..
Ask the children how the two taped pieces compare in volume
and weight 'With the single piece. (The voluMe and weight of
the taped two C pieces should be double that of.the-single C
piece.). Have a child check the water displacement measure-
ment and another check the weights. They should get these
results:

Volunie Weight

C (alone) 9i 42

2C (taped 'together) 19 84

Now the third hypothesis (that if the volume of a material
Is doubled, the weight doubles) seems to hold,true of this
material, too. Ask:

DO YOU THINK, IF WE PLOTTED THESE ORDERED PAIRS
ON A GRID, THAT THE POINTS FOR THIS MATERIAL WOULD
FALL ON A STRAIGHT LINE THROUGH THE ORIGIN?

7

63



Let the _children speculate-.--Therratk-how t ey could. find out.
ing the two ordered pairs (9i, '42) and (19, 84) .]

But before the children do the plotting of these points, ask
them if they think the points for material C will.fall,on the
Clay line. Then have the children return to their desks and

4 - tWitttft&W' tjrkttrttr"rtn::""P't'-t
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When the children have finished plotting the two points, diS-
ctiis their discoveries, namely: that the two points or thiS

Mta-1-c lo-tret-fa-l-L-on_.th.e_clut appear tolle 1 in on
straight line of their own that also goeS through the origin.

--
Now ask the children whether or not any_of-theni know-the
name of the material in metal piece C. (They probably will
not be ableto.ideritify it by -name;) Explain that the metal
is cal "aluminumr. You might like to know that the'word
"aluminum" ComeS, froin the Latin word "alum" meaning "an
astringent:" It was originally extracted by Oersted from
'a fused alum salt (probably aluminum sulfate). Write
."aluminum" on the chalkboard and-have the children write
it along the new line on their workSheets.

After the children have draWn 'and labeled the aluminum line,
remind them that even though their hypotheses have proved
to be correct for two,different materials, a better test would
be to try still another kind of material. Ask the- Children to

6 . look at: ,Worksheet 8 and notice the volume and weight data
they hale gather 'rd for metal piede W. Quickly demonStrate
that two W piede't' balance edeh'Other they weigh the same'
amount.

On the chalkboard write the Volume/weight ordered pair for
metalW (5; 62). Ask the cla'Ss what thprdeted pair for
two W pieces taped together would be. if the hypothesis that
doubled volume means-doubledweighis true (10, 124);
Tape the two W pieceS together and have one-pair of children
measure the volume; and another pair measure the weight.
Allowing for measurement error, the two W piece's should be
double in volume and double in weight, as predicted.

Now you want the children to test the fourth hypothesis that
the points plotted from ordered pairs of the measurements of
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1

volume and weight for two objects made of the material..
will fall on a straight line. Have the children plot wo
ordered pairs [(5, 62), (10., 1.2,4)] on Worksheet 10. gut, be-
fore they.do this, ask their topredictWhether or not the points
will fall on the clay_ line-or 'On the aluminum line, or some-

. where else. Some children may say that. if the material in
piece W. is not aluminuM (it obviously is not clay), the poirits .
will probably not fall on the aluminum line. Now have the
children plot this new line.

Ask if anyOne can guess what the name of the third material
is. (They should not be, able to identify it from the informa-
tion available to them so far:) Then tell the class that this
materiallis known as "steel." Have them write steel on the
new line they drew through the plotted points and the origin.

_,
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Each child should .now have three diffet9f-lines goIng through
the origin, and you are ready to help th6n make the following
generalizations:

I. That volume/weight points plotted from ordered pairs for
a:given material will fall 6n a straight line through the origin.

2 That if an ordered pair dOes not fall on a straight line 'for
igiVen, material (allowing for measurement errors), the new

priiht represents a different kind of Material:

AsC the children if they think they:could use the volume /weight
relations they have already plotted to help them identifithe
set of metal pieces they worked with.earlier. (Yes, if some
of them were of the materials already-plotted, the children
could identify those that fell on certain lines. They would
have to plot the data on their grid.), Have the childrerp'com-.
pieta the chart on Worksheet' S by writing the Ordered pairs
for the volume/weight data. When they. have done this', they
should tear put Worksheet .9 so that Worksheet$ faces Work-

10 (their grid). Now it is easy to plot the ordered pairs
fromWorksheet 8 on Worksheet 10. Ask the children.to:label

each point with the letter that is on the metal piece.

When everyone has completed graphing the ordered pairs,
discuss the children's observations:

I', Points S '601Nfiall or the same line, and therefore may

be made of the same material steel.

C, 0, Hand T all seem to fall on o; near the 11.1-'3

minum line.

3. Point E is Close to the steel line, but is far enough away
tO-represent-, possibly,- a different Material.). i

These observatiohs should be compared with the observations
made when' the metal peices were tested for hardness. The
ordering by hardness is shown on'the next page.
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Softest Hardest.

E H,C, 0, T S,
ra

According to the hardness test, E was softer than' the other
metal piece-s-. thus it apliears to bq a different material than
the others., Have the class draw a new line that goes 'through
the origin and point-E. Mentioli to the class that every test
for a; propeity seems to bring more. information about a mate-
rial so\the more tests they can' find to do, the bette.-, How-
ever, they hal.not yet learned enough tests to identify un-
knoWG n materiald; --N

Activity B

Tell the Class that you have a few more Metal pieces (A, D,
K and for them to measure for volume and weight. Ask the
children. to work in the: same groups of four as they did be-
fore. Each group should find the volume and weight of each
of the neWtpieces. these should 'be.recorded on Worksheet, I I,
then plotted on Worksheet

Worksheet II
i 26 Naas

Metal
Piece

Volum
(14 millimeter
risvof eater)

Weight
I In paper
clip.)

Ordered Pairs

V W

A 7 ti o . r -7-.162 ''

7- 1 :3 15 43 j_5_ 1-
D

61
( 1_1_ 61i

, "---
G

/ 6 25 , 6 -2.5,.. ...._.

x
I 65 :

(4-'.121. I

I.
r .

5 so (A,..Si)

P
9 6 36..

t 1 3 .)
9

It

N.
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'When all the groups have finished,: discuss their resU16.
pOints for A,. 1), K,andl, should fall on or.:nearthe same

line as 'E. Tell the children that these pieces ayemade of
metal, used in printing andp typewriters and are called. "type
metal." Ask them to label/this line accordingly.

Points B, G and .P stiotid fall on or near th e'ialuminum line.
iThe placement,of,allmetallpieces should also be checked'
by the hardnesS test .) . .

Worksheet 10

130 111 INEM1111111111,
a.

Unit 26 i
po
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. .
Tell the class that in the next-lesson they will .15e reading a.
'story about a man named Archimedes Who used volume/weight

Ob,

relations to solve ari.important prohlerri.

Save all copies of Worksheet I 0 for use. in Lesson
-

s A

.

4
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Lesson 9: USING THE PROPERTY Olt DENSITY
. .

t

to this lesson the chikdren, use their knowledge of volurpe/,
weight'relationS to' spOe a'problern, They pee We us-eft:1100 .

of density as bheray.oi testing materials to find out 'More
about them. Tlie7also learn' to identify density with Ale Slope
of a line.on'a'volume/weight graph.

.

44.

I,

The namZa "density"' is given to the volume/weight relations
the children have' been studying in this section., (More pre- ' .

denSity is defined as the mass per unit voriithe rather
than the weight, per unit volume, or -as the slope of a mass/
volunie line'rathethan,a w.eightkolume 'line, Mess is the..
amount of uBstance or material'in an dbject, where.as weight.
is the gravitational force or pull'the earthor; tither. 'large-13'ot%

. .

exerts on the oblAbt. Ari astronaut's mass, ftit'exanple, is
:hparly~alwaythe same but he has no weight in orbit and only
one-'sixth of his earth weight'on file Ori stile surface ,of
the earth, weight ,and 'mass are always propOrtion,a,l,' sb either
one may ;be measured to determine the other, '*'Since weight is
easier to measure and 'easier for children' to understand, w ght
rather than mass was Chosen fdr the work with density at, this
level.)

The children observe that, for a given unit of volume, the
weight of a deriermateriatwill be greater than that of a less
dene material. y- ldoking at the slopes of the volume /weight .-
grap s for two different' materials, the children should 'be able
to co pare their derisitieS.° That i, they should see that the
greate the slope of-the volume/weight giaph, the greater the
density of the material.

MATERIALS

/

. i,.

story*, "Pohimedet and the Crown," provided On 15p. 75 - 89

. ,,..

.
of thii'lesS n, and in the Student Manuals

,- .

2 balls of equ 1 weight, I made entirely of clay, and lwith
cork hidden ins'cle the 4ry .

. . . .

I set of volume a weightmeasurement equipment.

, \
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- .2 straigtened paper clips

- Works eets 10 and .12

PREPARATION
r.

Before'cl ss, mold a-ball of clay and a clay "brow,n" that
weigh th same amount. The clay "brown" shouldhaVe,
small colic hidden inside of it, so that it will displace more
water than the ball of pure clay. \-

Clay crownwith
cork hidden in it

.1,...,4. u
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Ball of clay

The bail of clay and the clay "crown" should be small enough

to fit in the-water-displacement cylinder. They can be de-
formed for this purpose, but be sure the children do not see
the cork inside the crown.

PROCEDURE

Activity*A

Have the children open their manuals to the beginning_ of the
story, "Archimedes and the Crown," Read the story with the'
chilaren,following along, until you come to the question,.
"Can you figure but how Archimedes solVe h oblem?"
At this point,, have the children close their manualsr d

gather around the 'demonstration table. -Show the class.the-
ball of clay and the clay*crown. Tell the chi-la-ten-that the

ball of clay represents the-chunk of gok' In the story, aria--
the clay crown represents the crown the golds,th Made,

Then ask:

WHAT PROPERTIt3 DID THE CHUNK OF4OLD AND THE

CROWN HAVE. IN-COMMON? -(They -loOked as though



\ ;

\

they were both of the s me material, and they weighed the
same.)

Have a child check the ba 1 of c ay and the clay crown to see
if they weigh the same. (they s balance each other.)\

WHAT IS THE.PROBLEMIARCHIM DES HAS TO SOLVE? (He
--

. \ has to find out if the down is m de of pure gold.)
i

i

HOW CAN HE DO THIS? HOW M.GHT WE FIND OUT IF
THIS CLAY GROWN IS DE OF P RE CLAY? .,

,
1

Legit the children think ab ut this .' Som one will probably re-
,.1 member from the last fewilessons.that, for the same MAI of

/ material, if the weights ere the same th -volumes should be
the same. Maybe that i the thought that opcurred'to.Archi-
medes as he lowered himself into the tul:\ and saw the water
rise. Let the children test this hypothes's byineasUring the
volume of the ball of ci& and the clay cr wn. (The clay
crown should displace more water than th clay ball.)

i
i

.

Ask the class if the volume/weight orcfere pair for the clay
cjrnwn would fall cm the clay line on Worksheet 10. Have one
gild measure the 'weight and volume for th crown,_ and an-
other child do the same for the ball of clay Put these ordered
pairs on the chalkboard and ask the children to plot the-points
on their worksheets. The point for the con p will not fall on

------- the clay linp it will be located somewher below the clay-
.-- ---- -lane. The children.shOuld now see that the play crown is not

purse clay. They should check this by breaking. the crown a
part and finding the cork. Now finish readi ig th'e,story to the
children..

.s,

, I

1
Ask the, children why Archimedes used neith the scratch test
for hardness nor theThrea.kin5 process on the 'golden crown.
Couldn't he have .foUnd ou whether or .not th crown was made
of pure sold more qUickly if he used these to ts? (Maybe, but
it would have ruined the crown to scratch or reek it, and if
it had turned out to be made of pure gold d-afte all he woula
have been in trouble )

!
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Tell the children that the volume/weight relations. that they
have been studying indicate a property that is known as den-
sity. Have them turn to Worksheet I 0. Tell them that the
slope of the clay line represents the density of clay and that
the slope of the aluminum line represents the density of alu-
minum. Do this for all the' lines the children have graphed,
finishing with the density dd 'type metal. Explain that one
can describe some materials as denser than others. Remind
them.of their eXperiencee with the cubes of similar size, S

and T, and -hovA they observed at that time that "some 'mate-
rials seem to be heavier for their siie thari.others."- Ask how
they .ould now put this observation into other _terms, e.g.,
"S is made of a denser material than Tis." Then say:

LOOKING AT ALL THE LINEPOIYHAVE-GRAPHED.-0 -W-OR
SHEET 10, WHICH MATERIAL DO YOU THINK IS DENSEST OF

ALL? (Type metal.) WHY?

Let the children think about and discuss the reasons.. Then
bring into the discussion the following ideas: .

I . For a given volume, type metal is the.heaviest.of all the
materials studied. Steel is heaiier than.aluminuin or clay for
the same volume -7 therefore, steel is denser than either alu-
minum or clay, but less dense thati.type metal. Discuss sim-
ilar examples with' the class, including such questions as:

."Which material is the least dense? " .(Clay.) Which mate-
rials are denser than aluininum? (Steel and type metal.)
Which material is not as'dense as aluminum? (Clay.) Is
the .density of the clay crown greater or less than the density
of the clay ball? (Less.)

2. The denser the material,, the greater the slope of its
voluine/weight graph. Haye.the children give examples of
this, by showing that therg:lope of the type metal density
line is greater than the slope of other density lines, etc.
An analogy can be made to the slope concepts used in Unit 25,
where on time/distance graphs of the motion' of daTs-,---the-chil=___ _

dren saw that the greater the slope, the greater the speed it
represents.

o t)
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3. Being able to figure out the density of a material (the re-
lation between its volume and weight) is a-valuable .test in
helping to distinguish one material from -another. It is espe-
cially useful because the object to be tested does not have
to be mutilated in any way (unless it happens to be soluible
in water)..*

Have the children do Worksheet 1'2.

Worksheet 12
Loft 26

70

60

50

20

10

Name

IIMFAIME111111111
ILI 11111111111111111111
IIN /11111 111MMIE
111101111111111111111111E11
NIUM1111111111111IIN
A111111111111111111111111
FAIMIMM.Miiiiii1111
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4,40 11 12 13

Volume,

Cse this graph to ao:Wer the questions. NN,

which line has the greatest slope? IVAd N

2. Which material Is densest? gad
3; WI'lleh material Is the least,denset =04/

Point6 A. 11, and C all have a unit vOluMe or

\ .2.

A .

Which poi represents a greater weight --.

A, B, or C?\ (..:

6, Which poInt'repreSents a denser material.--

A, 11, or C?
e

tit

8

Ask the children to bring in
from home any'Small objects
they want to test for density.
The only qualifications are
that the objects will not melt
in water and will fit in the
water displacement Cylinder.

In the next lesson the chil-
dren will have an opportunity
to test everyday objects _for'
the property of density. They
will use small objects in the
classroom at: well as appro-,
priate items brought from home.
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Archimedes and the Crown

Long ago, one. Of the largest and richest cities in th,e whole

worlds was Syracuse. It was a Greek city. In those days a city had

its own king.. The king of Syracuse was named Hieron (HIE-uh-ron).

The Greeks at that. time had a religion that was different from
1

any of yours. They worshipped many gods. They used to go to the

-temples and leave gifts for the gods. This is a story about one.of

those gifts.
0

Thepeople of Syracuse had lived a long time without troubles.

They thought that this was because the gods were pleased with them

So klieron, the king, decided to give an especially beautiful gift to

the gods; as a way osaying,- "Thank you."

fie sent a heavy chunk of gold to the city's best goldsmith,

and asked him to make it into a crown for the gods. One thing you

should know -- Hieron weighed the gold before he gave it to the

goldsmith, to be sure that it would all be used for the crown.

76
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The goldsmith worked long and'hard. en he'was finished.

everyone agreed that he had made the most beautiful crown they had

ever seen.

Hieron thought it was beautiful too, but there has something

else he wanted to know. Had the goldsmith kept any o the gold, or

had he put it all, into the crown? So Hieron weighed the own, and

he'found that it weighed just as much as the chunk of gold h had

given the goldsmith. He was satisfied, and the crown was.ta en to

the temple: There was a great ceremony aigl the crown was lai on

the altar. .

V CJI
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.At that moment there was a crash of thunder. A terrible storm
e

came up, and it, stormed for three days and three nights. And then,
4

when the storm was over, the weather did not gebright and clear

aga-in. It Stayed gray and gloomy for a long; long time.

So the peppie began whispering to each other, "The gods are
a-

angry." They believed that the -gods decided every little 4.1i.rig that

happened to people. When'ever bad thingS happened, they said the

gods were angry, and whenever good things happened they said the

gods'were pleased.

As the storm raged, and as the gloom went on, wherever people

met they said the same thing, "The gods are angry."

In Syracuse-when people wanted water they went to, a public

well. And when they met there tb draw water, they whispered, "Why

do.you think the gods are angry?"

When people wanted to bathe or swim they went to a special

building.,, the public baths. And when they met there, they whispered,
0

"The gods are angry because the crown that Hieren gave them wasn't

pure gold."

80
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You cari,13e sure that it didn't take long foi. HieiOn'to'hear

what the ,peCTle were saying. tie was very worried, because of

course he wanted the gods to be pleased so that-they would con-
e

tinue to give the people of Syracuse good luck.

But what could he do? .He. had weighee drown, and 'had

found that it weighed just as much as th chunk of gold he had

given the golds\mith. What more cold he do?

He called1in one of-the.city's-wisest men, Archimedes
- .

(ARK-uh.ME-dee s). lie a.ed Archimar'P's -if...b.e..kne.w..haim,to ell
AP

whether or not the' crown 1,4as pure gold.

82

Ar.chiMedes ciid, not know any test that would tell., But he

was wise enough to knows that he didn't know evetythingi If hie

didn't knoW a test, it didn't. mean that there wasn't any. so rie.
\

ea

thought and thought for many days and nights. The prolemliwas

on his mind Then he ate and -when he walked and even wh4rhe

slept.

1"
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One afternoori he went out to the public baths. He walked

down the street and looked up at the gray sky and shook his, head

"sadly, The gads were still angry. He stepped into a 'very full bath7

tub and let himself down slowly. He, watched the water go higher

-and higher in the tub as he went 19,wer and lo erAto it. By the
, 1

time all of him except his head was under th water, the water had

spilled out over the top. He lay there in a ort of dreamy way;

watching the ripples on the surface Of/the water.

-
.ti
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Suddenly lie jumped up with a great splash. "Eureka," he

shbuted. (In Greek that means "I have found id") He never even
4

stopped for his clothes, but ran out of the bathhouse and through

the streets of SyracuSe shouting, "Eureka, Eureka!'

What do you think he had found? Of course he knew how

to find out if the crown was pure gold. Can you figure out how

Archimedes solved the prOblein?
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r

He took a container that had a spout at the si*de. He filled

it with Water just up to the opening of the spout. Then he lowed

into the water a chunk of pure gold that weighed just as much as

the crown. \When he put the gold into the water, the water rose and
a

ran out the spout. He measured how much waiter was diSplaced by

the gold chunk. Then he refilled the container and did the same

thing with a chunk OPsilver that.weighed just as Much as the crown.

He measured the amount of/water that the silver displaced. And

last of all, he put the crown itself under water and measured the

amolint of water it .displaced..

Archimedes compared the three amounts of water, and then

he said, "The goldsmith dheated you, Hieron. The crown is not

pure gold." \,

.1
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Lesson 10: INVESTIGATING THE DENSITY OF OTHER MATERIALS.°

The purposes of the lesson are: (I) to have the children use'
the property of density as a test of what a material may or
may not be; (2) to reemphasize the fact that testing for only
one property is not adequate for identifying a material; and

tio have the children apply such scientific processes as
observing, formulating hypotheses, and gathering and graph-
ing data to test the hypotheses.

The children are given opportunities in thiS lesson to use the.
property.of density to investigate the materials of which some
small corrirton'objects are composed: They should test sev-
eral sudh objects brought from home; as well as some--found- -f
in the classroom.., There are only two limitattaii on what ob-
jects can be 'tested: (I) the_objectf-ihould not be soluble in
water and '(2) they should e small "enclugh to be'neasured in
the water-diiacement cylinder. S6me appropriate objects
are:

pencil stub's very small metal toys
crayons rocks' or pebbles
rubber erasers buttonS
coins nails or screws
beads Minnebars
glass vegetables (piece of raw
keys potato,, carrot, etc.)

If very small objects, such as paper clips or safety pins are
used, several identical objects can be taped or tied together
to provide a 4arger sample .otthe material.

MATERIALS

for the demonstration "(Activity A)-

I penlight battery

scissors

I piece each of aluminum, type metal and steel (from pre-
. 4,vious lessons)

102
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hammer

thick padding of newspaper or small board on which to
break battery .

"6- ,

1.

for,each group_of four

I penlight- battery

volumearidweight measuring equipment

several small objects to measuL for density

for eaohfchild

Worksheets 13 through 19

scissors

Activity A

Organize the class into giOups of' four.- Give each group one
.penlight battery. Then ask:

OF WHT T MATERIAL DO YOU THINK THE BATTERIESeltIE
MADE?

Let the children speculate. Then ask a child to scrape Some
of the paint from the side of the battery-with-scissors: I-1,ave_
him show the class that there seems to be metal under the
paint. Then say:

THE BATTERIES SEEM TO BE MADE OF SOME ''! IND OF METAL.
WHAT PROPERTY MIGHT Wt TEST?, (Hardness.)

Have volunteers test the hardness of the batteries with the .

hardness of metal samples of aluminum, type 'metal and steel.
(They -will find out that the batter'y will scratch type metal
and alUminum, but not steel.) State the result:

IT APPEARS THAT THE HARDNESS OF THE BATTERY IS SIM-
ILAR TO THAT OF STEEL.

Then ask if there is another property that the children could
test. They should think ot testing the density. Follow this

9I
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4
or

'1

up by suggesting that perhaps the c ildren wOuldlike to find
Out whether or not the battery maters= J. is as denie as steel.

Have each group come
and get their vOlume
and weight measuring
equipment, and ask
them to ,measure'the
volume and weight of-
the batteit-s you have
already given them.
When all the groups
have done this, ask
for the data from'each
group,. Errors should
be corrected at this
time, and a rea'sonabl'e
set of measurements
agreed upon for the or-
dered pair: (9,. 34)
Each child" Should re-
cord the name of the
object and the ordered
pair on Worksheet 13
on the line marked 1-!A".

Worksheet 13
Unit 26.

Group

Dnta Sheet

or,t
(4^

044.
P4L,

komt
Label

'H, 0,3) A

C

0

.Next -ask how the densities Of the battery and of steel could
be compared. (By plottingAhe,volume/weight ordered pairs
for each material on the same grid.); Some child may notice
that Worksheet 14 already has graphs representing the den-
sity of steel anti ot some other mateiials. Call attention to
thii and say that all the class-really needs to--66-1S- plot the
ordered pair that they have agreed upon as representing the
density of the battery (9, 34) on Worksheet1 4. Each child
should do this. He should label this point."A"..to agree with--
Worksheet 13.



When the children have labeled the point that represents the
density of the batteries, ask viliether the battery material is
as dense as steel.

Work beet 14
L9 26

II MI
11111110111W
1111111MIW

11117/111 A
11111/

,1111111 A
1111111 11170

1111111111Whill
ENIEMII ljP91
MI MIMI OP' "2111..*--

, NE mmumn
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latex____--m"

130

12

110

same

60

10 MN= Wood

9 10 11 12 13 14 IS

VOLUME

tin millimeter rise of water)

I I I

6 17 68 19 . 20 21 2Z

0.
The children will see that the battery's density isless than
steel and even. less than that.of aluminum. Discuss with the
class what this could mean:

I Since the battery's density is so, much less than steel,
it probably is not steel.

.
2. Since it seems to be less -dense than aluminum -- and
yet it is 'harder than aluminum -- it is probably not aluminum

_either._
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Ask:

0

`1

DOES THIS ,MEAN TH1T4141ERtiS ,ABSOLUTELY NO STEEL

Oft-AIUMINIM IN, THIS13ArfERY? 4No. The battery may
be made of more than one materiel, including serge steel,
or aluminum. It probably is-not pure steel -or

HOW CAN WE FIND OUT IF THIS BATTERY IS MADE OF SEV -'
ERAL MATERIALS? (We could run further tests on it. The
most obWous and easiest test would be to take the battery

apart,.4 "T\.... ei&r. -

Tell the class that instead of ruining all the batteries', only
one will 'be taken apart:- Place thick newspaper or a board
on the floor. Place.the battery on a sheet of white paper and
use the hammer to breakit open. To do this most easily,
pound along the seam of the bhttery. When, broken, the dif-
ferent materials of which the battery is composed' will be re-
vealed Black powder will spill, out and pieces of a hat-
carbon .rod that was the center core of the battery will be
seep. It is best toe use a stick or pencil when examining the.

carbon, as it contains paste and therefore clings to fingers
and clothing. When you have shaken out all of the carbon, 4.

there will still be visible a'cardboard liner inside of the metal
which is zinc. .

pass the smashed battery around so the class can see that it
is indeed composed of several materials. Ask the children to'
name some of them.. They might mention: paint, metal, soft
carborypowder, hard carbon core, acid and cardboard.

Discuss with the class how one might find out what the, outer
metal of the battery, is. The children should see that if they
could separate the, outer metal from the other Materials, per-
haps they could get some indication of what kind.of metal it

'is by Using. the hardness and density tests. Some child or

1 0 '1)
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worksheet 15

Unit 26
Using Density tRaphs

Zr the V/W point for a new material fails on the

same Ilne:as.one already known: -

lirlt M4y represent the same material.

*It may represent a mixture of other materials.

lirilztyyrepresent another material of the same

If !IL= point for a new material does hot fall

lo el, may repregent a different kind of material.

lint may represent a mixture of materials.

If a V/W point is on the same i
known material:

meant the two materials have thesame density.

gtilliggerint represents a greater lope than that

*The greater slope represents the Brea er density.

If a V/W point represents a leaser elope than that
of another:

lirt8luscr slope represents a material of lege
i.

ope as that of a

Remember your V/W points may be wrong because of \\.

measuring or plotting miatakes.

Activity B

Have the class gather around a demonstration table. Ask the 'z

spokesman, from each group to report his group's findings in
a show-and-tell fashion. The spoketman should show where
the point .that represents the density of an object fell on the
grid anli.discuss the implications. If another group has used
the sane object, that spokesman should compare and discuss
his group's result's. The children:, should feel free to chal-
lenge a.hypothesis- and to Offer alternate ones.

o

End this activity with a discussion of Workshdet 15. Tell the
children that they will be able to use their knowledge of vol-
ume/weight relaZi ns to play a game in the next activity. They
will be needing Vvorksheet 14, so they should save it

A

10D
) 4
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Activity C

The purpose of this game is to reinforce the learnings that
have taken place in this section on density. The children
use,the graph on Worksheet 14 to answer questions about
density.

Ask them to remove Worksheets 14, 16, 17 and 18 from their
Student Manuals. Have them cut Worksheets 16, 17 and 18
into eight cards each, so that every card has a different ques-
tion on it. When finished, each child should have a deck of
24 question cards. Have the children turn the cards over
and mark each one with their initials. Then provide paper
clips so that each child can keep his deck together.

Have the children chodse partners. As a demonstration, have
fwo pairs of children-,0ow-the-procedure-for-the_game-cles-
cribied below*.

Each pair needs only one deck of questidn cards for this
game. (The extra sets should be put away for later use.)
Eacicriair also needs a sheet of paper on which to keep scare
and a copy of Worksheet 14. Arrange the desks so that one
pair of children faces another, as shown here.

A

C
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Worksheet 16
Gnit 26

M1

This material is denser than
glass, but it Is not a metal.

witat'alghtlt be? - ,

,
For a.volume of 4, which
material weighs the most?

Which material graphed on
worksheet 14 is Most dense?

. _

Fpr any glVen volume, which
matelal will weigh the
most?

on/
' doutat

.

You have gold that
weighs 40 paper

clips and aluminum
that weighs 40 paper

clips- which has

greaterpleae

,

You have a lump of nickel
and a lump of silver, each
weighing 30 paper clips.
Which material has the

greater volume?

i ) lufoziu...ieke .

If someone says, 'Glass is
not as dense as clay," is
that true or false?

Which is denser, wood or
water?

Worksheet IS

Unit 26

i

Silver is denser than gold
Is tht' true or false?

C)14411,e!*

Which Is denser, nickel
or copper?

A44 -t--/
Asett la doeftIgi,

. .

For a weight of 10 paper
clips, which material has
the greatest volume?

For a volume of 3, which
material weighs the most?

.

It you get the ordered

Pair (2.701 for A material,
it Is as dense as

If you get the ordered
pair 18,601 for a,

material, the material
is denser than steel.
Is this true or false?

For a volume of 13, which
weighs more -- mater or

.wood?, 4

1// /WV

b

You have a piece of material

that weitths,§0 paper clips
.104 has a olume of 4.
What kind of material might

It be?

VddiVetAfail

Worksheet 17
Unit 26

."

If the slope Of Line A is

Li than the slope of

Line II, which line would
represent a denser material,

A or 13?

§,kt',7

neWhich density li has

the &tweet slope on
this grid?

'6teZ6

Which density line has the
smallest elope, on Worksheet
14?

ilierd

If rock li denser than
wood, which would have
the steeper slope? ..

.4friZta..,..

- ,

Water Is less dense than
type metal. Which density
line is less steep?

Otleot14/

You, have a plies of gold
and a ploce of silver that

weigh the same. Which

has the greater volume?

A10,464.
- -

..,

You-hays-two-placem-of---__LYon-have-two-pteces-of
'material that are the

,same size, One is copper

and one is rubber. Which

piece weighemore?

C4TOW

.material that have the

same volume. One is
wood and the other Is
Oise. 'Which piece weighs
more.

,..e.421.6,-

Norksheet
Unit 26

19

{
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.
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Then give these instructions: .

Step I. Each pair should mix their cards thoroughly.
9

Step 2. Each deck of cards should be placed face down on
a desk.

Step 3. Call one pair "P." and the other pair "B". Pair.A
turns up the top card from their own deck. They read the
question to themselves and figure, out the answer by refer-
ring to the graphs on Worksheet 14." At the same time,
Pair B is doing the same thing with its own top card.

Step 4. Pair A and Pair B exchange the cards they just used.

,,Step 5. Pair A gives the answer to the question received
4rom Pair B. If right, Pair A scores one point. If wrong,
Pair B answers and scores the point, explaining-why Pair-A--
,was incorrect. If Pair_B cannot do this, Pair A, has another
chance to answer the question and score the point. If nei-
ther pair can answer the question, the ,card is placed at the
bottom of the deck.

Step 6.. Pair Bnow gives their answer to the question card
that they received from Pair A. Each pair should put all an-
swered questionS -ain separate pile..

44

Step 7. Repeat Steps 3 through 6.

When'the game is over, the pair with the most points wins.
If some questions cannot be answered by either pair, they
should ask for your help.

Worksheet 19 can be used by the children to make up addi-
tional questions about density. Some children may.Onjoy
playing the Density Game on a One-WI-one basis.

11. ti
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SECTION 5.,
PURPOSE

THE PROPERTY OF COLOR-SEPARATION"

* To have the children find out whether or not certain colored
liquids have any properties that would aid in distinguish-
ing one .from another.

rt

- To-have the children use the property\of color separation
for identifying their eXpetithental colored liquids.

COMMENTARY'

In the previous ten lessons the children have worked exclu-
sively with solid materials that could ODe tested for properties
of hardness and density. In this section, which consists of
only one l'eS'son, the children Will find out that colored
aids -aisahaVe an, interesting property,t at can be used for
identification: They will learn this by oing eXperiments
warn various- inl:s-and-fooel-eelens-and-see-ing bow the nolors
separate-;

Td method ,is about half an -inch from the end of a
.

strip of.blotting paper, the children 'place a dot of ink (Or
of food coloring). The dotted end rsf the strip is then placed
in a very,smell amount of water. The water rises in the
blotter, separating the colors.. The children discover thit ,a
black,ink'is .tn'ade of a mixture of several different colors,
and that a Yellow food coloring may have some brown in it,
a red foOd coloring may have had some yellow in it, etc.

The_s,:eParations are very 6retty'and the children are fasci-
nated by,them.. You, may wish to ask them to bring in felt-
tip pens, of other than those proyided ilj.the .or

to test some that you happen to have In the classroom.

Teaching time for this section should be from one totwo
class Deriods.'

NOTE :.. What the children do in this lesson is called '"paper
chromatogrSphy." The paper strip with the separated 'Colors
is called a "chromatogram". (literally, "color writing").
Chromatography. works, on the principle that molecules of



different substanCes travel up the blotting paper at different
speeds. The greater 'the attraction between the blotter and
themolecules the more, slowly the molecules. rise. If the
children ask why the process' works, you might, wish to tell
theme that. it depends on adsorption (stickingproperty); that
some bolots- or materials are'more easily'retained by the
surface Of the paper-than others'.
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Le,sS-on I I: DISCOVERING A-PROPERTY OF LIQUIDS

The purposes of this lesson are (I) to intr-oduc-e-the-isd-ea that
some solutions have their own special color separation pat-1
terns and (2) to have the children identify c-oldred solutions'
by comparing the patterns of color separation that each kind
makes on a strip of blotting paper.

This lesson extends the color separation lessons hk the
children may have studied in Unit. 15, Investigating Systems.
Activity A shows the children a method of identifying inks
through their, color separatibn patterns. It involves placing
a spot of ink on a piece* white blotter and allowing water
to travel up to and beyond the spot.

In Activity B the children experiment with other inks and
colorings that they bring from home or that..yOu can provide,
in the classroOm..

MATERIALS

-- for each child

ercif, ruler
4 white blotre-t-sstripefor Activity A; 5 or 6 for Aativity B

1 four-ounce plastic contaiiierwith_a little water in. the
bottom (tick more than one-eighth inch deep)----...

magnifier

newspaper to,protect desk

-- Activity A 4.-

5 trays

5. cartridget of Sheaffer wa-Shable-black ink .

5 cartridges of Parker permanent blue-black ink

5 cartridges of Parker permanent black ink.-

5. blue felt tip pens

105
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-- tly it y B 7-

a or 4 trays

5 red left, tip pens

kit of Schilling food colorings

any-bail point, cartridge or felt tip pens other than those
previously used. (The children may bring these, or you

. may haVe some in the classroom.-)

PREPARATION

The ONISI kit - contains most of the items liSted above. For
Activity A, use trays to separate the various materials_. For
example, put all five Sheaffer washable black ink cartridges
on one tray, all five Parker blue-black on another tray, etc.
Make a hole in -each cartridge with a"pin, so that.the:chil-
dren can get ink samples by pressing a blotter strip against

.ea cartridge.
.q>

On. a fifth tray,. place one four-ounce -plastic.container for
each child. Barely cover the bottom of each container with ;
water. Be sure the-water is not more than one-eighth inch
deep. The children will be placihg their ink spots about
one-half inch above the bottom of their blottei- strips, and
the water Will rise to the spots. If. the 'water is WO deep,
spots will be immersed and some, okheirik. will go into the
water, ruiningi-the experiment,

The -0MSI kit,contains the white blotter strips the-children
w.i-11. be using. Put a supply of thesenear the containers,
Also have available some newspaper'S to protect desks and
demonstration table:.

For ActLiv ity B,-_ p ift-Zwty-allthe- inks,and_blue peas used in
Activity A, and bring out the five red felt pens and the
age, of Schilling food cOlorS. Put the red pens on one" tray
and the food colors on another. . The children Will again need,
blotter strips and a container with a little water in it.

A

11 7
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Making a dot with food coloring from -the kit
.

If you have been able find pens with inkg of any sort that
have not already been used, make these availabre to the
'children. Also let them try out inks of other kinds that they
have bought to class for that purpose:

It would be a good ,idea for you to do a few of the Color Sep-
arations in advance, sci that you-will know the technique.
For example, practice making a Small dot (about one -fourth
inch in diameter) with 'the food colors so that you will be
able to show the children how to. hold the bottles when they
wish to make .a:Sample dot-.

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Tell the children that they are going to have the opportunity
to investigate he properties of several inks, but that first-
they need to prepare several blotter strips. Gather the class
around the demonstration table. Tell-the children that each
child will prepare four-blotter strips, and that each of his
strips will haVe a spot of a-different kind of ink. Show them'
the three different kinds of ink cartridges and the blue felt
pen. With a pencil, draw a' line orie;-halfirich from one end
of each of four blotter strips. Show the class how tq make
a spot/of ink directly above the pencil line. Now make one
spot on each of-your four strips, using a different kind of

,
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ink for each strip. To do this with the cartridges, simply
press the cartridge_with the pin hole against the blotter at
the place specified. With the felt pen, start to make the
dot and-then enlarge it-with.a circular motion until it is
about one - fourth of an inch in diameter.

f« .

108

Give each child four blotter strips and haV'e, the class. return
to their desks. Instruct the children to draw 'a` penal line,
lightly- one-half inch from one end of each blotter. 14.9w sep-
arate"the class into four groups. Give each group, a tr.4y that
contains all five samples of a given- ink, sc,that each 6f the
four groups .has a different ink. Each one ineach.group\

. should take one of the. five identiciftharhfites and make a dot
on one blotter strip. When everyone in the group has made a:,
dot with this particular ink, the tray `'of samples should be .

placed on one child's 'desk. When all the groups are finished,
rotate 'the ink sets, so that each group now has* &different
kind of ink. Again, everyone makes One spot of the new ink
on one blotter strip. The ink sampleS are-then rotated again
to another group until all the gr6Lips have used each ink
type. Each child should ,end up with four blbtter strips, each
blotter having a spot made from a ifferent kind of ink.

r
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Now ask the children to hold up the blotter 'strip that has a
spot that was made with Sheaffer ink. Hold up a Sheaffer
cartridge to.show what you mean. Responses may be quite
interesting. Some children will probably hold up a strip
without even hesitating.. Others may have to think ;bout it
a while before choosing a strip to hold up. Still others may.
be unable to make any decision at all. In any case, ask
those who responded quickly how they can be sure that the
spots they held up were-really_fnade with Sheaffer ink..
Then ask the other children why they can't make up their
minds about which spot to hold up. In the ensuing discus-
s-ion, bring out the following facts about the properties of. .

the inks:

I. All the inks were absorbed by the blotting .paper.

Z. All the ink spots smell arid feel the same.

3. From a little distance, all the ink spots appear to be.
.about the same color.

Some children may say that a. couple of the spots seem to be
a little more blue than the others. This raises the podsibil-
ity that maybe the inks are_ not exactly the same color --
maybe different c--'ors were, used to make these inks. Ask
the Children:

HOW CAN WE FIND OUT WHETHER OR NOT THESE INKS
ARE'OF EXACTLY THE SAME COLOR?

Some will suggest observing the irk spots very closely.
Have the children examine each of the spots with a magni-
fier. They will probably be able to'separate the two bluer
spots from the black.spots, but it is rather difficult,to,
distinguish between the_two blues'and between the two .

'blacks.

No.

CAN.ANYONE THINK OF A TEST WE. MIGHT MAKE ON THESE
INKS THAT WOULD HELP US TO TELL ONE KIND OF INK

FROM ANOTHER?:

CAN ANYONE THINK OF A TEST THAT WOULD TELL US
WHETHER EACH .INK IS A PURE COLOR 'OR A MPtTURE OF
COLORS ?

,

120
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If no child suggests the chromatography test th4 was use
in Unit 15'in response to either question, show the class /a
four-oUnce container that has a little water in it. Ask i
anyone remembers how this was used with blotter strips
before. If no child remembers, refresh their memories with
the following demonstration:

0

With a pencil, draw a light line one-half inch from one end
of a blather strip. Using green coloring, make\a dot on the
blotter strip just above the pencil line. Place this dotted
end into the small amount of water you have put into 4 four-
ounce container. .

'Have the children observe and discuss what happens to the
spot of color as thewater rises in the blotter. When.the
water has risen about three-fourths of the way up the blotter
(or about "one' inch from the top) 4 remove the blotter and place,
it on newspaper to dry. ',f,Ae_children will see that the 'green
color *separates into a corffmn of blue-green with a yellow
band near the tap of the column.

4
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Ask:

HOW CAN WE USE THIS TEST TO HELP US DISTINGUISH
OUR INK SPOTS FRONT ONE ANOTHER? (Maybe the ink
spots Will separate into the colots that were used to
make each particular ink. If different colors were used .

to make various inks, then perhaps their color separations
may not be the same.). -- ,);

Have e ach child diSme and get a' piece of newspaper to pro-
tect 'his desk and a container with a little water. in it. Ask
each child to take the strip which he thinks has the Sheaf-
ferink on it and test it the wa-y2you just did the green spot.
Go about the room checking td' see that the children are riot
'pushing the d:.ots under the water, etc. Ask them to:tak the
strips out of the water when the water has risen to ith n
about one inch-Potthe tap, of the blotter.

Results should vary, because riot every chirdiwill have
tested the correct dot. Have the children comparitheir,
color separations.. Point out that all the seRaratiOns axe not

Suggest that maybe some children did not1choose the
Sheafferdot. Ask:

HOW CAN WE FIND CYUT WHICH COLOR SEPARATION
CORRESPONDS TO THE SHEAMER IK?(Test the
Sheaffer.)

*As a demonstcation.prepare three blotter strips with Sheaf-
fer ink dots.- Emphasize the fact that you are using the same
ink and are even taking it from the same -cartridge,' Mark
each blotter with the name of the ink. Ask the children whir,
yoU are using three.dotS instead of just one,. (So that you.
can cCfmpareall three; if they all separate in the same way,
you can deduce that this is the id_ entifying pattern for
Sheaffer'swashable blaCk ink.)

Place the three Sheaffer-dotted .strips in a Container with a
kt,

little water. Space them around the 'container so that they
are not touching or overlapping. Have the children observe
what happens to the ink on each strip as the water rises in
the blotter. Remove the strips when the water hasVisen
about three-fourths of the way to th'e top. Place them 'o-fithe

22.
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table.. Ask each child-to bring the strip he thought was
a Sheaffer ink dot (and, which he has separated) and
compare it with your three samples. If the ctiild has
the same separation as yours, he should mark his strip,
"Sheaffer black ink."

Now discuss how the children might find out which kind
of ink they tested, if_it did not separate in the same way
as your Sheaffer samples. (The children -should suggest
that you make some more samples. Perhaps then. they
can find out by .comparing their separations with yours.)

Tell the. children that you are going to do exactly that.
Say that while they are doing the color separations on
the three blotter strips they have not yet tested-, you
will be doing.

On,three blotter sirips, You will put dots f ink from
Parker's permanent blue-;)iaCk,cartridgel. mphasize
that you will take all three saniples from the .sanie
cartridge and so should expectio get the.sanie kind,
of color separation On each strip. Then you are
going tospkace all three of these strips in the same
container with a little water and get the separations.

2. You will use three mare strips to test Parker's perm-
vent black ink and place these In another container
with a little water..

3. In a third contact( , you will,test three other strips,
each marked with a dot froM the blUe felt' pert.

Before you and the children start making the separation,
show them how they can place all three of their blotter
strips/in the same container.to get the separations.

--Each 'blotter should be placed a Tittle distance away-,
from the others: Remind .the children not to Submerge
the ink spots, but to let the water rise to the spo'ts.,
Ask.thernito remove the blotter strips from the container
when the 'water is within One .inch of the top (or about

7
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thee-quarters of the way up). If a child has submerged,
his dots, have him rinse out his/container, make new dots
and start over with four new bldtier strips and all fbur inks.

When all the children have completed this experiment, have
them discus5,and compare their results. .By -comparing their
results with the ones you haye marked on the demonstration-
table, the children will discover that all the spots from c
given ink will have separated into similar colors and pat-
terns. They should now be able twidentify.each of the four
finks they tested.

If the children naveret areadydbne se, suggest -that-they
bring in ball point pens and other kinds..of pens with ink in
them for testing in the next activity.

Activity* B

This activity gives-the children the oppotunity to test sev-
eral other inks and colored solutions, (red felt.pens and food
colorings), and ariy others they may have brought frOm home
or that.are available.in the classroom.

On a demonstration table, pl,ace the.materialS. to be used --
the' pens, food colorings, four-ounce containers with about
one-eighth inch of Water, blotter strips, and newspapers:

Give -each child five or six blotter strips, Say that,they can
try any experiments with the colored liquids that they wish.
Start them thinking about their experiments by asking these
questions: , ,

I,. Will two different brands of ink or of food coloring that
are the same color separate into the same colors and
color patterns? !,

4. 1.

e N., 2. o Will the red food coloring and-th red felt pen ink sep,
al-ate' In the. same way?

3. Will any of the inks or colored solutions fail to separate?
That is will the ink spread but remain just one color?

)o
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4. Will any of the inks or other colOred soluti-dfis..remain in
place when the water.rises beyond therii?

5. What will .happen ira colored design is drawn on the blot-
-ter?

6. What would happen if two or more inks were put on the
same spot?

7. What would happen if a _very s`maEi4 dot of ink Were used?
A very 'large dot ?.

When the children have tested several colbred solutions,
discus's - their- results. The children should realize that .
chromatography (color separation) is a useful test' for help-

- ing to identify colored solutions. Ih a similar. way, the
properties of hardness and density were useful in :ielping
to identify minerals, metals and othet materials,.

.5

If blotting ,strips are left in the water long enough, all of
the colors will eventually rise to the top of the blotter.
This spoils the separation pattern, but you might like to
have the children try it.

You might also like the children to discuss their thoughts
about why some inks.from ball point pens separated little,
if any, and also why the black pencil line did not separate.
AcCept any reasonable answers as suitableiat

3.
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SECTION 6

PROPERTY OF SHAPE
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PURPOSE

THE PRQPERTY OF SHAPE

,To have the children learn that,the property of shape
helps to identify some materials.

To have them discover that some minerals have identi-
fiable geometric shapes. A

- To-have tl?e children investigate some of theSe shapes
carr-fully by building models, counting the number of
sicleg and measuring the, face angles.

s

COMMENTARY

In Lesson '12 the children examine eight different white sub-
stances with magnifiers and discover that the particles of
which some substances are made are so fine that they can
'discern no particular shape. The children also look at metal
and mineral samples for the property of shape. The partiCles
(crystals) of which metals pre made cannot be seen with hand
magnifiers, but the children are able to see the shapes of
larger crystals in quartz and corundum samples.

A story, "Super-Sleuth and Studious ',Jones , " provides moti-
vation for the work with crystal shapes that the children do
in Lessons 13, 14 and 15. The work consists of examining
the shapes of quarth, corundum 'and calcite and of model
building as well as angle Measurement. The children use
transparent prdtractors from the special printed MINNEMAST
imaterials to measure angles.

In _Lesson 16 the children see how cleavage affects the prop-
erty of shape. After working with the real mineral, they build
a' model of calcite, and use their protractdrs to discoer
some interesting facts about the angles of this particular
shape. By the end of this lesson the children will understand
how the property of shape can provide one more clue to the
identification of a material.

Teaching time for this section should be about five class
periods. 12,



Lesson 12: IS t HERROPERT:Y OF SHAPE USEFUL?

The purposes of this lesson are (I) to have tne children learn
5.

that the property of shape characterizes, some materials, and
(2) to have,-them discover that this property may be used, to-
gether with other properties, in identifying certain materials;

The children attempt to identify, several materials by the.prop-
erty of shape. In Activity A they compare what they see
through their magnifiers with Magnified photographs of the
same white substances.. Some of thewhite''SubstanceS have .

small components or "grains" with a characteristic shape
that suggests they might be identified by this property. 'Other
white substances that the-Children examine do not have small
component particles of any specific shape.

In Activity B the children observe the metal and mineral sam-
ples used in previous lessons in an attempt to identify these
by the prOpertyof shape. Many of the materials do not have
a characteristic shape, but a few of the mineral samples seem
to. The children:are then challenged to,figure out in what
ivay the shape of quartz and corundum crystals are alike.

- This leads to further studies of crystal shapes in the next
lesson.

MATERIALS

for - .

in 4-ounce plastic containers, samples of each of the
following:

A, Epsom salt

B, starch

- C, powdereckchalk

D, plaster
E, baking soda

- F, detergent
(all of the above are in the OMSI kit)

G, sugar .

1.2 3.

?

,..,,,,;,11%
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1-1, salt

8. plastic spoons (in kit)

30 magnifiers

- metal samples from kit
;- mineral samples -from kit

-- for each child --

Worksheets 20; 124-,,and 22
fi

PREPARATION

Before class starts, place on a large cafeteria tray the eight
white substances in their containers. Label each container
with a letter as indicated in the Materials List. Put a plastic
_spOon in each container.

PROCEDURE,

Activitk'14

Urksheet 20
Uittt 26

A

C

\
t

F

Ask the children to remove
Worksheet 20 from their Stu-
dent Manuals; T211 them you
have eight white substances
that you would like them to
try to identify. List .the
names of the white substances
on the chalkboard, but not in
order and -not lettered. For
example, you might want to
list them in this way: .

salt
plaster
starch
sugar
Epsom salt
chalk
detergent
soda



Tell the children that each of them will get a sample of each
substance. A sMall sprinkling of substance A will be placed
on region A of the Worksheet, etc. When each child has a
sample of each substance, you,will want the children to try
to tell you -- by observation --1.vhich is plaster, which is
starch.; and so on.

Select eight children to.disttibute the white subStances.
Assign one child to distribute each4ubstance. The child
with container A, frit- example, shoUlduSe the spoon to
sprinkle a small sample over region A of every child's Work-
sheet 20.

When all the children have samples of the eight substances,
ask them which is sugar, -which is salt, which plaster, ,,etc.

. The children should realize quickly that it is quite difficult
to identify these white substances. Ask them to describe
the properties of7the substances. Be sure these descriptions .
include such p perties as color; shape and texture. List

',the children' Suggestions on the chalkboard. The list might
look something like this:: - >

white -
lumpy
grainy
powdery
tube-shaped
glassy

.3

Now ask which properties of the substances seem to be the
same and which seem to be different. The children should
agree that all.the substanbes are white, but that their,tex-
tures or shapes appear to be different. Elicit from thetchil-
dren the idea that maybe the property. of shape could be
used to help identify their white substances.

Have the children remove Worksheets 21 and 22 from' their
Student Manuals.

130
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Vioxkheet 22 Unit 26
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Disbuss the eight photographs on these,worksheets with the
children. Ask, how theshdtcaraphs are different-from what
the children see when they look at their-samples. Tell the
class tht,the photollaphs were taken by a camera that en-
larges (scales up) thirigs by a factor of ten., This means .that
each photograph shows sugar, salt, etc., ten times larger
than it really is. Ask what the children could do to see the
substances better and so obiervethe shapes of.the particles
better. (They should. suggest using magnifiers or. microscopes.)

Give each child a magnifying glass. Ask them to use the
- smallest of the three lenses. This fen's magnifies the P,a`i=ti."-
.cles by a factor of "fii e. Show the children how to.use the

A'ia-nd lens correctly. The lens shcSuld be close to the eye
.)

and to the object being studied -- not more than three to four,
incheS from either.

1 I

Correct

0

^:

- Wrong Wrong

'VP

4

The children should try to identify their white substances by
comparing what they see through their magnifying glasSes
with. the photographs on the worksheets. They-probably will
be able to.identify the Epsom salt, detergent, salt and
sugai-. (The salt and sugar are bbth cubic in shape; but the
salt is much more uniform and less brokerl.) The plaster,

1:33
L.
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chalk, starch and soda are quite, similar in appearance and it
is had to distinguish one from another. Emphasize the idea
that sometimes the property of- shape is helpful in identifying
a material, and sometim,ps it is ot.

Activity B

Have,a few metal objects on hand. Then ask the children:

IS THE PROPERTY OF SHAPE USEFUL IN IDENTIFYING THE
METAL,SAMPLES?

Let the children quickly examine some of the "metal pieces. .

ObViously, shape is not useful in this case, Discuss other
materials where shape does not help in identification..-F.:or
example, wood may be in the shape of a chair or a pencil,
plastic may be almost any shape, and so'inay glass.

Bring out the mineral samples that the children used in the
hardness tests. Ask:

WOULD iHE. PROPERTY OF SHAPE BE USEFUL TO US IN
IDENTIEYjNG THE /MINERALSAMPLS ?

4110'

Sort. into pileS4:all the samples of fluOrite, calcite, apatitb,
quartz and Orundum. Divide theclass into five grOups' and
give each group allthe samples of a parilculaT mineral.

Ask each group, to examine its set of a .p)artidular kind of
mineral. Ask the children, to try to determine whether or not
the property of shape would help them i4entify,theirmineral.
See if they can find a characterthtic shape for the mineral.

'Tell the children that Some of the minerals in the sample set
are not being used in this activity because they had been cut
or sawed off, and therefore have an arbitrary shape. If they
found a natural sample of one of these minerals it wouldn't
have the same shape and they wouldn't be able to identify it.

Have each group choose a sPokesinan to report to the entire
class on their observations. Use`the following information
as your guide td the discussion.

I . flOurite, (44) appear to have an irregular shape. Iwas
probably broken off' from a .larger piece.

4

1 3 :1
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2 Calcite (#3) appears to have a definite shape. Its faces
are parallelograms.

3. Apatite (#5) seems to have defin ite faces although the
piecbs pre rathet difficult to examine.

-4. Quartz ( #7) samples 'all appear to. have a similar shaper

5. Corundum (#9) samples all seem to have a Similar shape.

Tell the Children that the quartz and the Corundum have
'shapes that' are considered to be alike in some way. Leave
the specimenS of these two minerals out on'tkie demonstra-
tion table for next lesson.,'

r
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_Lesson:18: EXAMINING THE SHAPE OF QUARTZ 6RYSTALS`

In the laSt lesson the children observed a number of materials,,
and discovered that the property of 'shape is us,efurin identi\
Eying some of them. In this lesson they will concentrate 9
crystal. shapes. They will look at quartz crystals,and try to
describe the shape. Then they will make a "model of an ide-
alized quartz,crystal (with both ends sawed off) for study in
the next lesson. 4 story gives some elementary information
about Orystals and Provides motivation for the children's ob'-'
-nervations, discussiOns and model building.

t).
MATERIALS

8 quartz crystals

story, "Superi-Sleuth and Stpdious Jones' (provided in this
lesson and also in the Student Manuals) '
lgorksheet,23 (quartz crystal model printed n heavy paper)

sdisiors,
.4'

cellophane tape

PROCEDURE ..,

3

Have the eight quartz samples handy`bn a.demonstratfon ta-
ble in a clear area of the room. ,,Ask the chgdren-to bring
their Student Kanuals and come to this7area. Have them sit
down and open their manuals to the story, "SuperiSleuth and
Studious fones." Begin reading the story to the chgdren and
ask. them to follow along in their owrrbooks: as you r ad.
Stop at each place in.the story where,Super-Sleutitis asked
o make a discovery, and have the make their own

discoveries firste Then pickup the story. Conclude the les=
on with the making of the quartz crystal models for ,use ill

,
the ne3ct lesson. .0
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Story by Elaine Vogt

Illustrations by Son-ia Forseth
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SUP$R-SLEUTH AND STUDIOUS JONES

Super-Sleuth, thought he was a great detective. He went a-
./

round wearing a very strange bat and looking at things through a

'magnifying glass. The Children in his neighborhood knew that Supe-,

Sleuth was not vdry bright i. but they all liked him because he was

interested in so many, things. They also.liked the talking, birds thatr
followed him everwhere, and were so saucy and ch'e\erful.

On this particular day Supr-Sleuth and his birds\were inspect-

ing a, tree; `He was"saying to them, "My, my, my, it is certainly

hap:LW tell what material this tree is made of by looking at it. Even

my magnifying glass doesn't -S-e-erri-to-thelp.; "

Super-Sleuth thought'he might have better luck if he looked at

some other kinds of materials. He got doWn on his knees and looked'

at.some sand. "My goodness, " he exclaimed, "this sand is /bade

up of Jitt ngs that are very hard to see!"
1 q
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Just then a girl who was in the sixth grade came along. Her

name was Studious Jones and she was on her way hope from school.

"Those, little things you are looking at, Super Sleuth, seem to be

sand in crystal form. ,Quartz is often found in crystal form, too."
.

"Himm, where else do we find crystals?" Super-Sleuth asked.

"You can find-them in a penny," Studious replied.

"A penny! Why, you must be fOoling," Super-Sleuth said.

Then he took a penny from his pocket and looked at it throur:h his

magnifying glass. His birds flew up and perched on his hat and

shoulders so that they could look, too. "I can't see any crystals
in this penny," Super-Sleuth said. "Here, Studious, take a look."



"I don't have:to look, " Studious Jones replied. "I already

know that copper crystals are too small to be seen through a mag-
r.

nifier."

"How do you know that copper material is made up of crystals

at all, Studious? " Super Sleuth asked.

"Well, its a pretty well -known fact that some fluids take a.
definite shape or pattern when they become solid. These kinds of

materials are called crystals. When melted copper fluid cools off,
.

it forms 'absolutely beautiful crystals! But you need a powerful

microscope to See them."

Super-Sleuth continued to look at the penny. He found it

very hard to believe that Studious Jones was telling him the truth.

Studious decided that.Super-Sleuth needed a simpler example.

She said, "Do you think snowflakes are dr;y-Stals, Super-Sleuth? "
.s

..

"Um, yes . . . yes, indeed. "

"Well then, what happens that makes snowflakes? "

"How should I know? " Super-Sleuth asked.

Studious thought a grown man ought to know what made snow-

flakes, but she decided to be patient. "When it's cold, Super-
.

Sleuth, the tiny drops 9f Water in the clouds freeze. The water

changes from a liquid to a solid -- and, presto, you have snow-
flakes!"

"Well, all right, believe. yoU about the snowflakes," Super

Sleuth said, "but you ought to tell me more about hoW fluids turn

into crystals ."

14
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Studious puckered up her.face. She Was thinking. Thenshe

took some paper and a pencil from her book bag and started drawing.

"The best way to teach you about crystals is to show you some of

the different shapes they take." This is 'what Studious drew for

Super.7-Sleuth.
.f4

TA51.4. SALT

AND WATER
SOLUT ION

il
,,e-

vv-AT

EVAPORATES

MO L-TeN

ROCK

COOLS

SNOW FLAKE

CRYS1AL:

SALT CRYSTALS

EPSOM SiA.:1'

CKYSTALS

QUARTZ
-CRYSTALS

co RuN Dunn

CRYSTALS
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Super-Sleuth looked puzzled. Studious said, "Look at the

crystal shapes. Look at the table salt, the Epsom salt, the quartz

and the corundum. What dO you notice about'the different kinds of

crystals, Super Sleuth? "

"Urn . I don't know, " Super-Sleuth mumbled.

Then he pointed to the -table salt and. Eps om salt crystals. "I can

tell you one thing, though I bet these two both taste salty."

Super-Sleuth puffed up his chest. He thought hehad made a won-

. derful discovery. ,

.,

found tasting things," she said. "You could get sick by doing that.

Besides we are talking about the shapes of the crystals, riot any-
,

thing else-- Now, what do you notice about the shape of the salt

But Studious Jones.was annoyed. "Scientists do not go a-

Crystals? "



Gl

Super-Sleuth loOked at the pictures again. After heMmin4

and hawing, Super-Sleuth finally said, "Well the salt Crystals seem

to be shaped like little boxes."

r:

said.
"They are cubes . .-Zhey have a cubic sha,Pe," Studious

"Well,- that's what I meant," Super-Sleuth said.

"Great," Studious said. She felt better now about Super-

Sleuth. Maybe ghe could teach hfm something about crystal shapes,

after all., She decided to keep trying.

144
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She reached into her boiik bag and brought Out some small --

objects. "A while ago I talked about_quartz crystals to you, Super-
.

Sleuth. Maybe it would help you to leatn about crystals if you

looked at some real ones. I borrowed these quartz crystals from

the third gradeteacher to help with my study of crystal shapes,"

she explained.

"The third grade!" Super-Sleuth exclaimed. "Do you mean

to tell me the children in the third grade are studying crystals?"

"They are now, " Studious Jones replied. "Iiut they weren't

when I was in that grade.'

"Oh, these modern.times!" was all Super-Sleuth could man-

age to say. His eyes got a faraway look as he thought how marvel-

ous it was that children in the third grade were studying crystal

shapes.

134
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Studious fone's had to cough to get,hii attention back to the

quartz crystals. VPlease, Super-Sleuth,'" she said, look at these

quartz crystals and tell me what is -alike about all of them."
O

Poor Sup @r Sleuth. He looked at each crystal -- both-with

and without his magnifying glass. He turned and turned each piece.

Then he tried comparing.two pieces at a time. lifter all this, he
said, "The quartz crystals sort of look and feel like clear glass."

"Those observations are all right for a beginning,__Super---

Sleuth,, but I think you 'should be able to .discover something inter-

esting about the shape of the quartz crystals. Why ddn't you touch
them again, and turn them, and try to find out if the surfaces are

rounded or flat, or jagged and pointed? "

14.0
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1.1All -right, all right, " Super-Sleuth said, and. he began exa-

mining the crystals, iiisore carefully.. He was anxious to discover

whatever, secret -it was that Studious Jones knew about these crys-

tals that he didn't know. '

"Yippee!" Sirper7ple-utIT shouted in joy. "Studimis-, what do

you think I have discovered?" t

"I-don't,know. What?"
. \ .

'"Why, the r6 are some flat surfaces on every one of these

quartz crystals. Isn't that fantastic? " All the birds fluttered about,

rep4dting, "Fantastic! Fantastic! Fantastic?"'

Studious smiled. Then she asked, "Are all of the surfaces

flat, Super-Sleuth?

'.

. .

HEY KID, ARE' ALL OF

THE Vk.'ACES ON )/OUR QVARTz-
CayTAL.S FLAT?
LOOK AND

,136



"Nell, no, Studious. This crystal right here, f9r example,

is jagged and rough on one_end. 'tut the other end has some flat

surface that seem to'come td a point. Why is one end rough and

the_ottier end pointed?"

"Yes;, why? Why? Why?." the birds all asked, too.

Studious took a book from her bag and'found a. picture of a

cluster of quartz crystals. She showed itto SUper-Sleuth.
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Super-S1 uth looked at the picture. "Oh, my goodness,

Studious! What a jumble! Are, these all quartz crystals.? What

in the world is w ong, with them?'"

. "Yes, what s wrong with them? What's wrong with them?"

The parrot tipped his head saucily and looked straight at Studious.

.4

1

r

StudioUs laugh9l. "There's nothi With them. That's

just the wayq,uartz Criistals are for ed in clusters. Some peo-
ple say that's the way they 'grow,' bli sthey don't mean exactly the

same kind of growing tha plants do. Now, Super-Sleuth, when you

look at this cluster of quartz crystals, doles it tell you why each

crystal has only one pointed end? !'

"I.:et me guess! Let me guess! " Super-Sleupleaded.

1

J

41Y DON'T YOU LOOK \AT THE PicTuRE OF THE
cCus-rEk. OF QuARTz. CRYSTALS MAIN AND TRY
to' FINti' OUT WHY WCt-t CRYSTAL. HAS.

ONLY* ONE POINTED 'END?'

rG
41,

6
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"I've got it! I've got it!" Super-Sleuth shouted suddenly.

And all the birds joined in the chorus.

"What? " Studious asked.
.

"Why, these quartz crystals we have been:looking at .-- the

real ones are jtitt part of a bunch like those in the picture..
,

Sothebody must have .broken each one from the bunch, and that is

Why each crystal has only one pointed end."

"You're practically a genius, Super-Sleuth," Studious said,

and the birds all repeated happily, "A genius! A genius!"

Super-Sleuth blushed. "oh, I wouldn't go so far as to say

that yet," he said, "because I think there is More that I should

find out about this crystal business-. "'

4

.



"Because they-have broken ends, and because some don't

even have a point, these quartz samples are not very easy to ob-

serye. It's very hard to tell just what shape they .are. " Super-

SleLth picked up a quartz crystal and stared at one,.end of it. Then \

e
1

'stared at the other end of it. Then he heaved a big sigh. The

ircls all sighed, too, and looked toward StudioUs, Is though ex-
!

ting help.

"Perhaps if I gave you a cardboard mode of a\rtz crystal,

th
/
, he ends cut off, it would help, " Studio s said. She gave him

$del she had made for herself.

l'51I Aio
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WHY DON'T YOU MAKE A'
MODEL?

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO I 5 TEAR

WORKSHEETZ3 FRoNA
YOUR STUDENT MANUAL.

CAREPOLLY.

THEN CUT AROUND THE HEAVY
BLACK UNE) AND FOLD oN THE
DOTTED LINES. TAP& THE.
OPEN SIDE To6a-THER: THEN
TAPE .EACH END.. NOW you
NWE R MODEL. OF A QUARTZ
CRYSTAL. WITH THE ENDS
CUT OFF.





DID YOU MAKE

YOUR MODEL?

FINE!
THE.NEXT LESSON,

YOU WILL NEED THIS
NA0DEL

OLsAVE rr.

c;)

Jt)
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Lesson 14: EXAMINING THE SHAPE OF CORUNDUM CRYSTALS

In this lesson the children learn that there,are six basic crys-
tal shapes. They will recognize that table: salt crystals are
of a cubic shape and that quartz crystals are of a hexagonal
shape.

Next the children will observe that corundum crystals are also- \-
ol:a:--:hexagonal shape. You can demonstrate the hexagonal
shape of botif-quaitz- and corundum crystals by placing them
upright on an overhead projector and having the children count
the sides.

A continuation Of the story started in Lesson I 3 provides the
teaching device for the lesson. As before; each tinag a quesr
tion is raised, stop reading the story and give the children an
opportunity to make their own observations and discoveries
bef6re Super-Sleuth makes his.

MATERIALS

Part 2 of Super-Sleuth story (provided in this lesson a d in
the Student Manuals)

8 quartz and 8 corunduth crystals

cardboard models of basic hexagonal shape from pre ious
lesson

overhead projector

paper, pencil

PROCEDURE
45,

Have the eight quartz and the eight corundum crystal samples
handy on a demonstration table in a clear area of the room. If
possible, have an overhead projector ready for use also. Ask
the children to bring their, hexagonal cardboard, models , a pen-
cil, and their Student Manuals to the clear area. 'Have- them
sit down and ask them to turn to part two of the Super-Sleuth
story. Start reading the story as the children follow along in
their own books . Stop whenever a question is posed in the
story and have the children try to answer it.

1 "



SUPER-SLEUTH AND STUDIOUS JONES
Part 2

4

Super-Sleuth started to study the cardboard model of the quartz

crystal.. Studious asked him to hold it up and look at one end of it

"What shape do you see?" she asked.

WHY DON'T YOU LOOK AT YOUR MoDiti?)
HOLD-1T UP AND LOOK AT ONE END OF.

TELL YOUR TEACHER WHAT SHAPE you
SEE.

SUPER.-SLZuTH \NWT KNOW IRE
NAME POR THE SHAPE HE SEES, BUT

YOU cmAy. kNovv, IF you REMEMBER

WHAT you 5-ruDIED IN MINNEMAST

UNtT 2.1.) ANGLES AND SPACE.

15
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How MANY LONG PLAT

SURFACES DID you COUNT?

.WRITE THE-Nit-4

148

YOU
I \

kly

IF Yzuu ARE HAVING TROUBLE,

COUNT THE N\4IAUER OF LONG FLAT SURFACES

*.Ot NCB ARouiD -THE CRYSTAL. SHAPE.

VOU MAN( 144 To IsAARk ThE P1-,ACE

WHERE You START, OR KEEP ONE
FINGER ON IFf

HAT Do You c,iaLL. A FIGuRE WITH THAT

NUMBER OF SIDES?

IF You DON'T REMEMBER, DON'T WORRY.

STUDIoUs wILLWAVa TeLL,supER
SLEUTH THE NAME, Too.

150



When Super-Sleuth finished looking at the model of the quartz

crystal, he said, "This model has a lot of long, 'flat surfaces, doesn't

it ?"
:#

"How many? "Studious asked.

"Well, I will have to'count," Super-Sleuth said. He counted

around the long flat surfaces and said, This model of a-quartz crys-

tal has six long flat surfaces."'

"Corrept," Studious said. "A shape that has six flat surfaces

arranged like\ this has a special name. Do you know what it is? It

is called a h4xagonal shape."'
ti

149



"Now I have discovered two different crystal shapes -- the

cubic and the hekag-onal. Are there any more kinds of crystal shapes,

Studious? " Super-Sleuth gked.

Studious reached in her bag and brought out anOthet'bb6k.

-6-Years agO, " she said, "scientists divided the set of all crystal

shapes into subsets of shapes-that they call the 'six basic crystal
shapes.6 Studious opened the babk. "Look here, Super-Sleuth, "

_ 'she said.

Super- Sleuth looked at the page. It showed the six basic

cryStal shapes, and their names, like this:

Cubic Tetragonal

Monoclinic

150

Orthorhombic

Triclinic Hexagona



CHILDR5N;STOP AND Loot< AT
THE So( BASIC SHAPES.
CPN you RECOGNIZE
A OF 'THEM?

Lopl< AT TIIE CUBIC SHAPE.- WHAT
CRYSTAL DID YOU EVER SEE THAI
LoOKI? LIKE 'THAT? VVRI.T.
ANSWER HERP-

LOok AT THE HEXAGONAL_
SHAPE. IF you CAN REMEMBER
CRy5TALs THAT HAVE THAT
SHAPE, WRITE THE NA.N1

1-1E-RP:
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Super-Sleuth studied the six basic shapes. He pointed to the

cubic shape nd said, "Hey, Studious, that is the shape of table

salt." Then he pointed to.the hexagonal shape and said, "And this

is the shape of a quartz crystal."

Studio s was very pleased. "

me, Super Sleuth, so we can learn some more about crystal shapes'?
.

Why don't you come home with

My mother will give us cookies and milk, and We can sit a it the ta-
j.ble and enjoy ourselves,"

"That's

they did. Wl
7uper- Sleuth

piece of pape

/ ---
a Jine idea, " Super-Sleuth said, and that is just what

ile,they were sitting at the table,` Studious asked
to plane one end of his hexagonal quartz model on a

r and draw a line around it. She asked him to look at

what he hadlrawn and to count the sides. Then she asked him to

pick up a quartz crystal and hold one end of it up in front of his

eye's, and see if the shape on the paper and the shape of the crys-

tal looked similar.

GET A PENCIL AND A PIECE OF PAPER
AND DRAW AROUND ONE END oc-
Yourt QuARTz CRYSTAL MODAL
How MANY siDE5 ROES YOUR

DRAwiNG. HAVE? cOuNr THEM

:\
WRITE' THE NOWE

HERE
4,

4P44,64.1,04,-14/
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HOLD UP YOUR MoD.E1- AN D

1,00K' AT ONE END'GF

TAE SHAPE is)0K LIKE WHAT:

\100 HAVE DRAWN ON Yo_OR PAPER ?

ANSWER yEsoR No
}}ERE ?

02,

WI46-00, ow CALL BoTH OF THESE

1-14.E'S14APE you pRE\N AND II-1E SOAPE

you LobkED AT ON THE END OF TN E

THEyARE BOTI-Vd.

1 6 ,3

A 53
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:
Super-Sleuth did as he was told, but Studicus.could see that

he was getting bored. He was much mere interested in stuffing him-

self with cookies, than in stuffing hlmself with information about crys-

tal shapes.' 'But Studious had a .surprise for him. She brought out
: 4

some cofuridum crystals.

"Stars above! What are those? Super-Sleuth exclaimed:

"Corundum crystals,'" StUdious replied.. "I want you to study

them closely. See if you,can discover in what way they might be

-like the quartz crystals. "

1_00.K AT 714 E ,COO uND.bm CRY-TA Ls.
HELP THE ciAss DISCUSS HOW

'cRy5TALs ARG L.i k q-
THE QuARTL cRysTqLs, AO.
HOW Ti--)E7Y ARE DIFFERENT:

a

7

Q?
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Super-Sleuth saki, "I can see plenty of ways 10 which these

crystals are different from the quartz, but I can't see any way in

which they are like the quartz."

"Observe them closely," Studious said, "and.perhaps you

will find a resemblance. After.all, we don't call you Super-Sleuth

for nothing."
CD

"Of course not," Super-Sleuth said. "If there is anything

similar about the s4 co-run-durn crystals and the quartz' crystals,

Pp be the firSt pe.rson in the world to find out."

;

-

51PER S TH SHOULD 1-I0LD'
CoRu Um SAMPLE

LOOK A THE END OP .

SO SHO D YOU. .

HAT SHAPE op you SE

WRITE THE NA MG OP
SHAPE H

fl, 41/
)41 4 V //1///j"'

ih/t/
..J.J\
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"A-ha!" Super-Sleuth said. 1'1 have discovered I great secret.

Looking at the ends, the co-run-dum crystals are the ame shape as

the quartz-crystals. They both have hexagonal shay

"Yes, they do," Studious said. "If we had ar overhead pro-

'eCtor, we could use it to check this fact: 1!

.
I CNiLDREN) ASK -Youd TEACHER TO PuT

A tlExAGoNAL q.01-ItZTz. MODEL oN

ONE SIDE of THE/OVERHEAD f)RoncToRs

AND SOME CoRtAIDUM SAMPLES ON

OTHER siDEi NOW YoU CAN
COUNT THE NOABER of SIDES.
ON THE cRYS AND SEE QUITE
CLEARLY THA EACH HAS A

HExA6ONAL SHAPE...,44,44.-.04N!

11"
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Studious noticed'that Super-Sleuth was still looking at the

quartz and corundum crystals; as if he still wanted' to know more

about them. He said, "Even though the quartz and co-run-dum

crystals both have hexagonal shapes, there's still something very

different about them. Tell me, Studious, do the co-run-dum crys-

tals grow in clusters like the quartz? If they do, how come they

have two rough ends, but no points on any end?"

"That's a very good question, Super-Sleuth. Can you find

the answer yourself?"

CAN you THINK ANV REASON VIii`l
THE CORUNDUM CRYSTALS HAVE
NO POINTED ENDS? IF- you CAN,
TELL THE cLAs5 ABOUT IT,

Super-Sleuth really strained his brain trying to think. Studious

_went to the kitchen and brought in a plate of chocolate-chip cookies.

Super-Sleuth took one look at the cookies and said, "That's it!"

"What's what?" Studious asked. She knew that Super-Sleuth

must be on the track of something very interesting, if he would just

stare at the cookies instead of eating them.

"Studious, I here decided that these corundum crystals come

like the chocolate chips in those cookies not in clusters or bunch-

es but here and th-,re in some otherpaterial. "

"You're absolutely right, Super-Sleuth. The corundum crys-

tals form separately one by one in a big mass of brown or

black material that is called 'lava.' Geologists have to chop away
the other material in order to find the crystals that are scattered

through it." i 57
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Super-Sleuth thought that, by now, he must be the world's

greatest expert on crystal shapes. He was ready to take his birds

and go home. But Studious Jones had other ideas . She showed' him

a i;age of snowflake pictures, and asked him if he could decide

Which basic crystal shape the snowflakes had. Super-Sleuth got

Out his magnifying glass and studied the snowflakes.

0

ARE THE SNOW-
Fl.f*ES THATS0PER-
SLEUTH STUDIED. CAN
You -TEu-- WFigr
SUBSET 0E- 54Sic
CRYSTAL si-IA PES
THY Ba_074G- To?)

SNOW LOO kS
TI-1-1s7

*/
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Super-Sleuth counted the points of each snowflake. Surpris-

ingly, the number of points was always the same.

Ps,

I Lli<
NOW,

Y.

COUNT T.HE NUMBER of POINTS
ON youR sNoW FLAK Es .

How -MAN/ boEt EAc4
SNOWFLAKE 4-0\1E?

WRITE TH NUMBER

HER

s.-

,"I've counted the number of poiats on each snowflake," Super--

Sleuth said, "and they all have the same number. But' what does

that prove-about their shape? "

"Not much," Studious,said.: "But if you look more toward the

center of he crystals, maybe you could see a typical shape." s

"A-ha. I do," Super-Sleuth said, and he-told Studious thee-
correct basic shape that he saw in each crystal.

6 0
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DID YOU__-INI) THE BAslc-
APE OF THE SNOWFLAKE

CRYsTALs? TP You DID,
VVRirE t-r- HERE

Do you KIV114
He 4NsweR?
I' Do-

"Another thing You could do; SuPat-Slelith, would be to take(

- a pencil and ruler and draw lines from the tip of each point on a

snowflake to the tip of the next point, and so on around the crystal

until you had all the sides drawn." Super-Sleuth took a pencil and

a ruler and did this.
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SNovqfiLAk. CRYSTAL, ALL ARouND EAch ONE?

NOTICE THE LITTLE DOT TUST-13EYoND
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Super-Sleuth was able to give the correct-answer, too. Now

he started. to say goodbye again, but again Studious stopped him.
0

This time she drew two figures on a piece of paper, marked them A

and B, and asked Super-Sleuth to look at them.
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HERE IS WHAt STUDIOUS DREW ON T1-1 e PAPER
FOR SUPER -slEliCH

Studious asked, "What is alike about these two figures?"

WH1-tT DO You THINK Is AL)IcE
ABOUT THE t\No filGoRES I'm OUT ON ft

.
Super-Sleuth said, "I don't think the figures look much alike

at all." Studious gave him a hint, saying, "Why don't you try

counting the number of sides on "each figure? " Super-Sleuth did

that.



FIGURE A

Ato

"wo*IPepili111

s

FIGURE 5
HAS

I DES,

Zlim/w/

Ate-" ;I
you 34ouLD
CooNT Tft

NUMBROF
SIDES .ON

FIGURE, WO.

I

Iq

Super-Sleuth counted the number of sides on each figure cor-

rectly. "Now, surely, it is time to go home," he said.

Not quite, " Studious said. "You have counted the sides on

each figure, and found that each has six sides. That means that

both figures are hexagonal in shape. But there is something else

that is alike about the two figures. Can you tell me what it is,

S uper leuth "

1 f I 63
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Super-Sleuth stared at the figures a long time, He didn't

want Studious to know that his brains were completely frazzled'

from so much thinking, so he said, "Studious, my bird's are hungry:

I really have to take them home and feed thdm." At this, the birds

fluttered wildly around the. room calling out, "Htingry! Hungry!

Hungry!"

All right, Super-Sleuth, -maybe lu-shou/d go home ,now, "

Studious said. "But take this paper home with you, and maybe by

tomorrow you can figure out what is alike between the two figures,

besides the fact that each has si'x sides."

"Till tomorrow, then, " Super-Sleuth said.. With his birds

roosting all over him, he went home.

HELLO STUDENT 5.
CAN /oU DISCOVER WHAT

AUKE ABovr PiG-OREs
A MW B BEs1DFs
THE FACT THAT EACH

BIAS Six SIDES?
KFEP YOUR ANSWERs TO YOURSELVES

UNTIL To IvtoR.RoW, WHEN SUPRSLE01-1-1
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Lesson 15: ANOTHER CRYSTAL PROPERTY MAG OF THE ANGLE

Learning that crystal shapes have characteristic angles pro-
vides 'the. children with another property that is valuable in
identifying certain materials. If a scientist found a badly
damaged crystal of some sort that still had even one unbroken
angle with a mag cPf 120 degrees, he could hyPothesiie that
a' \typical crystal of this same kind might belong to the basic
crystal subset of hexagonal. shape. Why would he be able
to' do this? That is what the children- find tout in this lesson.

After comparing two hexagonal shapes in the last lesson, the
children found out that both figures had six sides each. Naw
they will discover, by the use of a protractor, that -- even.
though the lengths of, the sides of the, two hexagonal. shapes
are different -- each angle has a magsof,120 degrees.

The transparent protractor used in this lesson and in Lesson 16
is similar to the clock protractor the children used in Unit 21,
except that this new one has degrees (180) as well as hours (6).

The lesson begins with the third and last part of the story
about,Super-Sleuth, then goes on to give the children practice
in measuring the mag .of -angles.

MATERIALS

Part 3 of Super:Sleuth story provided in this lesson and in
the Student Manuals

Worksheets 24 through 27

protractor on transparency,.1 per child

PREPARATION '

The transparent protractors used in this lesson come With the-
special printed MINNE'MAST materials. Each transparency
should bce cut in two before class, so that each child can be
given one protractor. At the end of the unit, collect the pro-
tractors and save them for-otherMINNEMAST units.

1
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PROCtDURE

The chilth'en should remain in their seats as you begin the
lesson by-reading the concluding part of the Super-,Sledth
story. T -should follow along in their Student Manuals.
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SUPER-SLEUTH' AND STUDIOUS JONES
\ . Part 3

Super-Sleuth and his birds met Studious Jones the next day on

her way home from school. Super-Sleuth had,thepaper with the two
/ hexagons on it in his hand. He had a big smile on his face as he

Walked up to her. "I lia9ve.discovered another difference between these

two hexagons," he said. measured the lengths of the sides and
they are not the same. Hele, take this ruler and check for yourself." k

-t

:

YOU S0uLD OSE
RULER AND cmcKly ,4)MEASURE THE LENGTHS

OP THE SIDES 10
/EA- HEMEJoN)FoO,

4,411141.

I

0

A.N41

.1-1-1E 51DES OF FIGURE

.A ARE ALL ABOUT THE

Lit aTH.
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Studious was not pleased. "Super-Sleuth, I asked you to look

fnr annthor similarity between the two figures, not a difference. Any-,
one can see that the figures have sides of different lengths, even

though each has six sides. Now, think hard, Super-Sleuth, what else
is the same about these two shapes? "

Super- Sleuth really concentrated, but he could riot find a single

thug more that was alike about the two shapeS. He lookedjso disap-
pointed that Studious decided to give,him a hint. She br,ought out a

protractor and handed it to him.

"This thing is full of lines and numerals. What is it for?

Super-Sleuth asked.

"It's a handy cie.rice for measuring the rikag of angles,," Studious

said. "Now, does that give you any clue aboutwhat you shoUld be

looking for'' "
.'141 /^.1
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sdper-Bleu fih turned the protractor over and over in his hands.

ti He looked at it through his trusty m ying glass. He looked at it

near, and he looked at it far. Finally he said, "This fancy thing of

yours tells me nothing at all." He oundekl rather-peevish and his

birds settled on his shoulders and hat, as if they felt sorry for him.

"Docn't you want to learn how Ito use protractor?" Studious

asked. "If you would, we could compare the mag of each hexagon's

angles to See if they are alike in sine way.
ti

Super- Sleuth put his hands his forehea . His brains felt

scrambled didn't even know What Studious was talking about.

"The meg of angles , indeed!" he tihought. "Who ever heard of such

a thing " But out loud, he said, j"Studious, I hake to hurry home....

I think I left something cooking op the stove. Whk donit you just

lend the protractor to me for a few days? I'm sure \ 'II get the hang

a it in no time at ali."

" Studious said. "I have some errands to do, so may-
;

be anotheind:' would be better." She gave Super Sleuth the protrac-

tor and said goodbye.



Super-Sleuth hurried away, even though he knew there was

nothing cooking on his stove. When he got home, he put the pro-

tractor in a drawer and even tried to figure out how to use it.

Instead,. he took out a penny and stared at it for#5a long ,,long time.

He still didn't believe that the copper in the penny was made of

crystals. He made up his mind to find a microscope and check what

Studious had said. Of course, when he finally got around to doing-

this , he found out that Studious Jones was right. And he felt bad

that a sixth-grade girl knew more than he did about such things.

But just think how much worse he would have felt if Studious had

told him that children in the second and third grade knew how to

use protractors! However, Super-Sleuth still has his friendly birds,-

and they seem to think he is pretty smart.

/ SUPER-SLEUTH Is
supER 5NOtikT!

.-114,00,

LAVE yPt LOVE YAK
17



Have the children turn to Worksheet 24 which shows a draw-
ing of a clock protractor and some problems. Ask them if they

remember using a clock pro-
tractor in the second grade
when they studied Units 21

*orksheet 24
Unit 26

10

9;,

Same --
(lock Protractor

0
11

This angle measures

2- hour,.
I

lhfs anule melsures

hours. 3. When the children mea-

and 22. Then briefly review
the following angle concepts
with your class:

1 . A ray is a set of points
that has one end point
(origin) and extends end-
lessly in one direction.
A ray is represented in
this way:

2. An angle is defined as
two rays with a Common
origin (starting point).
It is represented like
this:

172 .

sure a line segment, they
are measuring its length.
When they piedbute the
amount of space occupied,
they are measuring volume.
But when they measure an
angle, what are they mea-

suring? There was no word for this, so in Unit 21, a word
was made up and introduced. The word is "mag." Therefore,
when the children measure an angle, they will be measuring
its mag. They will do this by measuring the amount of rota-
tion from one ray to the other ray.

Amount of rotation = Mag of the angle

lEs



4. An angle can have different mags.

>
BI

Rotation A is less than rotation B. The angle (made by
two rays) does not change at all, but it is possible to
rotate in many ways from one ray to another. To avoid
confusion in Unit 21, the children were asked to use the
smallest mag of an angle, rotation A.

5. To measure the amount of rotation from one ray to the
other(the mag of the angle) they used a clock protractor.

6. The anit of measure in Unit 21 was hours. Therefore
this angle = 3 hours.

173



The following two probleYns are given on the bottom half of
Worksheet 24. Have the children write in their answers,
then review-the process as a class,activity.

This angle measures 2 hoLirs.

This angle measures 4 hours.

18 -1
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Now tell the children that many years ago, someone divided
a circle into 360 equal parts.

0

11 A 4

6

Each one .of these parts is called a degree.

On the new protractor, there are 180 degrees.'

There are also 6 hours.

185
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...

Dibistribute a new transparent protractor to each 'child and say,
.4t his is the kind of protractor that Studious Jones gave to
Super-Sleuth in the story. How is it like the clock protractors
on Worksheet 24? "

0

0 h()Lirs

In the discussion, bring out the following similarities and
differences:

I. Both have hour marks.
2. Both are in clock form, though this transparent one is

only half a clock.

Differences:

I. The transparency is larger than the full clock protractOr.
2. The transparency has more marks (more units) than the

full clock protractor,
3. The new clock protractor is numbered from 0 to 180 degrees,

and also with hours 0 through 6.

i
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Worksheet 25 Nam. %

Unit 26

llooRS
or-

0

130° or

G Hours

10 or
Moo Rs

120' OR

9 HOURS
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Tell the children:
0

WITH THIS PROTRACTOR WE HAVE A CHOICE OF MEASURE-
MENT UNITS. WE CAN MEASURE THE MAG OF-ANGLES
EITHER IN DEGREES OR IN HOURS JUST AS WE CAN MEA-
SURE LENGTH IN UNITS THAT ARE INCHES, OR FEET, OR
YARDS.

Have the children open their Student Mariva is to Worksheet 25.
Show, how to place the dot at the center of their protractors
directly over the "corner" of each angle (where the twirays
originate. Ask them to line up the zero line with the ray at
the left. Have them practice doing this and go about the
room checking to see that all the children, know where to
place their protractors in order to measure the mag of an angle
'correctly. When the children know how to use\the protractors,
have them measure the angles on Worksheet 25 in both degrees
and hours.

Next have the children measure the angles on Worksheet 26,
giving only the number of degrees.

Ask the children to complete Worksheet 27. In discussing
the results, the children should see that all the angles mea-
sure 120 degrees, even though the figures are very different
in side length. Then say that scientists who have looked at
many such six-sided crystals have found that all those they
examined have parallel surface angles of 120 degrees. This
leads them to theorize that all crystals of similar shape have
angles of 120 degrees.

IOU
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. Continue by saying that in nature, one seldom-finds a perfect
quartz crystal like the model the children made. Then go on
to say that if a scientist found a broke crystal, or an irregu-
lar one, and if it had even one angle ith a mag of 120 degrees,
he could use this information to hypothesize that 4_ might be-
long to the hexagonal set of crystals. He could use this hy-
potheSis as a starting point for further study.

.

well the children that they will need their transparent clock
protractors in the next lesson. (You may wish to collect the
protractors now and distribute them again, as needed.)

You might like to conclude this lesson by asking the children
. if they think Super-Sleuth could have learned how to use the

protractor if he had really tried.

O

0

O
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Lesson 16: .SHAPES RESULTING FROM CLEAVAGE

In this lesdon thie chilaren'find out about) the property of
cleavage -- the licharaCteristic of some m'inerals to break in
a distinctive way along flat surfaces. First the children peel
off thin layers of selenite with their fingernails and see how
this mineral cleaves into pieces that havelflat surfaces.
Next they observe how calcite cleaves (always into pieces
with six flatisurfaces that are parallelograms with all sides
slanted). Then yOu give a. demonstration of a mineral (topaz)
that does not have the property of cleavage -- it breaks into
piece in no distinctive way, The pieces are just jagged
lumps.,

The children learn that the property of cleavage can be used
as a guide in trying to determine what a mineral might be.
If they can ppel a mineral sample into thin layers, with their/
fingernails , it might be selenite. If they can break, a min-
eral into pieces each of which has six faces, all of a char./
acteristic Slanted parallelogram shape, it might possibly be
calcite. And, if a mineral does not have a definite pattpen -
of cleavage, the children can hypdt? .,ze that it is Propably
neither selenite -norGalcite.

In the last activity of the lesson, the children 'make a model
of a box with rectangular faces They push the top of the, box
so that the front and back look like calcite faces4. 'But when
they look at the other faces, 'they see that they are not plant-
ed like calcite. they are rectangles. The children

They
cut

the model until it represents a calcite crystal.* They observe
the differences and measure the mags of the angles.. /They
.discover that each calcite crystal face has opposing ,equal
angles. Two opposing angles,have a mag of 78 degrees and
two have/a mag of, 102 degrees.' At the end of the lesson the
children are able tc\ distinguish' the shape of a calcite face
from other shapes. They are also able to check by measuring
the mag of the anglet. This is a follow-up on the work pre-
viously done with heXagonal shapes.

z



MATERIALS,

- all sampleS of selenite and calcite and I sample of topaz.

- rock or hammer-for demonstratik of cleavage.

- newspaper: pad for pounding

- 3 pieces'of black construction

- Worksheets 28, 29 and 30

- paper and pencils

greasepencils

paper

protractors, from preVious lesson

PRObEDURE

Activity A
-

*".

Remind the children that' in previous lessOns they discovered
several properties that helped th'em ideam tontify materiels.
Briefly revievP with them some of_those prCLperties: hardness,
weight, volume, density And shape. Then say that in this,.
actity you Want the children -to see if they can discover
another property that will aid in identifying some minerals,

Have the children gather around a demonstration table on
which you have placed eight samples of selenite, eight sam-
ples of calcite, one sample of topaz, a tray; three sheets of
,black construction paper and a rock or haMmer. .Ask the chil-
dren to sit on the floor during this actirit. Place a sheet
of black paper in a tray and.put one sample of the selenite
on the paper. Ask the chIldren to try breaking off pieces. of

to them. It may take §ocilittle experime tation, but §o the
the selenite with'their fingernails a:' . tray is passed around

c,

und

childien will discover' that they can 1oel off thin layers of
the, Nneral in this way. When evEtryoe,iias had an oppo --
tunity to see how the selenite separates, -take the tray and
set it aside for later observation and discussion,

-o
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Next pass around the eight samples of calcite. Ask the chil-
den to try -breaking the calcite samples with their fingernails.
,(They will rbt be able to do so.) Then wrap a sample of cal-
cite in a thiCk padding of newspap'er (to avoid flying particles)
and pound it with a rock or hammer until it breaks. Try pound-
ing rather gently at first

cleave
increase the force only if neces-

' sary, as some samples cleave More easily than others. Place
the calcite sample arid the pieCes on another sheet of blacic,
Paper atricLptitasicke for later use.

.
,

Similarly wr4p a sample of topaz and break this as you did the
calcite. Ha `e the pieces on a third sheet Of black paper. i

Ask. the chilcken tp examine the minals on the th;ee sheets
of black paper and tell: you '1X/hat they observe. 'Ask questions
that will help in their_ob.servations, such as: 6,

HOW DID THE SELENITE BREAK? WHAT DO THE PIECES
LOOK LIKE? .

The childr;en should pick up the, pieces. They should be able
to say th/at the selenite broke' off in pieces thahE f. flat sur-
faces./

idirect attention to t calcite p eces."

DI.D'TI3T. CALC",....TE BREAK APART? Din IT PP,P1%K
ANY PARTfaCJLAR WAY?

,

Encourage.the children to handle the pieces until they are able
. . -,. to state that the calcite-also broke off into'pieces with flat

surfaces. , They shoillci aTiO`notice that each piece has the
shapb of a "slanty"box". Then say:

THE uLENiirt PEElED OFF,IN LAYERS ALONG FLAT SUR--
FACES. THE CALCITDALSO-bROKE7ALONG .FIAT-SURFA,dES.
NOW LET'S LOOK AT THE,TOPAZ'AND 'SEE HOW THAT !3ROKE.

'

The ',Children should touch and 1pok at the broken:pieCes of
opaz. They should be able to see that there is a cliefgence
in the way the topaz/broke and in theLiway the other two min-
erals broke. They -should see. that the pieces of tofpaz.had

. , no-definite .flat surfaces not particular shape,

192
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When the children have discussed their observations as fufly
as they can, give them this definition of the new property. of
minerals that they have just seen demonstrated: '

WHEN CRYSTALLINE MINERALS CAN BE BROKEN APART IN

DEFINITEVAYS ALONG FLAT SURFACES, WE SAY THAT
THEY CLEAVE, OR THAT THEY HAVE THE PROPERTY OF
CLEAVAGE. WHICH OF THE THREE MINERALS THAtWE
BROKE APART HAVE THAT PROPERTY? (The selenite and
the calcite.) WHICH DOES. NOT HAVE THE PROPERTY OF

CLEAVAGE'? (The topaz.)

Now discuss with the children'whether or not this new prop-.
erty could be of any value in identifying a material. Ask:

IF YOU HAD A MINERAL THAT YOU COULD PEEL OFF IN
SMOOTH FLAT PIECES WITH YOUR FINGERNAIL, WHAT

HYPOTHESIS MIGHT YOU' MAKE ABOUT IT? (We could
use it as One hint that the mineral might be selenite.)

,WHAT OTHER TESTS HAVE YOU LEARNED DURING THE
STUDY OF THIS UNIT THAT YQU COULD THEN TRY ON THE
UNKNOWN MINERAL? (We could observe it, test it for
hardness, density and shape.)

IF YOU HAD A MINERAL THAT YOU COULD BREAK INTO
PIECES THAT iQOKED DIKE LITTLE SLANTED BOXES,' WHAT
HYPOTHESIS MIGHT YOU MAKE ABOUT THAT? (That it
might possibly be calcite.)

WHAT OTHER PROPERTIES MIGHT YOU. THEN INVESTIGATE?
(Its appearance, its hardness, density and shape.)

Now ask the children what hypothesis they might make if a
mineral broke in the way that the topaz broke -- that is, in
rough lumps of no particular shape. The children should be
able to tell you that they /flight hypotheSize'that the topat
probably was not eitherselenite_or_calcite_and belonged to
a set of minerals with the property of "no cleavage."

Put away the. selenite and topaz samples, and keep all eight
calcite samples for use in the next activity. Tell the children
that soon they are going,to try to find out more about the cleay.-'
age of calcite.

183
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Activity B

Divide the class into seven groupS and provide each group
with one sample of calcite. Ask the children if they recall
what the s all numeral "3" on one face, of the calcite indi,
cates. (It hardness in lVIohs' Scale.) Tell the children you
want them o ignore this numeral and number each fabe of
the calcite (I through 6) with a- grease pencil until each face
has a num er. Demonstrate' to the, children how theyncarl
start on an ,face of the calcite 'and keep turning it until they
have numb red all the faces. Select one member from each
group to d this. If you have only three grease pencils, ask

_the groups to pass them- along and share them. When the
dumbering has been completed, check eaph sample to see
if the num rals are legible. Collect the grease, pencils.,

Now ask 4ach group to use just one sheet of paper for trac-
ing around all six faces of the calcite with 'a pencil. Demon-
strate hoIN they are to do this. To trace face # I , they should
put that Mace down on the paper. When they have finished
drawing the Outline of the face, they should number the draw-
ing wit the appropriate numeral. To avoid confusion, and to
give e. Ch-child a part in the activity, assign the tasks. If
there re five children in a group, for example, you might
write hese tasks on the board: .

lid I traces around face # I and writes " I ".inside his
tracing.
hild 2 traces around face # 2 and labels his tracing "2. " r-;

Child 3 traces and labels face # 3.
Child 4 traces and labels face 4..
Child 5 traces and labels face #
Child 'I traces and' labels face # 6.

/ When they have finished doing this, each group should have
1 one sheet of paperwith six labeled outlines On it, like this:



Now ask the children:

ARE THESE SHAPES ALIKE? HOW ARE THEY ALIKE?

The children should see that shapes they have drawn are
like slanted boxes. Next ask them to turn to Worksheet 28.

8kif they can figUre Out which outlines were traced from a
calcite mineralcsample.

. -
ACcept all suggestions. If
the children are,,haring diffi-
culties, direct their attention
to the angles of each figure..
Ask:

ARE THERE CERTAIN MAGS
THAT CAN BE ASSOCIATED
WITH THE ANGLES OF THE
CALCITE FACES?

Remind the children that an-
gles were found useful when
they were looking at hexa-
gonal crystals. All thosean-
gles had a mag of 120 degrees.
Perhaps if the nnags of the
calcite angles were measured,
the children could find out

- something useful about those,
.too.

Provide the-Ohilaren with the
transparent protractors from
the. previous lesson and ask
them to try measuring the an-
gles on their calcite samples.'
Allow for some error. They

should get measurements. of approximately 100 degreesand 80
degrees (actually 102 and 78). Now have theni measure the
angles of the tracings they drew of the calcite faces. ,(They
should get results very similar to those of the calcite itself.)
As a third measuring exercise, ask the children to turn to
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Worksheet 28 again and, measure the angles in-the figure't
shown there. When the children have finished measuring .

and marking in the mag of each angle, ask if they can tell
more easily now yhich .shapes were traced.from_balcite and
which were not. If some are still unsure at this point, do
not be unduly concerned. In the next activity the children
will build calcite models and obtain a better undersgriding
of the shape of the. calcite crystal.

ts,

Activity C

Ask the children to remove. Worksheet 29 carefully from their
Student Manuals. Provide scissors and ask therp to but off
the right half of the worksheet (the part that has one long
figure printed omit) and to put the left half away for the time
being.

o

Now have the children cut a-
long the heavy black border
lines of the long rectangle
and around the black flap at
the top of it.. (They should
ignbre the slanted lighter
lines'.) After each model is
cut out, the children should
fold' along the three dotted
horizontal lines, and fold in
the black flap. Provide cel-
lOphane tape and have thern7A,,-
tape 'the flap in place-. When
they have done this,' the chil-
dren should each have a model
that looks like a box with its
frosit..and back ends missing.
Check to see .that everyone
has such a model. Now ask
the children to look. at either
open end, of. their models and
describe the shape they see.
(Each open end is square.)
Next ask the children to look
at the other faces of their



models and describe th6*.shape-of those. (These four faces
are all rectangles.) Tell the children to place the models on
their desks and, with their fingers, press the box shape until
its sides are slanted toward the left.

With your fingers, press one'side ,ot the model so that the
angles of the open end change. Holding it in this poSition,
ask the class to describe what they see.

DOES THIS OPEN END LOOK LIKE A SQUARE' NOW? (No.)
WHY DOESN'T IT ?, (The sides slant.- The angles are not
the same.)

WHAT DOES THIS SLANTED SHAPE LOOK LIKE? (It`looks
like one'fAcse of a calcite crystal.)

. .. i....

_..,. Still holding the model so that its open ends slant, ask the
chileiren to !describe the four closed sides. (They are still,1

I

I

6
rectangles.) Then ask: .

IF THIS MODEL HAS FOUR RECTANGULAR FACES AND ONLY
TWO ENDS THAT SLANT, IS IT A GOOD MODEL OF A CAL-.
CITE CRYSTAL? WHY OR WHY NOT?

. In the ensuing discussion the children should agree that what
you have been holding up is not a model of a calcite crystal
at all. If it were, all six faces,would\have slanted .sides.

O
lr;
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Let them check this with Calcite Samplet, and with their own /: 4

models with the .two open endspeetsed aslant.

Suggest that the children take their scissors and out through
the tape;that- holds- their :cardboard-models -(together.-- -This.
time they should cut along the slanted lines of the figure,
fbld along the same lines as before, and tape in the flap.
Ask:

WHAT DOES YOUR. NEW MODEL REPRESENT? (A calcite
crystal with two faces missing.)

Ask the children to 'check and see'if 11 the faces have slanted
edges: (They all do.)

/
Have the children get the other half of Worksheet 29 and cut
out the three shapes printed on that. Tell them that, when
they have bent back the black flaps on each model, they are
to choose from the three shapeS those that are most appropriate
to complete the missing faces on their, carOite moddis. When
they choose to tape in the:two shapes i'hat have all sides
slanted, .ask why. The children will say that they are choos-
ing the shapes with the slanted sides because all sides of a
calcite crYStal slant. ASk:

WHAT DO YOU MEAN WHEN Y.OU SAY THE SIDES ARE
SLANTED? (The angles are different from those of a
square or rectangle.)

..

Distil ute protractors and have the children measure the,mag
of ea h angle on their calcite. models.- The angles should .

measure either 78 degrees or 102 degrees, but allow for a,
little error. Accept measurements that are within three, or
four degrees of the ideal.- Have the children write the mag
of each angle direCtly on the model. Then ask therri`to mea-
sure the angles on the square face they did not use, and to
mark in the mags on that. A discussion after'thede measure
ments should lead the children to see the differences between
a square (or other rectangle) and a calc:ite face. "The square
,(or any other rectangle) has four straight sides and four an-
gles, .each with a mag of 90 degrees. All sides ofa'calcite
face are slanted and the angles are 78 degrees and 102 de-
grees (approximately 80 and IOU).

.
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'Worksheet 30
Unit 26

9ova

Was this fielded polygon traced fro., a calcite
.mineral sample?

*by or at not?

A/0 'The deeLeite
has the Same ez7r)41e5
an Qpposit side5.4This
one 'Aids theny e t
so me sides

a

A

Have the children turn to
Worktheet 30. Ask the
childien if the figure print-
ed on that workSheet could
be a calcite face, 1 fAve

them vo_tg yes or no. Then
ask those who said yes;
why they did so. Ask those
Who voted no why they did
so, too, Then ask the chil-
dren to measure the angles
of the figure on Worksheet
30. They will discover that

-the angles on this'figure-
have mags of 78 and 102 de=
grees. When they have done
this, ask the children to
count the sides of the figure.
(It has four sides.) Then say:

THE FIGURE ON WORK-
SHEET 30 HAS ANGLES
OF THE SAME MAG AS THE
CALCITE FACE. IT ALSO
HAS FOUR SIDES, JUST AS'
CALCITE DOE'S WHY, o'
THEN, CAN'T W AY THAT
IT IS THE SAME AS A Q AL-
CM FACE?

The figure on Worksheet 30 is so different in appearance from
that of a calckteLcrykal face that the children may think it
strange to even c&nsider this questiOn. But they may have &f-
aculty in escribing what is ?early different about the two'
shapes. hat you want to eli it here is that a calcite face
has two opposing angles of 7. egress and two opposing an-
gles of 102 degrees-- Alsoa,c lcite face has opposite sides
that slant ill a parallel manner. This means, that no matter
how. far they were extended, the two 'lines (iides) would never

wmeet.

i9
*4:1 4,
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As a conclusion to this section on Crystal shapeS, you might
wish to tell the class the shape of`one calcite face is called
a rhombus, and to ask them to came other crystal face ShapeS
they have studied. (Hexagonal in the quartz studies, and
square in the study of saltfaces.)

Optional Disco:.:ry Activity
The purpose of this enrichment activity is to have the chirdren

,yrdiscover some interesting relationships between the total !nag
*measurements of polygons with different numbers-of sides.. ,.,

It also gives thern-a,n. opporturfity to draw a nunjber of diff4refil
polygon ,nd to use the-if new ,protractors again:
'N.,.

',,, r.
The following information is prdyided Ye-acher background:

For all 3-side. olygons,,
the total mag of the,angles
will equal 1.80 degrees.

For all LP-sided polygons,
the total mag of the angles
wili equal 360 degrees.

For all 5-sided polygons,
the total ma,of the angles
will equal 540 degrees,.

For all 6-sided polygons,
the total mag of the angles
will equal 720 degrees.

Notice that each time:another side is added to a polygon,
the total mag`of.the angles.is increased by 180 degrees.

#

Some children in your class may have noticed that the angles
of the calcite face (4-sided polygon) had a total mag measure-
mentof 360degrees. Challenge them to find out if this is
true of any other 4-sided polygons. Have them use their
rulers when drawing the 4-sided polygons so that the angles

4
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a

will be sharply defined and easy to measure with their"protrac.-
tors,. If the children measure 'the angleS of each 4-sided poly-
gon and record .the total mag for each, they should discover
that all' the measurements total about the same. (Each 4-sided
polygon has a total mag measurement of approximately 360
degrees.)

Some children may remember that the Hexagonal shape that
was, associated with.the,quartz an'd.corunehtip cryStals had
six eqixalangles, each of which measured. 10.degrees: if
they totaled six -1,20-degree angles they would get 720 degrees.
Challdnge them again-to find out if this would hold true of
other6-sided polygons:.

Some children may want to carry out the same procedure for
3-sided and for 5 -sided pelygons. When they have done this,
ask them to list in order, the'approxiMate total mag measure-
ment fir each polygon, starting with the.3-sided. Such a list
might look like_this:._ \

-r

Polygons Total mag of angles
a

3 - sided

4-sided

180 degrees

360 degrees

5-sided 540 degrees

6 --:sided .720 degrees

Ask them if they can find an interesting pattern in their data.
This will give the children an opportunity To discover that

,each time a side is added to a polygon, its total` angle meas
urement increases by ISO degrees.

a

Theoretically the above would.be true in all instances, but
limit the,children's statement.of results to what They have
actually discovered for themselves. (See the discussion on
the next page.)

2 0 ..,
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.;

-ALL THE THREE -SIDED POLYGONS THAT I MEASURED, -

SEEMED TO HAVE A VERY SIMILAR TOTAL ANGLE MEASURE-
MENT . (Thar is , 180- degrees .)

ALL THE FOUR-SIDED POLYGONS THAT I MEASURED
SEEMED TO HAVE A VERY SIMILAR TOTAL ANGLE tMEASURE--
MENT. (That is, 360 degree.)

Some children may wish to go on to measure the angles. of.
7-sided and even 8-sided polygonS. They should be encour-
aged to do so.

. .

Almost all children enjoy. using the protractors. You might
like to let-them take their 'protractors home overnight or for
the weekend, either to show-their tafililie_s whit they have
learned or to report on interesting polygri shapes they found
to measure; Be sure the protractors'are, returned for use in
later units.

ti
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TH -PROPERTY OF SOLUBILITY

7

, To hamezthe_children discover, by eperimentation, another __

property hat can help identify a majerial the 3roperty
of solubility.

' To have the, children experiment W th two very different
i kinds of solvents (water and vine ar) not only to observe.

'e various properties of solvent bu also to let them hypothesize
. that there may, be other 'solver,` too.

To introduce the,notion of cheic 1 reaction as a natural
' . preparation for the work in Se'otion

. . ,

-COMMENTARY

This section consists of only two lessOns. Read both of the
lessons beforektarting to teach the section in order to be.
better prepeced.. In Activity A of Lesson 17 the children .013'

serve-the disNolution of.a small sugar cube in a little water.
They observe thisprocess through magnifiers and notice that,
as air is gradually replaced .13.V waterin the cube, most of the

',sugar dissolves in the water and is no longer visible. They
then discover that, by stirring, they can make all of the sugar
disappear into the water...

In Activities B and 6 of Lessen 17, the-childrdn 1-'0as-tire the
iquantities of the substances they use to make solutions. In
Activity B they start withar given amount of,water and see how
many scoops of a subsSanCe it will completely dissolve: In
Activity C the children start with a §iver(amount,of the sub-
stance and see how many dr?ps of water it takes to dissolve

. it completely. If you wish, these saturated sollitiont can be
used for a cryftal-growing experiment. At the ,end of this
Jesson the children are asked to think, of any other liquids
that might dissolve substances.

In Lesson 18,.vii,egar is the solvent. The children, use it to-
try to dissolve five stibstanceS:. sugar, salt,sbda, starch

te and detergent.. by discover that vinegar will not coinpletelY
dissolve all Of t ese substances. They alsO disCover that

'r.
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when vinegar is added to soda, bUbbles appear. This chem-
ical reaction is used to have the children see that this may
be another property that would aid in the identification of
materials. At the end ofthe section they are asked to con-
sider whether or not there are other kinds of chemical reac.,-

"-tions they might use-o-help in identifying Materials.

'Teaching time for this-section should be about two class
periods.

PREPARATION

Materials and their preparation are usually given with the
lessons but the following materials will be used throughout
the' rest Of the unit 'and are listed here for your convenignce.
You will find it helpful to prepare these things*now. Making
the scoops is easy if you follow the instructions- given. One
scoop is used for each of the containers toavoid contamina-
tion of substanaes

Get 32 four-ounce plastic containers from the kit. Fill each
container to the I -ounce mark with white substanc as listed
below. Be sure to label, each container with the name of the
substance on masking tape. This is what you will need for a
class Of 32:

... > , . ., ,
8 (4 oz.) containers , each with I oz. granulated sugar
8 II'.. II tl II table salt ,

4 ,, n ,, baking soda
4 ,,, ,, ,, n cornstarch
2%

II II detergent
2

ii. ., II II plaster of Paris,
2

,, , ,, n chalk powder
2

., ,, . , ,, n Epsom saltt,

All of the above substandes except sugar and table Salt are
provided in the OMSI kit.

The kit also:dontains 7 plastic straws and 32 yellow Tinker-
toy parts for making the scoops In addition to these,. you
will need a paper cutter and tape.'

-

2''
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How to make the scoops:

Step I .Place a straw on the paper cutter so it goes through
the diagonals on the grid and one end of it -extends
about an inch past the cutting edge. Cut. The re-
sult will be a 45-degree angle on your first scoop.

rm MMMMM es. MMMMMM111111110111111111111111111
11

1111111111111esmommwaseino /
101111111111111111111111111111111111/111MMIM I III

ER111" I1111M1111111r II1111101111V AIN11111111 41111111111 AIMEE11111111111F AIN111117 ARIIIIIIIMEMMIly 41111111
11111111111111111111MIIIIII IWIIIMIIIIMIN
111111111111111111M1111 1111111111111111

First
11 Scoop

45°

Cutting Edge

Step 2 Place the straw horizontally on the paper cutter and
cut off the point about one inch from the end for your
second scoop.

Second
Scoop

1:=7

Repeat the procedure until,you have 32 scoops.

Step 3 Push the blunt end of a scoop over the end of a
yellow Tinkertoy until the Tinkertoy reaches the
short end of the angle.

IMF
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Scoop Made frOm StraW

Yellow Tinkertoy

Step 4 When all the scoops and handles are joined, 'check
the distance from the tip of the scoop to_ the handle,
using one' scoop as a standard.-. Make adjustments
if necessary. fl

198
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To preveht loss, of the scoops, you may warit to place them
in the containers of white substances immediately.
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Lesson 171 DISSOLVING SUGAR AND SALT IN WATER
e , .

The putposes of this leSsan are to introduce the property of
solubility to the children and.to let them disCover, through
experimendtion, how two different substances vary in this
property,

r

Activity A is an individual experiment. Each child has his
;4 own small sugar cube and.container'of water in which dis=

solve it. Each child observes the process of dissOlution
.through hiS hand magnifier.

"'In Activity each group of four children 'starts with a giVen
amount of water a r-id'experitn-entstond out-ifthis amount
of water- will dissolve Tore sugar, more salt, or the same
amount of each. The children measure the substances and
keep a tally of how many sbodp'Sof each material can be
completely dissolved in 2' cm of water.' When a Solution- be-
comes saturated with a substance, additional particleS will
not dissolve ,and rid more of the substance should be added.
The children will discover that more sugar will go into solu-
tion than salt -- that is, sugar is more soluble than salt.-

is a.`good activity to do just before lunch to find out
/whether the solutions 'CA/1-11 dissolve more of :the'ub'stances,

/ -after lunch:Saturated solutions sugar- ar_d salt ray' be

ti

Used for crystal-growing.
,

In.ActivityC, each child \starts with a given amount of each
substance (I scoop) and firigs out hoW many drops otwater
it takes to dissolve it. The children disCover that it takes'
less water to dissolve the sugar than it does the salt, reaf-
firming their findings in Activity B -- that sugar is' more sol-

-Ore than salt. The childlings.On Work-
sheet 31

It is important that all containers.be washed thoroughly after
each experiment. Soaking the empty containers in hot water
for a while should simplify this task. One or two children
could be given this ,responsibility.

.2 G
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MAtERIALS

o-

200

Activity -A (for each.child)

I. sugar cube (small "cocktail" size)
. .

one - ounce plastic container with half-ounce of water

I toothpick

I. magnifier

small (4" x 4!') square of.black construction paper

AdiVity B (for dfaSS use)

I one-ounce container with 0 -.4 cm tape on the_ side, for
measuring water

-7 ACtivity 5 (for eachgrOup.of 4) -- i.

I tray

4 one-ounce containers) tiCh with water to 2 cm mark
,

4 new toothpicks

4 small,squares (4" x 4"). of black construction-paper

I four-oUnce container...of salt, with Scoop.

I four- ounce-container of granulated Agar, with scoop

Activity B (optiOna.1) --
4 four-inch cylinders from volume-measuring lessons

saturated salt solution (enough to fill 2, cylinders)

saturated sugar solution (enough to fill 2 cylinclerS)'

2i 0
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Activity a (See PREPARATION...)

container of -salt, with scoop

I container of sugar, with scoop

-- Activity C -(for.each*Child)

1 reaction tray, With .sco°op of sugar and salt

iniedicine drofpfier

2 new

I four-ounce container with 2ounces of water

Worksheet 31

PRE- PARATIoN 4 ''

Assemble the materials4for the different activities on trays,...:
, .

You may want the children to help you with this. The reaction
trays for Activity C should look like this:. -

I scoopgof salt

1

I

PROCEDURE

I scoop- of suga

. Activity A

Assign five children to distfibilte each of the five materials.
When all the children have their materials,' ask them to place
the square of black paper under the water container. Then sar
that you want them to observe, with their magnifiers, what
happens to a sugar cube when it is placed in water. Have .
them drop-their cubes into the water,

201.
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As the vibe dissolves,, discuss with the children what they
. .

see happening. Some. posOble observations and discussion
points are:

. Bubbles- float to the surface of the water. --Ask the children
to hypothesize why this is. happening. (Air is etcaping,)

2., The cube begins-to crumble --_ little pieces break off and
fall to-the bOttom of the container. -

.
3. About three7fourth4'-of the cubebreaks_.dszwn.

.--
No'itit have the children-use their toothpicks to break up-the

., rest of _the cube -. .Discuss whathappens. (The sugar dis-
appears.)

WHERE DID THE SUGAR GO? DID WEREMOVE ANYTHING
FROM OUR CONTAINERS? (No.) .s ---

..-

IS THE SUGAR STILL IN OUR CONTAINERS? HOW CAN WE
IND OUT?

202

Tasting, is 'the be4s. uggestion here. Let the children do this,.
-but remind them that tastinish-ould-never be used to test an
unknown substance. Say that, in Ihis .case-;--yo. are sure -

that nothing has been pia ihtbhe containers but sugar nd
water, and therefore -you are permitting* the children to use the
tasting -test. .

.

Ask the children how the water tasted and what they can sur.t
mise 'from this. (The water tasted; sweet ; therefore, the sugar
Is. still: there, but .it ca'n't be., seen.)

Ask' the children if they knOw a word that describes what hap-
pens when sugar disappears like thisin water. If .no one
thinks of "dissolve," give them this word. Reiterate:

WHEN A SUBSTANCE MIXES WITH/A SOLUTION SO THAT
THE SUBSTANCE DISAPPEARS -- pc, THAT NO PARTICLES

-OF -IT.CAN1BnEEN.:.,:..;- WE SAY Ti-IAT THE-SUBSTANCE
DISSOLVED.



Then ask:

WILL SOME MATERIALS DISSOLVE MORE EASILY THAN
OTHERS?

Let the children specUlate. Have them .name some .obvious
=examples .of-materials that do not'dissolve as easily as
sugar, such as sand, wood, plastic, steel, copper, glass,
mineralS, people, vegetables, etc. 3.

WHAT -ABOUT SUGAR AND-SALT? DO YOU THINK ONE .
OF,-THESE SUBSTANCES WILL DISSOLVE AS EASILYAS
THE OTHER? HOW CAN-WE FIND OUT?

Ask the children-to make suggestions 'for 'experimental pro_
cedure and apparattiS. They will probably suggest measuring
quantities of materials and water used.' If they.donst, -ask .

them. to remember some of .theicientific ProCedures they,, ,

learned in.-unit 23, Conditions Affecting-Life.,
.

--. .

-?-At the, conclusion of this',discuii&A, ask one Or iwbchil-
-dren to. collect the equipment. Thbtack'squares can be
saved for the next activity.' The toothpick's and sugar solu-
tion should be thrown mit. The containers should be thor-
ou§hly Washed and =rinsed. in warm water. Eight clean Con-
tainers- sho,uld be kepi "handy for use it Activity B.

Activity B

A half-hour before `lunch is a. good time. to start this activity.

Hold..up two I - ounce containers, each containing 2. cm of
water, and p6se this-problem the class:

IF WE HAVE TWO CONTAINERS , LIKE THESE, WITH
,

THE
SAME AMOUNT OF WATER IN EACH --MD IF WE PUT
SUGAR IW ONE AND -SALT IN THE OTHER -- WOULD WE
BE ABLE TO...DISSOLVE THE SAME AMOUNTS-OF SUGAR
AND SALT?

WOULD WE BE ABLE TO DISSOLVE MORE OF ONE SUB- .

STANGE' THAN OFTHE OTHER? HOW CAN WE FIND OUT?
(We shouldtry 10

203
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HOW, WILL WE KNOW WHEN WE CANNOT DISSOLVE ANY
. MORE SALT OR.SUGAR IN THE-WATER? (Wheri-all the
-..particles will not disappear.)

Divide'-the class into groups of four and assign each child a
letter (A, B, C, D). Have the groups help arrange the desks
so that Child A and Child C are facing each other, and be-
side them, Child Band Child D are facing each Other:

salt

/Er

salt

0

sugar

'Children A and C share the -

salt.container.aridscoc4).

Children B and D share the
sugar container and scoop.,

Distribute the materials and tell the children that, in each
group,. A and C will work only with the salt and B and t5° will
work dilly with the-sugar. Each pairof children who are
working together will need paper and pencil to keep a tally
( /i/(./i.e t etc.) of hOw many scoops they are able to
solve. The black squares shouldbe used as in ActiVity A.....4
Discuss the followin4 procedure with the class:

1 I .. \Put one scoop of material in the water.

2. Hold the -container teburely and stir with toothpick.
.('

3. When or if all the particles disappear, add another scoop.

.4. 'With paper an -pencil, keep a tally of how many scoops
are put

e,
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5. Observe and help.your partner if your solution becomes
saturated (will dissolve no more particles) Sooner than
his doe's. \ .

NOTE: Watch the salt experiments carefully. One scooP\of
salt makes the water reach the saturation point. If the' chil-
dren can See small particles, they_should not add any more.

Ask the children fo'do the experiments; If they started before
lunch, have them leave their equipment in place-until after
lunch. At that time, the children shoulecheck their tolubons..
If all particles are now disiolved, they shoulCIadd another
Scoop end.try to dissolve that. Some children may be able :c

to dissolve another scoopor two of salt. The children who
have sugar may-be able to dissolve as many as 35ficoops.

When the children conclude that their solutions. have reached
the saturation point, Make a'class tally chart (shriller to'the
following one) of the number of scoops the chldren.were able
to dissolve of each substance. List the umber of scoops
(1-40) and tally the number of children who dissolved each
number' of scoops:

1:

.

.
;
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art showing fh-e number of children and
the number of scoops of salt or sugar they
dissolved in 2 am of water'.. Each tally
mark represents a Child,

Number of Scoops
Number of.

%SALT

Children
SUGAR

1 'Ar 44tr 4fr
2 II .

3
,

1 .

,..

4

-5
.

6
7 .

8 . -.

9
.

r1

-

13 .

15 .

16

_ _ __
.

31 s r -7'1.4.4.

- ( 32
. .

ill .

33 .
. .

. .
. 11-1

34
. '

35
.

1 i'l .

36 .
37

. .

.38

39 - .

.40

C
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From this data, the children =should be able to .conclude that
more sugar than salt can be dissolved in a given amount of
water. Therefore, sugar is more soluble than salt -- more
sugar goes into solution .than salt.

NOTE: If you,wish to make crystals; have the .Cleanup crew
pour the saturated sugar solutions into tWo four,inch,cylinders.
Mark these "Sugar Solution." Also have them Pour saturated
salt solutions into two cylinders and .label these. Telrihe .

children you are going to let these:solutions stand for a while,
Ask what they think will happen. as the water evaporates. Have
the children check the cylinders every day.. Within-a-few
weeks (probably after the conclusion of thii utict):-sugar and
salt crystals will form on the sides of the cylinders.' The -chit-
dren can observe these closely with. their` magnifiers. Crystals
Will .forinmore quickly in a warm, place, but put the cylinders
anywhere where the.children-are not apt, to knock them over...
HoweVer,,even if there is some spillage, enough material will
cling to the Sides'of the Cylinders to form crystals. `.

Have the cleanup crew thoroughly waShAndsinse the contain-
ers used in the experiments. They should throw away the used
toothpicks,. The black squares canebe stored for use nekt year.

ri
'Activity C ?e4i

4

Raise this question:

IF YO,U HAD ONE SCOOP OF SALT AND. ONE SCOOP OF
SUGAR, WHICH MATERIAL WOULD TAKE MORE WATER TO
DISSOLVE? .

Let the children speculate. From their work in the previouk
activity some children maybe able to hypothesize that since
sugar is more soluble than salt, it will take less water to
dissolve it., Thit may be too sophiiticated a generalization -

for tin ost of the children to suggest. (This activity should
-help show the connection.)

Seerthat each child has a trey ofmaterials Ask the children
to remove. Worksheet 31 from their Student Manuals. .Ask them

2 1
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Norksheet 31
2fi,

'Disso'hanil in 't&ter

r

to Place ttieir reaction trays
thevorksheets in such a

-1 Cii-yAhat each Well in the tray
has a, black area under it.
Have them each put one tooth-
pick in the salt and the other.,
in the sugar,. Be Sure:they
understand they are not to
interchange the toothpicks.

. They are to use. the salt tooth- -

pick orily`in the salt, and.the
sugar toothpick only: in .the
sugar, xPlain that this to:-
prevent contamination. Also,.
so that the substances do not

away, ask the' children
not to breathe too closely over

,

: them.
\

Now have --q-Se children use their
medicine droppers to put one
atop OA water into the salt and
one.dro.p into the sugar.. Say
that' next they should stir each,
substance for a few seconds
with the appropriate toothpick
but they should stir carefully
or thermal poke holes in the
ttAY- ;

4

If a. substance has not dissolved in the first drop of water,
each child should add mote drops one at a time., After the
tenth drop they may add five drops at a time 'They should
keep-track ofhoW yaw .dtops are added to each substance,
and not go beyond 75,, if a tsubstAt\de, is not dissolve,d. .

4

s ,

No,'substance can be considefed dissolved until tan'particles
have disappeared*, The children may wish to use magnifiers
to check .for remaining 'particles,. , , .., t''

.

:. ,
.

When all the children ha....ve either dissolved the sugar and salt,
.orused their quota of 75 drops,Tmake, a classroom char.t.of
their data: r.

i:
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Chart showing the nurriberOf children and
'.the number of drops of water they used to
dissolve scoop of salt Or sugar, Eac
tally mark repretents:a. child.

Number of Drops'
, , Number of

8AtT.
Children

.SUGAR

.

2
. .

,
3 . .

,

4.
.

I

.

. 4+tt.:14if.

_

.9 2 '
. . te.,

t0 .

.

:

.

:1:. ......:,-; : .:: i .. ..
75 .Pstr.4tr 441r *ii:a.,.

(still a few particles

Discuss the dataon the chart with the children. They should
be, able to. conclude (I) that salt does not diSsolve as easily
as sugar kid (2) that sugar is More soluble -- dissolved mord
easily -- than

Next discuss the usefulness of the property of solubility. Ask
-the 'children if solubility could be used as &test to distinguish,
one m,atefial from another, in the manner in which they used

'results of tests for other properties such as'hardnes§, den-
sity,, etc. They should' be aae to S'eathatt`by the method they
have used in this actiyity, they could test the solubility of a :
substance and compare it with the solubility of sugar arid of,
salt.

21
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Tell the children that today water wa.s_Ittsed to diSsolve the
substances. Suggest that maybe other li4Uids could be used
to dissolVe a substance. Ask:

WILL SiTGAR.pISSOLVE IN OTHER LIQUIDS AS EASILY-AS. IT
DID IN WATER? WILL IT DISSOLVE DIFFERENTLY IN SOME
WAY? WILL OTHER SUBSTANCES DISSOLVE IN THE SAME

-10CY, REGARDLESS OF WHAT. LIQyrD IS USED?

Then say that in-the next lesson they will find answers to some
of these questions.-

Assign a cleanup team to throw away the solutions and the
toothpicks and to wash and rinse, the reaction trays for use in
the next lesson.

Save all the worksheets, as the data. will be needed in Lesson
20.

;*
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Lesson 18: USING VINEGAR \AS A SOLVENT

Here the children use-vinegar as a solvent, instead of water.
They dissolve five dry kibstances: granulated sugar, table
salt, baking Soda, cornstarch and powdeted detergent. The
purpose of the lesSoii is .\to letthe children discover that "'-.

water is not ttke only, and not necessarily the best, solvent.
By experimenting, they find answers to questions such- as:
Will,sugar be more soluble than salt in vinegar? Will ,sugar
and salt dissolve differently in vinegar than in water -- that
is, will it take more or less vinegar than :water to dissolve
each substance? Will vinegar dissolve substances other
than sugar and salt?

When the children add vinegar to baking sada, they willOb-
serve that the mixture bubbles. The lesson ends with a dis-
cussion of this phenomenon. The children are told that it is
called a chemical reaction and that they will be ,experiment-
ing with the property of chemical reaction in- the next ,section
of the unit.

MATERIALS

- 5 four-ounce containers (with, scoops) of the follow-
ing subStanceS: salt, sugar, soda, detergent and starch

-- for each child
- reaction tray containing one scoop of each of the .5 sub-

stances (See PREPARATION.)°

- 5 toothpiCks, 1for each substance
- Worksheet 32, pencil

magnifying glass

medicine dropper

-- for e ch air --
I four-ounce container w th 1 ounde of vintgar.in it

22.1
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'PREPARATION

212''
4

t.

Before class, ask five children to help you prepale the reaction
trays. Assign one childto put one scoop of sugar in the round
well of each tray. Assign a second child to put one scoop of
salt in the well next to the sugar. 'Assign the three other, nil:-
dren to put in a scoop of soda, starch and detergent, as shown
in this cawing:

A-- fit"

Sugar Salt Soda Starch Det'rgent
4

t.

Pour one ounce of vinegar into each of 15 four-ounce containers,
and provide two medicine droppers per container.

PROCEDURE
.

""1*t .
Brieflyreview the findings of the previous lesson -- that some
substances dissolve 'more easily than others. If a substance
can be dissolved, it has the property of solubility'. Some sub-
stances are more soluble than others. .Plor example, the chil:
dren found out that, in water, sugar is more soluble than salt.,

Tell the children that today they will try to find out whether
or not it makes any difference what liquid is used t6 dissolve
a substance Pose the se que_s_tions:--,

IF,WE USE VINEGAR INSTEAD OF WATER, DO yau THINK
SUGAR WOULD DISSOLVE IN IT MORE EASILY THAN SALT?

4
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Noi-kshee t 32
'1.411 t 26

WOULD SALT BE MORE SOLUBLE IN VINEGAR THAN
SUGAR?

-

WILL BOTH BE ABOUT EQUALLY-SOIUBLE 'IN VINEGAR?.

WILL OTHER SUBSTANCES DISSOIVEIN VINEGAR?

HOW CAN WE FIND OUT?

Give the children an opportunity to make suggeStions. An
obvious one is to try dissolving sugar; salt and some other
substances with vinegar. Tell the children that that is_what____
they are going to do experiment with vinegar as the solvent.

Children wilrbe working in:,
pairs to share the vinegar, so
have each pair move their
desks together. Have the chil-
dren remove Worksheet 32 from
their Student Manuals and get
out their pencils; Assign mon-
itors to distribute one reaction

.
tray (containing the five sui:;7-
stances) to each child.' The
children should put their trays.
in the appropriate place on the
Worksheet, as in the last les-
son. Ask another child to give
five'toothpicks to each member
of the class, Tell the cla'ss to
use one toothpick for each subr
stance. Show how you want the

r toothpicks placed when they
are not being used for stirring
(i, e. away from the bottom of
the worksheet) .

16..ssolving in Vinegar

Sugar salt Soda Starch Detergent
5 )-.

NOTE': See p.216 for possible results.

2`' Li
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Placing the toothpicks in this position when.not in use pre:-
vents the. danger of knocking another toothpick from its well
when stirring a substance.

Note position of hands for- stirring.
One hand steadies the tray., the other stirs.

Again remind the,Children to be careful not to po'ke holes in
the tray with the toothpicks. <.

Havea,magnifider and a medicine dropper distributed to each
child, and a container of vinegar to,each paitof children. -

Explain that two children will share the vinegar and that they
should remove their droppers each time They are used, so
that the container not tip over.

Have the children listen carefully as you give them the gen-
eral instructions. Ypu mayant to list some of.the$e on the
chalkboatd. When you have given the instructions, the chil-;
dren should be able to proceed on -their on after Step 2, with
only occasional guidance.

General Instructions:

Step 1 Add 5. drops of vinegar to all wells.

214

Tally the numbet of drops below each substance on
the worksheet,'
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Stir each sUbStarrce with its-own_toothpiok.,

Redord any unusual obserVations at bottom of work-
sheet, /.

(NOTE: .You may want the children to do Step I before
you give them the other steps. They will probably
observe that the soda bubbles'.)

; -

Step 2 Add I drop at a time to all wells.

Tally the number of drops.

Stir.

Make observations.

(NOTE: When and if any substance dissolvei Stop
adding vinegar to that substance. Then record the
total number of.drops. Make obServations for that
substance.).

step 3 After 10 drops have been added to any substance,
add 5 drops at a time until the substance dissolves..
If a substance has not dissolved,* 75 drops, stop
adding drops._ Record observations for all substances

. ,

(general appearance Of each solution)..'

Have the children do the experiments in the prescribed man-
ner. When they have finishedhave them discuss the .results.
In this ditcussion the children :should answer such questions

"Did .salt dissolve mare easily in vinegar than sugar did?
Or was sugar more soluble in it? Were both about equally
soluble? What were the results when vinegar was added to
the sop? To the starch? To the detergent?"

.\s
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Possible results are 
Suga- 

Total number' of 
drbps to diSsolve 

, Other 
Observations 

5 
.1 

'otissolved. of 

6: drops. 

Salt 
5 

.441' 

5. 
5 
5, 
5 

5 
5. 

if 
5') 

era* clews, 

,ilAsEA few 
flay 

112611 

I ooks 
eload 

Soda .Starch Detergent 
5 

5 

7 

5 

5 
5 
5." 
5 
5 

5_ 
5 
5 
5* 

bubbles! 

disolyad 
at-42-±4. 

drolis 

not 
"cirsIve!..d 

Ipo-ks , 
milky 

-Very 
cloudy 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 

rtot. 
449s-dived. 

-few lump, 

qoaliti at 
054s 

Aik the children why the soda bubbled andthe,other substances 
did riot: Explain that bubble-formation is a Property that ap- 
pears when soda. and vinegar are mixed. This kind of p:roperty., 
is called a chemical reaction.. Ask the children how this prop- 
erty of chemical reaction could be used to help identify'math- 
rials. (If.the.children had.an unknown white substdnce and.it ' 
bubbled when mixed with vin'egar,' they could hypothesize that 
it might be soda.). Tell the children that iri,thenext lessOn they 
Will do so/Tie experiments to test for the property of chemical 
reaction,: 

, When cleaning, Up,,set2aside all the containers of vinegar and 

a medicine dropper for each, to use in Lesson 20. -Have a team . 

,,t#.', of children wash and rinse the rest of te droppers, and throw` 

away the reaction trays and toothpicks.' 
. , 
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NOTE; You will proloabfy want to conduct both activ V.es of
the next lesson, on the same day, while certain equipthet
fresh and handy. For Activity B the children should bring in
small samples of materials for testing. Do notreveat at th
time what property.is going.to be tested. (The children will
find out in Activity A that the property is a reaction,of starch
to io-dine, and in Activity B they Will be testing for the: presence
of starch in the materials.) You will want the children to-bring
both starchy-and-on-:starchy-materials, so choose a random -*

assortment like the following:

'any raw vegetable piece of,bread, cookie or other
bakery product'

small piece of wood
newtpaper, piece Of stationery

any raw -fruit
dry beans or peas

'stone

leaf

bits of cereal

Rlastic°

flower-petalS-

-flour . ,

After instructing the children to bring in one or more small
samples of the above, you may wish to say:

IN THE NEXT LESSON.WE ARE GOING TO LEARN A TEST TO
TRY, TO DISCOVER A NEW PROPERTY. AFTER WE LEARN HOW
TO DO THAT, WE WILL NEED SOME EXTRA MATERIALS LIKE :-
THOSE I' JUST MENTIONED FOR 'EXPERIMENTS USING THE
NEW TEST.

.
To be sure the children get some noticeable results; be sure

to have a raw potato and a banana on hand. These can be cut
up later for use by the entire class.)

N.
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SECTION 8

',HEMICAL REACTION
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THE PROPERTY OF CHEMICAL A.EACTION
A -

Th-ft section concludes the work, of the unit. It consists of
two lesons. In Lesson 19 the Children perform experiments
in which they use phenolphthalein (fee-7nol-THAL-een) and
iodine solutions, instead of the water and vinegar-uSed in the',.
solubility lestons. The purpcise herejs ndt to.discciver the\
solubility of various substances, but to, discdver a new pro-pi
erty Some reaction, between a liquid and a.poWder that
Will enable the children to distinguish, one Substance from
others-. ',Eight white .substances:are tested with the s3liittons
in Activity A, and the observations recorded. After discover-
ing the reaction between Sfaroh and iodine in Activity/A, the
children test other materials'for the presence of starch, in
Activity B, (They use the. materials brought from home-for
this.)

In Lesson 20, the childre use alrthe data they have gathered
111-TectiOns: 6 and 7 and ,in Lesson 19, and all the skills and
learning acqiiired throughout the unit. It is an extremely
portant. lesson, both to you and to them: 'It is important to you
because it gives you help in evaluating the children's under-
standing oflpe purposes of the unit. Lesson 20 is important
to.the children, beaaUse -- In beilig given .the opportunity here,
to use what they have learned to identify a number of unkno.vyn
substances they will see that:

1. Each material has properties that distinguish it from other.
materials.

2. If you know the distinguishing properties, you caneidentify
the materials. The more distinctive properties you can dis-
cover, the better your identification is. s ;

3. To discover the properties of a material,'' you have to-know
tests that reveal' the properties: The more tests you can give-

material, the more properties you .can discover and use as
guides to better identifications.

1

Since the above are main purposes of the unit, do not let the
. seemingly long preparation for Lesson 20 deter yoti from teach-
ing it. Upon.looking it-over, you will find that you have al-
ready prepared and used a good many of the materials in pre-
Vious lessons; and are quite familiar with most of them.

22D
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Lesson I9: THE PROPERTY OF CHEMICAL REACTION

In Adtivity A of this lesson the children continue to explore
the property of chemical reaction thatwas introduced in.

'Lesson I8,when the class noticed bubbre- s resulting from the
mixing of baking soda. and vinegar. Here the children experi-
ment with two.,different liquids and eight white substances.
They make severai'discoverfes, each of.rwhich is a change in
the propbrty Of color. 'Of the color Change's , the one most
useful to the.chidren for further experiments is the starch
and iodine result. The children are told that scientists often
use iodine-to-detect the pre'sen'ce of starch in a material.
They know starch is,present if iodine changes the color of a,
material to dark blue or purples

In Activity B the children put this mew knowledge'to,usea to
test various materials brought from home, as rp quested at the
end of the-last lesson: If they hays not brought the materials,
-suggest that they do so' tomorrow and schedule the activity for
then. If-they have-brought the materials, you may wish to
conduct both. activities on the same day, while the children
still have the iodine solutions and' medicine droppers et hand.
There is another,reason for conducting both activities on the
sane day 'iodide solution, even though covered, loses its
usefulness ot tetings in a few days. .

It is not necessary to use the term- "-chemical reaction" in this
lesson and the next, unleSs you wish to do so. "Reaction" is
sufficient for the purposes.

MATERIALS

4
-- Activity A --

From the OMSI Kit:

- 4 one:ounc'e'boftles of phenolphthalein solution

- I one-Ounce bottle of iodine' solution

30 one --ounce plastic dontairiers

23C
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- 30 white pldstiC covers (Remove these from cleat plastic
vials that:measure 3Y, inches in length and 'Li .inches in
diameter. These covers also fit the 1-ounce containers.)

- 30' medicirie,dropp ers

roll of plastic wrap

measuring eta) ,'

Also 'necessary:

I cup of water

markirig'Pen

-

a

8 different, white substances in 4-ounce containers, with
Scoops (from previous` lessors)

Worksheets 33 and 34

--- Activity B

- raw TotatO

'banana

- samples of material brought by the-childrenfor testing'
(vegetables, other foods; wood, etc., as suggested at
end of Lesson 18)

- 1 knife,

I 5 containers of iodine'Solution with droppers

- paper., pencil
- newspaper to protedt.desks..

PREPARATION

Thernaterial for this lesson are based On ,a cfass of thirty.
Each 'child works independently, but each pair of children must
share a container Of phenolphthalein solution and a containek.

A 'of iodine sokution. -

To. make the iodirtiksolution, pourone-half ounce of iodine
(half the bottle) into one cup of water. Mix, then-pouf about

2
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one-half ounce into 15 one-ognce containers. .Put a, white
plastic cover.on each'container,, mark it "Iodine" and plape
on a .trayV Place 5vmedicine dr6ppers on this tray also.

The phenolphthalein is already in a highly dilute solUtion;
so it Is'necesSary only to pour one-fourth bottle into thq
other 1,5 one-ounce, coritainers. "Cover and label these "Fheno":
and place on a tray, along with 15 Medicine droppers.

Also have ready, for distribution by monitors, 4-ounce "Con--
tainers of the 8 different white substances you prepared at 1
the'peginning.of Section 6: Check to see that each substance
still has a scoop in it..

PROCEDT1R-E----

Activity A
-,

IBriefly review the findings of the previous lesson. Remitid the
children that vineggr\was mixed with five different substances,
but reacted with only one. Ask which substance reacted, and
how it reacted. (The soda reacted to the vinegar by bubbling.)
Then

COULD THIS PROPERTY OF REACTION,. BE USEFUI IN HELP-
ING TO DISTINGUISH SODA FROM. OTHER SUBSTANCES?,
(Yes.) HOW? (You could mix vinegar with each-of the 'sub-
stances If bubbles formed in a substance, you'could
'hrthesize that it might be sods.).

Reiterate fothe children that in the case of mixing vinegar
and soda, "the property of reaction is useful in identifying
a particular material." Then' ask if the childien thirlls there
might be other reactions, besides the property of babling,.
that might occur if other liquids than vinegar were used On
the white substances. Letdiem think about this a little,
then ask:.`

WOULD YOU LIKE TO DOSOME EXPERIMENTS AND SEE
WHETHER OR NOT YOU COULD DISC OVER OTHER REACTION
PROPERTIES?

223
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Show a container ,of phenolphthalein solution and a container
of iodine solution. Ask the Children to try to think of a way
to use these two solutions to help discover possible reactions.
The most common suggestion will probably be to miXeach'of,
the solutions with the white substances from the last lesqon,
and see what happens. If a reaction ocdurs, it could be re-
corded. The new reactions, if any, could be used to help
distinguish one substance from another.

Explain that each child is,gOing to have the opportunity to
discover, new properties of reaction fOr himself, after hearing
the procedure and receiving materials, Say that each pair of
children will have to share one phenolphthalein container and-
one iodine container, and should now arrange their desks
accordingly. If the desks slant, ask the children to prop the
fops up -so that they are flat. When the desks are in place,
an'each child has'a flat surface on which to work, have them
remove Worksheets 33 and'34 frorn their student Manual&
EaCh child will alk) need a pencil.

. I

worksheet 33
_URI t 26

Starch

Phe.no 114

Iodine III
Plaster

Mune

Pheno

Chn I k

11111/

Iodine

. Detergent

Pheno

Iodine

:Epsos..14.Salt

Phew')

Iodine ill

Soda'

Mello
4r

4111
Iodine.

SII t

Pheno el
1111

Iodine

Pheno

Samar

Iodine

Woiksheet 34
Uri I t 26

Name

011SERVATIOSS

Phenolphihril e far
soda TOP/fled'

OS/

Oetery,efrit
tarn 'd
nos v color.

A I frleac..,t10725
wic6 siq 1-44

e p/astet:,
son?

(Alf o9 r.

1/

Iodine

Steirc4* tire' 'lei
clarK purple.

A/o re etc 7.C5".01

with G hiai/f)

soda, ,10.14'5)(0;
..oleter9e4t
Sa./t zpSom

,sA it., Siyar.

.w,
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Go through the following experimentalr procedure with the chil-
dren: Y
Step I . I will come to yoteiesk and tear off a piece of plastic

wrap that will fit over Worksheet133. Each of you
should place the plastic over Worksheet 33. The ex-
periments will be done on the plastic.. As I am doing
this, in-how to use the rectangles on the

_yorkshe_et.

-c

Stepi. Eacn rectangle bears -the name of a different substance.
In each redtarig there are two black circles. Moni-
tors Iniillbring-e-a-ch-of you 'two' scoops of each of the
.eight different sUbstancesnapied on the worksheet.
for example-,-You will gefitwo scoops of starch. One, scoop will be pUt On:,orie-black circle of the starch
rectangle and the other scoop of starch will be placed
on the other black circle irr'the-same -rectangle."

Step 3. When every-child:11as two sc ps of each substance,
monitors will bring eac it of children 'a container
of phenolphthalein salt; ion and .a container of iodine
solution. The ill also bring a medicine dropper for
each sol Ion. These medicineliroppers are-nr.,,t to
be-cOhtaminated by switching from one solution to the

-other.. And.thei are not to be left in the containers
because they will tip them over. Great care should
be taken in removing the covers froth the solutions,
as the covers fit very tightly. Therefore, grasp the
container and hold it firmly in plaCe with one harid,
while uncovering it with the other, so that the solwr
tipn- will not be spilled. Each child should start test-

..
ing with only one solution. When he is done with
that, he Will eXchange.the solution and the dropper
for his partner's. Each child is to put only 3drops of
a solution on the substance in-the appropriate/back
circle. .He should do one experithent at a time; obi

f- - ervin Carefully. Observations should be written
1 on Worksheet 34.

,

Step 4. When partners have finished all.t4e-experiments, they
.,0 . -,Ahould compare their results.. ':'s ,.

.

!
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Assign two children to distribute each white substance with a
scoop: (One child should serve one-half of the class, etc.)
These 'Children need notbe too particular about the amount in
each scoopful, but they should see that each student gets
enough -for his experiments. Ask all the students to cooperate
in watchingThat_the prOper substance is put in the appropriate
rectangle. Ask the distributors to be sure, too, that they are
putting the material on, the black circles in the correct rectan-
gles. Do not let all the monitors staridistributing materials

. of the same time. Let the first two get a head start, then send
the nextwo with a second substance, etc.

Assign another child t4 distribute the 15 containers of phenol-
phthalein and IS medicine droppers, one of each to each pair
of children. Have a different child distribute the iodine solu-
tion and droppers in the same manner.

Ask everyone to be careful not to spill things. If a child's
experiment sheet is, somehow spoiled, provide fresh plastic
and- other matetials.

When all of the children have their Materials, remind them
again to use only three drops of a solution on any substance.
No more is needed,. and besides they will be using, what is
left for future experiments. 'At this time warn them not to
taste any of the experimental .substances or solutions, and
remind them not to contaminate the droppers. Then have them
.do the experizinents.

When, everyone has finished experimenting end iting obSer-,'
Vations,, have a child collect the 15 containers o' phenolphthal-
ein and the' 15 droppers that were used with this solution. Each
container should, be covered, placed on a tray and set aside
for use in Lessor 20,

A ,
-to-conduct Activity-B-immediatelyvleave- the- iodine-

solution and, droppers with the children. Otherwise have the
iodine and droppers collected on a tray, covered, and saved
for Activity B and Lesson 20.

226
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Hold a class discussion of the results of the experiments.
The children should have observed the following reactions:

I . The property of 'color change when Phenolphihaleiri solu=-
tion s added to soda. The mixture hap a rosy color.

,
.`9

2. 'Thep operty of color change when phenolphthalein solu-,
tion is added to detetgent-powder. This mixture has a
rosy color, too.

3. The property of color change when iodine solution is added
to starch.. The mixture.has a';dark blue or purple color --
almost black.

Discuss the implications of these reactions aS tests to help
distinguish one ,substance from another. Tell the children

. 'that scientists often-use iodine on materials to find out whepet
they contain starch. The property of reaction to iodirie the
change to a very dark blue or purple.bolor is the clue that
starch is present.

Tell the children that in the next activity they Wiltihave a
chance to test whatever materials they have brought for the
preSence of starch. .
Conclude the activity by askiti each Child to piCkup his ,
plastic sheet carefully, corner corner, and throw it in the ;

waste basket. Save Worksheet 3- for use in Lesson 20.

Activity B

Have the children work in pairs Or in larger groups, depend-
ing on the number of materials they br6ught for testing. Let
them have a little fun conjebturing about what they will find.
Will a rock (flower petal, bean, piece of wood, etc.). contain
starch?, How about the newspaper, or a 'carrot? Then.have
them put each material on newspaper and then one drop of
iodine solution on the material to test it fcit.the pience of
,starch. Assign some children.to test various kinds of paper,
including newspaper, a page in a Student Manual, good not
paper, .etc. obt up a potato and aanana, distribute the
pieces and have the children test these; too.

230
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When all the materials have been tested, hold a class discus-
sion of the results. You might. like to list on the chalkboard all
those items that showed the starch reaction and all those that
did not. The children could copy these, to take home and dis-
cuss further.

3.

Results of the paper tests should be interesting to the children.
There will, be no color change on newspaper (and maybe not on
note paper), but there will be a change in the paper in the
Student Manual after a few seconds.

Some vegetables (such as peas, beans and carrots and espe-
cially the raw potatoes) and some fruits (such as bananas) will
show the property of reaction. So, generally, will breads,
codkies,' cakes, cereals and,flour samples.

'-'2.6



Lesson 20: .IDENTIFYING UNKNOWNS BY THE PROPERTIES

rs

Each Of the three activates of this lesson is,quitedifferent
from the others, but all are extremely valuable to the child
in showing him the usefulness of theunit concepts and skills.

In Activity A the children use a 'large foldout chart (Worksheet
35) on which some information, about their experimental Sub-
standes is already provided.' They fill in the remaining blanks
on this chart with data from Lessons I.7, 18 and 19 (Work-
sheets 31, 32 and 34). They now have information about the
shape, solubility and reaction properties of eight different
white substances..

In Activity B each child receives an unknown substance 'and
is challenged to identify it by testing its properties in sever=
al way&-. First he. examines the material with a magnifier to
see if the3ayticles have a distinctive crystal-shape. ',Then

he tests its solubility in both water and vinegar. Next he
tests 'for a reaction property, -using phenolphthalein ,and
*iodine solution*S. He keeps a record of-his findings
Sheet 36. '
As the children'are doing their experimentS in Activity B they
Check with the chart on Worksheet 3e, to see if their substances
have properties similar to any of the Substances described 'on
the chart. .By the conclusion of their test's, most of the,chil-
dren will, be able to identify their substances. 'However, the
two children Who,work with.the surprise item (fine white sand)
will be very curious about what they have., There is no !Ac-t
ture of sand on the chart (though it may look very much like
sugar under a magnifier), it re not soluble, .and it doeS not
react to the chemicals. You'can'use this information tb.POitzt
out to the children that it is also useful to know what some-
thing is not. 'In this case, the children know that the sand
is not 'any of the eight other white substances. ThiS narrows
down an experimenter's hypotheses and suggests that he must
find others..

InAotivity C the children discus's the findings of Activity B.

Differences in results can be resolved by consulting the

.238
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chart (Worksheet 35), and by your code letter label. The
children ,who-received sand are told what their substance is
and the class fills in the information in th,0 empty row at the
bottorti of the chart. The discusSion,should focus on the im-
portan6e of knowing. many properties of a material-when try-
ing to identify it, and-on how to diSbover the properties (by,
tests). #

-
"-Conclude the unit by having the children review all-the 'prop-.
ezlieS they studied and by having them de-scribe the various
tests they ,used. Encourage them-to take their worksheets
home to summarize for -their families`what they have leamdd
in this Aft:

MATERIALS

-- Activity A (for each child) ---

WorkSheets 31, 32 and 34 from ,previous les'sonS, and
Worksheet 35.

pencil

Activitir B (for each child) --

- Worksheets 35 and -36

pencil
.reaction tray

- 2 toothpicks

-. I foui-ounce container of unknown white sUbstance, with
scoop

- magnifier

ActivitY- B (for each pair)

- 4 liquids in' containers on styrofoam tray, each with its
own dropper, as follows:
4-ounce container of water
4 -ounce container of vinegar (from Lesson 18)

230



1-ounce container of phenolphthalein, solution (from. T7es-
Son 19) , ..

1,-ourice container of iodine solution Mom' Lesson 19).

-- Activity C 7-

Worksheets 35 and 3t.

pencil.

PREPARATION -
N

The materials for this`lesson are based ona class of 30 chil-;
dren. Each child is given a reaction tray anci.an unknown sub-
stance to test in it. Each pair oi children must share a tray
oftheliquids. From the'OMSI kit, :get 15 styrofoam trays and
put four containers of liquids on each tray, with droppers. In
order to keep, the droppers free from contaraination, She -fol....
lowing arrangement of the droppers and liquids.on'the tray is
suggested: .

.

i
. w,.. .

You will need nearly all the 4,,ounce` containers O White sub-
stantes_that you prepared with scoops. at the beginning of
Section '6, plus two new containerS'of white \sand. All iden-
tification must now be removed from these and. each substance .

code-labeled_with_a_letter_of_the_alphabet.----With-a marking
pen, code-label as follows: .. J.
A - plaster D - chalk G - dry detergent ..

B - salt, \ E - sugar H - Epsom salt,
C soda ',, F starch I - sand'

2'4 0
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PROCEDURE

Adtivity A

r

See that each child has'his'data from Lessons 17, 18.and 19
(Worksheets 31 12 and 34). Ask the children to open their
Manuals to WOrksheel 35, which-is a foldout sheet. Discuss
the chart on the foldout worksheet. Tell the children that
pictures and some data have been provided, but that they
should complete the chart by filling in. the data they ollected

° on Worksheets 31, 32 and 34. Circulate among them,.check-.
ing their work. 4 -

1/4.)4t$

a

Woricsheet
Unit 26

The letter or myubetance is Name

NAME OF WHITE
SUBSTANCE

SHAPE OF SOLID

- '' - ..

*04,

leAlif A 0
1)

, SOLUBILITY REACTION

.Water
(75 drop limit)

Vinegar
175 drop limit)

Phenolphthalein
( 3 drops)

Iodine
(3 drops)

stintsirg 1
-.N... 444 401111

-di WI. el...11
-4/,Caty p.zt;...

.117 Itio.
.. 1.161., 4 .061111
-- 1414. slowly .

- a ftw_ttl /444141# 01 orionAl.

no reaction
.-

no reaction
.'
SALT

to AR ,

'

. ' .41% ,

.1 1.2 , ,"-
i f y IP'.r All

,.
,4,",1---7-4Ati

' Ji.iselves.

56.71..0
- dssolves.

no reaction no reaction .

.

. . _ At; 12b 0 - , e rsiges
no reaction no reaction.

EPSOM SALT - Jiso./..s. ,y. -Iissolvos.

SOOA

` 4, '. '., 4 1$AL4e000
. -..lissolves.

.1 C ` st , .
.

-BUBBLES-FIZZES
40 to 454..0 iiesolvos. tw" Pink' or

'rose color,
no reaction

'otfoo boson . Soho
of hey/

STARCH

.21_75_,..dils.

- oitlki Ws.,

i,
c!...ii

of .15 dein
ne reaction

-.turns Jeep IA.
or pores

- almost- Mock
milk, 61.;,

chbuil

Ch AU(

% 14 sr 75 drop ISUIPLES-clZiES
_70 teri5drota Assl.ss no react ion no reaction

a -..fyjkly..14fts_..
A vay .

n. -42Li,' w

no reaction , no reaction') -ro.iity Wt.,
cho4,- .-

-Auk, loom"
cloudy

PCA.STER ,

.J 4 ii.nimoi .

- 4 4+444. 41.
st,,/ 0,.14 Nat'l"

*/*041-

dZULAAt
euely

- em/ &fowl
.s..era .4...A. ,

turns rose
colored(

or brIst red
no ritictisn

DETERGINT

-V

0
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When everyone.has transferred his data to the chart, discuss
how the chart could be used.

IF I GAVE EACH OF YOU AN UNKNOWN WHITE SUBSTANCE,
AND YOU TESTED IT WITH THE TESTS LISTED AT'THE TOP
OF-THE CHART, HOW COULD THIS CHART BE USEFUL?

The children- should see that, if they examined an unknown.
white substance for shape, for solubility, and for reaction
properties, they could check their results with-the chart to
help idehtify the unknown material....

IN THE 'NEXT ACTIVITY I AM GOING TO GIVE. EACH OF
,YOU AN UNKNOWN WHITE SUBSTANCE. YOU WILL LOOK
AT THE SHAPE OF ITS PARTICLES THROUGH A MAGNIFIER,
THEN TEST IT FOR SOLUBILITY WITH WATER AND WITH
VINEGAR. FINALLY YOU WILL TEST FOR THE: PROPERTY
OF REACTION-WITH PHENOLPHTHALEIN AND IODINE .
SOLUTIONS. WHEN YOU'1HAVE. DONE EACH TEST., THIS
CHART SHOULD HELP YOU EITHER TO IDENTIFY YOUR
SUBSTANCE OR TO TELL WHAT IT IS NOT.

Activity B: Testing
Remind the children that in this activity each child is going
to receive an unknown white substance to try to identify by
tests. Explain that eachpair of children will be sharing
the test liquids: 'Haveeach pair push their desks together.
Now ask each child to. remove Worksheets 35 and 36 from
their Stud9nt Manuals, put away the manuals and take out
a pencil,. If desks are slanted, have the tops propped up
so that each child has a flat surface on'which to work.

Describe the experimental procedure the_children

Step I Monitors will bring to each pair:
a tray with 4 containers of liquids, each with its

own. dropper .

Magnifiers
2 reaction trays
4 toothpicks
2 containers of unknowri white substances

'(Both children will not necessarily get the same
kind of substance.)

233
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0
From these 'items, each child should take two tooth -.
picks and one of each of the other materials. (They
will share the liquid.) Then the children shbuld
write the code letter of their Unknown substance at
the top of Worksheet 35 (chart).

Step 2. Each child should put his reaction tray on the appro-
Priate place on Worksheet 36, The round well.will
not be used -- it should be placed so that it is on .

`:*the left of the worksheet and then be ignored..

Worksheet 56
Unit 26

234

Name

Solubtltty Reaction

'Add no more

than 15 drops.
3 d ps
.

. ,
.

1

Water VinegerPtieno Iodine

\'''

1

(heck your
. observations
Isith-the chart
on Worksheet 35.

What aubstence
do you think
you have?

Before testing:

After testing:,

2

Step 3. Each child should put
1.scoop of -Ms sub.;
stance in each' of the

. '4 rectangular wells in
his reaction tray.

Step 4: The magnifier should .

be used to examine the
substance. Then the
PictUres of substances .

on Worksheet 35, should .

be examined to
the

if
any resemble the uri-.
known substance: (Dis- -
cuss an example.)

Step 5. The children should try
to dissolve their sub-

, :tances with .water and
then With vinegar. They
should use the same pro-
cedutes they used in"pre-
vious -solubility-lessons
That is, they should add
5 drops of the liquid and
stir -- then add drop
at a time until they get

. to 10 dropt and stir again.
After 10 drops they should
add 5 at a time. They
Should keep a tally of the
drops used in each case.

At

f.

_a
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STOP ADDING DROPS AT ANY TIME THAT YOU
THINK A SUBSTANCE IS DISSOLVED -- WHEN NO
PARTfCLES CAN BE SEEN IN THE SOLUTION.
EVERYONE SHOULD STOP AT -75 DROPS WHETHER
THE SUBSTANCE HAS DISSOLVED, OR NOT.

When a substance has been 'dissolved-, or when 75
drops have been added to it, the children should
stop'end record their observations on Worksheet 36
in the appropriate plebe. Then they should check to
see if their observatiorfs.match, ky on Workiheet
(the chart) . (Discuss an 'example.)

.

Step. 6. When the children have tried the solubility tests,
they should try the reaction tests with 3 drops of
phenolphthalein solution and .3 -drops ,of iodine solu-
tion. Observations should be written in the proper
columns of Worksheet 36. Again the children should
check, all the information in the reaction coluMns of
Worksheet 35 to see if any correspond with their own
observations. (Discuss an example.)

Step 7. If a child checks all the rectangleS for a given sub-
stance on Worksheet 35 (chart) , he can,then hypoth-
esize that he has that substande,

When you think the. children understand what they
are to do, let them goint!

If a chlid wants to hypothesize about. the identit of his mate-
one or two tests (or after_jutet-b eoking its shape),

`say, "Yoil may be right, butsyou need mare evidence to !take
a good hypothesis. You should do all the tegtsto get the best

. -

possible` identification,"

When the tests, are finishede.nd the observations are all re-'
corded on Worksheet 36, askeeqh childfif he identified his
substance .es one of tWose described OnlAkorksheet 35. (MoSt,.
'well have done so;) Tell the children to Fsave both worksheets
to discuss in the next activity.

Step 8.

24
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Activity C: Discussion and Review

Ask all the children who worked with Substance A to give
their results from Worksheet' 36. Ask: what substance they
think they have, and Why they think so. there are diScrep,
ancies in their test results', have' the children reSolve these
by checking for pOssible errors they may haVe madein test-
ing or measuring Or tallying. Write on the chalkboard the
code letter "A" and tImidentification the children agree upon.

Do this for. each substan ce. The findingsof the children'
,ho worked with Substance I (the sand) should be quite puz,-

to them. Under the Magnifier the material may have
_looked' much like sugar,' but it did not dissolve and it did
not react,to' either the phenolphthalein. Or the iodine solutions.
Let the children hypothesize about what this substance could
possibly be. They.maY'say.fhat Sub-stance :I does not' fit any

. of the descriptions of the eight substances on Worksheet 35

and, so probably ii ,not any of these. (Some child:may even
2.,hazard a guets 'that the -substance is sand.) Accept all hy-

potheses, then list the code letters and correct names on
the chalkboard so that everyone can see if he has identified
his 'substance properly'. Point out the .importance of the work
with S and by. asking:- $:

\ r
IS IT HELPFUL TO KNOW THAT SUBSTANCE I IS. NOT ANY

OF THE EIGHT SUBSTANCES LISTED ON WORKSHEET 35?
(Yes. It narrows down the field of inVestigation,)

,. %,

WHAT WOULD WE HAVE HAD TO DO IF r HAD NOT TOLD
YOU THAT SUBSTANCE J IS SAND? (We would have had
to make \new hypotheses and learn new methods of test-
ing for other properties.)

Tell the children that there are tests for discovering whether
or not a substance is sand (it melts at very high temperatures,

for example), but the necessary equipment would not be avail-
able -to a regular classroom.. Have the children write 4" Sand"
and the test 'results for it in the empty, row at the bottom of
Worksheet 35. (Encourage them 'to take their completed work-
sheets home later to show to and discuss' With their families.)



Jr. r

CondIud by having the children review each property they
Studied'i this ,unit (hardness, density, eta.). .Ask them to
recall hOw they tested for each property: Emphasize '

three ideas given in the Section 8. Commentary; Yainely:

I Each Mat rial has properties that distinguish it from other .

materials.

2. If you know the distinguishing properties, you can identify
the,material . The more distinctive properties you can dis-
cover, the b tter your identification is.

. To discover th properVas'ofa .material, you have to' know
_tests that reve 1 the properties. The more tests you can
give a material;, the more properties you can discover and
use as guides to better identifications.

t
t

9
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